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The introduction in English starts page 5
Une introduction. . .
La prise de décision est un processus complexe qui amène à sélectionner une suite d’actions
parmi plusieurs scénarios différents duquel résultera un choix final, ce qui peut être une action
ou une opinion sur une action. A l’origine, c’est un mécanisme biologique que toute entité
sentiente peut accomplir pour choisir la meilleure alternative en fonction de ses besoins et
de ses objectifs. Au début, il s’agissait de trouver un abri et de la nourriture pour pouvoir
survivre, ensuite, avec l’évolution de la société, ces besoins n’ont plus lieu d’être et la prise
de décision concerne maintenant de nombreux autres domaines, de plus en plus difficile et
complexe à représenter. Ainsi, plusieurs contextes sont concernés : quelles sont les actions
qu’un agent de change doit suivre pour maximiser ses bénéfices ? Que doit faire un étudiant
pour obtenir son doctorat ? Comment le chirurgien peut-il pratiquer une opération sans
risquer la vie de son patient ? Et de nombreuses autres questions peuvent se poser, par tout
le monde et à chaque instant.
La société actuelle fournit une quantité astronomique d’informations disponible en un
clin d’œil et cela les rend difficiles à traiter en vue de prendre la bonne décision. Si ce n’est
pas grave quand cela concerne l’organisation d’un week-end, cela peut devenir vital quand
il s’agit de faire atterrir un avion. Pour cette raison, de plus en plus de logiciels de prise de
décision sont mis en place pour aider l’utilisateur à traiter les informations selon un certain
objectif et sont utilisés dans plusieurs domaines, allant du médical au boursier. Malgré
tout, il est quelque peu illusoire de proposer un unique logiciel qui soit capable de prendre
en compte les différences selon les cas d’application. C’est une des raisons pour laquelle
nous avons choisis, lors de ces travaux, de nous intéresser à une sous-partie de la prise de
décision. En effet, outre le choix d’une série d’actions pour accomplir un objectif, cela peut
aussi être utilisé pour traiter des informations et mettre en évidence un point particulier qui
sera utile à un utilisateur qui prendra alors la décision finale. De tels systèmes d’aide à la
prise de décision sont largement utilisés dans les systèmes de surveillance.
La surveillance, c’est l’observation des comportements, des activités et d’autres informations,
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concernant généralement des personnes, dans le but de les influencer, les diriger ou les protéger.
Si on met à part les problèmes de vie privée et l’aspect politique de la surveillance, un tel
système regroupe différents outils et propose des moyens variés pour réaliser la surveillance
d’une zone particulière, ou de quelque chose. Encore une fois, les systèmes de surveillance
sont nombreux et utilisent différents outils : des réseaux de caméra pour la surveillance
routière, des radars et des senseurs pour le contrôle aérien, des capteurs pour examiner le
corps humain,. . . Tous ces systèmes ont un point commun, leur fonctionnement. Ils traitent
l’information pour isoler les parties considérées comme critiques pour prendre une décision.
La plupart du temps, un ou plusieurs opérateurs sont en charge du système et utilisent
ensuite ces morceaux d’information pour décider de la marche à suivre.
Cependant, de nos jours, de plus en plus de systèmes sont conçus pour alléger le travail
des utilisateur. De la détection d’une intrusion sur un réseau à la détection de ralentissement
dans le trafic en passant par la surveillance fluviale, les systèmes sont capables de gérer ces
tÃ¢ches automatiquement car ce sont des objectifs relativement simples à remplir. Mais
quand il s’agit de systèmes cruciaux, les résultats de l’ordinateur sont vérifiés par un
utilisateur car ils peuvent être sujets à des erreurs et la différence entre un missile et un
avion inconnu peut être de la plus haute importance.
C’est pourquoi le processus de prise de décision dans les systèmes de surveillance
reste le plus simple possibles et que des experts, les utilisateurs, sont en bout de chaîne.
Certains travaux proposent d’améliorer la prise de décision en ajoutant des mécanismes
d’apprentissage, un apprentissage qui est le plus souvent fait a priori et en se basant sur des
données de tests représentant des situations connues. Le problèmes de ces données, c’est
qu’elles sont spécifiques au domaine d’application, au système et au type d’apprentissage.
Ainsi, plus qu’une prise de décision, ces systèmes sont conçus pour détecter des
comportements anormaux et les soumettre aux opérateurs. Mais encore une fois, il n’y a pas
d’approche générique du problème car le domaine et le contexte jouent un rôle fondamental.
Contributions
En conséquence, le travail de cette thèse concerne la conception d’un système capable
de traiter les information et d’identifier des anomalies dans un domaine qualifié de
générique. De plus, pour être efficace, le système doit être capable d’apprendre des
ses erreurs. L’objectif final n’est pas de remplacer les opérateurs mais de proposer un
système suffisamment efficace pour les aider dans leur travail. Pour prendre en compte
l’apprentissage dans un système d’aide à la prise de décision, nous proposons un modèle
générique à base d’agents en accord avec la théorie des Adaptive Multi-Agent Systems
(AMAS). Le modèle proposé est conu¸ pour être facilement adapté à différents types de
systèmes, du moment que la représentation de l’environnement est compatible. De plus,
le système est tel que l’utilisateur n’a pas besoin d’être un expert en AMAS pour l’utiliser.
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Les agents qui composent notre systèmes ont une connaissance locale, ainsi qu’une
représentation locale, du problème et de leur environnement, qu’ils peuvent percevoir, ainsi
que leurs voisins, d’autres agents. Ils sont ensuite capable de coopérer et de s’adapter à
leur environnement pour satisfaire à leur propres objectifs. Chaque agent est capable de
calculer une valeur de satisfaction et l’atteinte d’un équilibre pour chaque agent constitue
une solution au problème. La différence principale avec les autres approche est qu’il n’y a
pas besoin de retranscrire le problème selon un certain formalisme ou selon un certain type
de données. En effet les agents sont aussi proche de la définition du problème que possible
et une définition générique nous assure des agents génériques.
Finalement, le système est conçu pour préserver la coopération et l’adaptation identifiées
dans la théorie des AMAS. Cela peut se résumer comme suit :
3 un traitement local en temps réel des événements et des changement dans
l’environnement ;
3 une robustesse et un passage à l’échelle améliorés ;
3 la possibilité de fonctionner dans un environnement dynamique ;
3 un système ouvert où des agents peuvent apparaître et disparaître pendant le
fonctionnement.
Pour évaluer le système, nous avons pratiqués des expérimentations en utilisant une
plateforme de simulation capable de représenter et de simuler différents composants d’un
système de surveillance dans le but de remplir deux rôles principaux :
3 simuler les comportements de plusieurs entités en créant et en suivant différents
scénarios ;
3 simuler les opérateurs ayant une réelle connaissance sur les comportements et les
entités.
Ainsi, il est possible de combiner cette plateforme avec un système de détection de
comportements anormaux pour pouvoir tester ce dernier.
Organisation du manuscrit
Les chapitres suivant composent cette thèse :
Chapitre 1. Dans ce chapitre, le contexte spécifique à cette étude est présenté : les systèmes
de surveillance sont globalement décrits, et plus spécifiquement en ce qui
concerne la surveillance maritime. Dans une seconde partie, nous présentons
l’aspect multi-agent et la méthodologie que nous avons suivie. Nous y
détaillons la notion d’agent et de système multi-agent avant de présenter la
théorie des AMAS.
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Chapitre 2. Ce chapitre concerne l’état de l’art concernant les méthodes d’apprentissage
automatique et les systèmes de surveillance. Tout d’abord, les principales
techniques d’apprentissage sont détaillées car elles sont utilisées dans les
processus de détection d’anomalies et de prise de décision. Ensuite, nous
présentons différents types de systèmes de surveillance qui ont été développés
et appliqués dans de nombreux domaines.
Chapitre 3. Ce chapitre décrit le modèle agent générique que nous avons conçu en accord
avec la problématique autour de la détection d’anomalies : la levée d’alerte et
l’apprentissage pour améliorer le système. Nous décrivons les agents, leurs
comportements et leurs interactions, toujours en accord avec la théorie des
AMAS.
Chapitre 4. Ce chapitre présente une application du système multi-agent décrit
précédemment. Nous y présentons les modifications et les ajouts pratiqués sur
le système pour pouvoir l’utiliser dans le domaine de la surveillance maritime et
plus spécifiquement dans le cadre du projet I2C1. De plus, nous y décrivons un
outil développé pour simuler divers composants d’un système de surveillance.
Chapitre 5. Ce dernier chapitre est une discussion autour l’évaluation du système multi-
agent adaptatif dans son contexte d’application. Différents critères sont utilisés
pour souligné l’efficacité du système dans le domaine de la surveillance.
1Integrated System for Interoperable sensors & Information sources for Common abnormal vessel behaviour detection
& Collaborative identification of threat – EU Project
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General Introduction
Introduction to. . .
Decision-making is a complex process leading to the selection of a course of action among several
alternative scenarios. This results in a final choice, which can be an action or an opinion on
action. Originally, it is a biological process that every sentient entity can perform in order
to choose a set of actions to follow according to a need or an objective. At the beginning,
the first processes were about the finding of a shelter and food in order to survive. With the
evolution of society, these needs are fulfilled and the decision making concerns a lot of other
domains, becoming more and more difficult to express and represent.
But more than that, it is also used in several contexts: what is the course of actions to
follow for a trader to improve its benefits? What have a student do in order to achieve a
Doctorate? How can a surgeon perform an operation without endangering its patient life?
And many others. All of this shows that decision-making is used everyday, more or less
consciously, by everyone.
With the current society and the huge amount of information available at any time, it
can be hard to process all of it in order to make the good decision. If it is not of a prime
importance when it comes to the organisation of the week-end, it can be vital when it comes
to land a plane. For this reason, more and more decision-making software are set up and
help the users to process all the information according to a given objective. This is applied
in several domains, from stock exchanges to medical diagnosis.
It is quite illusive to tackle all of these domains with one stone. This is the main reason
why, in this work, we focus on a particular part of decision-making. Indeed, if decision-
making can be used to select actions according to objectives, it can also be used to process
information and highlight a particular information leading to the decision by the user. Such
systems helping the decision process are widely used in surveillance systems.
The surveillance is the monitoring of behaviours, activities or other changing information,
usually of people for the purpose of influencing, managing, directing or protecting. Set apart the
privacy problems and the politic aspects of surveillance, a surveillance system is a system
that regroups several tools and means to achieve the surveillance of a particular area or
thing.
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Again, surveillance systems are numerous and use various tools: camera networks
to monitor traffic, radars and sensors to monitor planes, sensors for the monitoring of
the human body,. . . The common point of these systems is their running. They process
information and provide a piece of information that is considered critical in order to take
a decision. Most of the time, one or more operators are in charge of such systems and use
the information given to choose the course of actions by themselves.
However, nowadays, more and more systems are designed in order to alleviate the
users of these concerns, especially simple ones. Detecting network intrusion, monitoring
water overflow, spotting traffic jamming, these are simple tasks that can be handled by an
automatic system. But for more crucial systems, the computer result is verified by a user.
The system can be subject to error and the difference between a missile and an unknown
plane can be of the utmost importance.
This is why the decision-making process in surveillance systems is kept as simple as
possible and the users are at the end of the process. Some works propose to improve the
decision-making by the addition of learning in the system. This learning is mainly made
a priori, using training data set representing known situations. But these data set are very
unique according to the domain of application and the kind of systems and learning used.
Thus, more than decision-making, these system are designed to detect abnormal
behaviours, also called anomalies in this thesis, and propose them to the operators. But
once again, there is no generic approach about anomaly detection in surveillance systems
since it is so dependant on the domain and the context.
Contributions
Therefore, the work of this thesis is the design of a system able to process information
and identify anomalies in a generic domain. Besides, in order to be efficient, this system
must be able to learn from its errors. The final objective is not to replace the operator but to
propose a system efficient enough to help the operator in its charge.
To address the learning in a aided decision-making system, we propose a generic agent
model based on the Adaptive Multi-Agent System (AMAS) theory. The proposed model is
designed to be easily adapted to various kinds of decision-making system, as long as the
environment representation is equivalent. Besides, the multi-agent system is built so the
user has not to be an AMAS expert to use it.
The final multi-agent system is divided into two multi-agent systems composed of
several types of agents. These agents have a local knowledge and a local representation
of the problem. They also possess a local environment, and means to perceive it as well
as their neighbours, meaning the other agents. The agents are then able to cooperate and
adapt themselves to their environment in order to satisfy their own objectives. Each agent
is able to compute a satisfaction value and by reaching a satisfaction equilibrium among the
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different agents a global solution of the problem is obtained.
The main difference with the other approaches is that there is no need to translate the
problem into a specific framework or input data. Indeed, the agents are built as close as
possible as to the definition of the problem. Taking the problem from a generic point of
view ensures that the resulting multi-agent system is generic too.
Finally, the system is designed so that it preserves the cooperation and the adaptation
features identified in the AMAS theory. This can be sum up by:
3 A local and real-time treatment of the events and changes in the environment at
runtime.
3 An increased level of robustness and the scalability of the number of agents.
3 An ability to run in a dynamic environment.
3 An openness of the system, where new agents can appear and disappear during the
running.
To evaluate the system, we have conducted experiments using a simulation platform.
This platform is able to represent and simulate various components of a surveillance system
and it aims at fulfilling two roles:
3 Simulate the behaviours of several entities by creating and reading several scenarios.
3 Simulate the operators with a real knowledge on the behaviours of the entities.
Thus, it is possible to plug this platform with a abnormal behaviour detection system in
order to test it.
Manuscript Organisation
This thesis is divided into the following chapters:
Chapter 1. In this chapter, the specific context of this study is presented: surveillance
systems are globally described and a focus then is done on maritime
surveillance. In a second part, we present the multi-agent aspect and
methodology of this work. Here, we detail the notion of agent and multi-agent
system before we present the Adaptive Multi-Agent System Theory.
Chapter 2. This chapter concerns the state of the art of existing machine learning
methods and surveillance systems. First, the main machine learning techniques
are detailed since they are used in decision-making and anomaly detection
processes. Second, we present several kinds of surveillance systems that have
been designed and applied to numerous domains.
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Chapter 3. This chapter describes the generic agent model we have designed according to
the anomaly detection problem: the alert triggering and the learning to improve
the system. We describe the agents, their behaviours and their interactions,
accordingly to the Adaptive Multi-Agent System Theory.
Chapter 4. This chapter presents an application of the multi-agent system described in the
previous chapter. We present the modification and the addition to the system
in order to be used in a maritime surveillance system, called I2C2. We also
describe a tool developed in order to simulate different component of a maritime
surveillance system.
Chapter 5. This last chapter discusses the evaluation of the adaptive multi-agent system in
its application context. Different criteria are used to underline the efficiency of
the system within the surveillance domain.
2Integrated System for Interoperable sensors & Information sources for Common abnormal vessel behaviour detection
& Collaborative identification of threat – EU Project
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« You cannot impose ideologies on people who do not embrace it
wholeheartedly. »
Peter F. Hamilton
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Résumé général du chapitre
cAinsi qu’exposé en introduction, ce travail se place dans le contexte des systèmes de surveillance,
et plus spécifiquement la détection d’anomalies, soit de comportements anormaux, dans une zone
donnée. Ces comportements sont capturés par divers capteurs et senseurs et sont noyés au milieu de
milliers de comportements dits normaux. De plus, ils peuvent être de différentes natures en fonction
des entités que l’on souhaite surveiller. En revanche, le point commun de nombreux systèmes de
surveillance est qu’ils sont conçus pour aider à la détection et l’identification des anomalies et des
menaces conséquentes.
A un instant donné, une situation peut être isolé et définie comme la séquence d’état qui y a mené.
Elle peut ensuite être analysée et qualifiée en tant que suspecte ou non. Bien que cette décision puisse
être automatisée, elle est plus souvent le résultat d’une intervention et d’une réflexion humaine. En
effet, de nombreux facteurs entrent en jeu et en fonction de son contexte, une situation peut être
normale alors qu’elle était qualifiée d’anormale dans un contexte différent.
Dans le domaine particulier de la surveillance maritime, les problèmes concernant
l’automatisation sont exacerbés tant le nombre de variables à prendre en compte à un instant donné
est important. Les opérateurs sont considérés comme des experts dans leur domaine et l’évaluation
des différentes situations est le fruit d’une longue expérience. Lors de nos travaux, nous nous
sommes attaqués à deux aspects : la représentation des entités surveillés, des navires, et de leurs
comportements dans un premier temps, puis la possibilité pour le système d’apprendre de ses erreurs
dans un second temps, de manière à proposer des résultats de plus en plus pertinents et corrects.
Pour y parvenir, nous avons choisi d’utiliser la technologie et les méthodes multi-agents.
D’inspiration biologique, ces systèmes sont particulièrement efficaces quand il s’agit de représenter
des modèles complexes et dynamique comme c’est le cas en surveillance. Un agent est une entité
logicielle autonome capable d’interagir avec son environnement et les autres agents, qui possède des
objectifs, des attributs et des capacités d’actions, de réflexion et de perception (ceci est une définition
générique, les agents pouvant être adaptés et plus ou moins contraints en fonction du modèle).
Lorsque ces agents sont plongés dans un environnement commun, on parle alors d’un système multi-
agent (SMA).
Les interactions entre les agents en fonction de leurs objectifs, commun ou global, et
de leurs définitions autorise la résolution de différents problèmes : optimisation, résolution,
modélisation,. . . L’une des particularités les plus intéressantes des SMA concerne l’auto-organisation.
Des systèmes capables de s’auto-organiser exhibe des structures ou des capacités sans intervention
extérieure, c’est à dire que ce sont les agents eux-mêmes qui "créent" ces possibilités. Cette notion
permet d’alléger la conception des agents et de laisser le SMA trouver la meilleure solution pour un
problème donné.
Cet aspect des SMA est au coeur de la théorie des AMAS utilisée pour les travaux présentés
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dans ce manuscrit. Cette théorie prône une définition locale des agents pour aboutir à l’émergence
de la fonction globale. Ainsi, les agents d’un AMAS sont définis de manière à ne posséder qu’une
perception limitée de leur environnement et à ne pouvoir interagir qu’avec leurs voisins proches en
fonction d’un objectif local et propre à eux-mêmes. La définition des règles d’interaction permet
ensuite de structurer les agents entre eux, et donc le système, pour aboutir à une fonction globale qui
n’est pas intrinsèquement défini dans le SMA. La définition des règles locales est donc le point central
de la théorie des AMAS. L’élégance de la chose vient d’une simple observation : plutôt que d’indiquer
aux agents ce qu’ils doivent faire, il faut leur indiquer ce qu’ils ne peuvent pas faire et comment y
remédier ou le prévenir. Ainsi, les agents sont libres de tester les différentes possibilités qui s’offrent
à eux tout en tenant compte des interdictions définies par le concepteur. Ces interdictions doivent
évidemment être en accord avec l’objectif voulu pour le système final.
Comme le système I2C concerne un environnement complexe, dynamique, ouvert et non
totalement connu, nous avons choisi d’adopter cette philosophie. En effet, les agents que nous avons
définis sont simples mais capable de représenter les différents éléments d’un tel système tout en
intégrant les connaissances du domaine : les entités et les interdictions qu’elles ont (généralement
issues de la législation ou de comportements anormaux connus et identifiés). Il faut enfin noter que
notre travail s’appuie sur la téhorie des AMAS mais n’en adopte pas l’intégralité des principes et
méthodes.
1.1 Surveillance Systems
1.1.1 Generality about Surveillance Systems
The context of this work is the surveillance domain and, more precisely, the anomaly
detection in surveillance systems. Such systems use different kinds of sensors in order to
capture the behaviours of entities in a monitored area. The entities and the area can be
of abstract nature (for example the surveillance of agents in a computer networks) or of
concrete one (for example the surveillance of pedestrians and vehicles). In a same way,
various methods and techniques are used, see chapter 2 for more information on this.
The common point of the majority of surveillance systems is that they are designed to
help the detection of anomalies or abnormal behaviours, like an intrusion in a computer
network or a collision between several cars. The generic running of such a system is as
follows.
Various sensors are set up to capture all the data and information on the entities in the
monitored area. At a given time, the set of data allows to identify several situations: two
vehicles stopped on the highway, a pedestrian lying down on the road, a computer node not
responding, two computers with the same unique identification,. . .
These situations are then analysed in order to detect the true anomalies from noise and
false or explainable situations. This analyse can be automated but is actually widely made
by surveillance operators who are also considered as expert in their domain. This expertise
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comes from experience, but also from the understanding of several underlying concepts
(human behaviours, specificities of a network,. . . ). These concepts are difficult to implement
in a fully automated system, that is why the human presence is almost always needed in
surveillance systems.
Finally, when a situation has been analysed and an anomaly is detected, it is broadcast to
the concerned authorities in order to answer the anomaly (eradication of the false computer
identification and its cause, sending assistance on highway,. . . ). More than for the situation
analysis, this phase is hard to automate and human operators and experts are mostly left in
charge of these action decisions.
1.1.2 About Maritime Surveillance
Among the surveillance systems, a growing domain concerns the maritime activity.
Indeed, maritime area are home to many activities, legal or illegal, and the huge size of
the areas to monitor is a main challenge. Besides, a lot of parameters are involved in the
maritime activities: weather and ship behaviours are the most common. Therefore, several
projects take place into the maritime surveillance.
To be efficient, a maritime surveillance system must be able to permanently track and
monitor all types of maritime activities in order to detect abnormal behaviours, to analyse
them and to early identify threatening situations. However, currently there does not exist
such a system that can handle all the necessary information needed to detect all abnormal
behaviours. More precisely, this kind of system must provide [Ince et al., 1999]:
3 A permanent and all weather coverage of border maritime areas.
3 A continuous collection and fusion of heterogeneous data provided by various types of
sensors deployed on coastlines and offshore, but also information from external sources
(for example open data [Kazemi et al., 2013]).
3 An automatic detection of abnormal ship behaviours and the triggering of alerts if these
abnormal behaviours represent potential threats.
3 The understanding of these threats in order to allow decisional authorities to deal with
them.
3 An adapted interface intended to human operators involved in maritime surveillance.
Therefore, using passive or active means, the maritime surveillance systems aim at
seeking and identifying various activities: illegal fishing, drug dealing, ship in distress,. . . In
such system, the operation is similar to the one in general surveillance systems:
1. Sensors capture the tracks of the ships in the monitored area.
2. The tracks are associated to all relevant data available.
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3. The behaviours of the ships are then analysed by operators in order to identify situation
worth an intervention
4. The situation information is transmitted to the concerned authorities for action: rescue,
military response,. . .
Such systems are difficult to design since they have to deal with a great number of ships
at the same time and only a little part of them exhibits abnormal behaviours. For this
reason, the automation of abnormal behaviour detection is a main challenge in maritime
surveillance.
To sum up, just like the maritime surveillance systems, nowadays surveillance systems
are deployed in wide areas and monitor great numbers of entities. Besides, the behaviours
of the entities are complex and difficult to represent. Moreover, the monitored system are
often open and dynamics: indeed, the entities are moving in and out of the system and
they are interacting with each others. Ultimately, to be efficient for the operators, the system
has to be reactive and raise relevant alerts in a limited amount of time. The current work
proposes to address these issues using an Adaptive Multi-Agent System.
1.2 Multi-Agent Systems
In this thesis, we advocate the use of a multi-agent system in order to design an alert
triggering system. Multi-agent systems are coming from the Artificial Intelligent domain
and are now presented.
A multi-agent system is a system which can be artificial or not and which is composed
of several autonomous entities, the agents. Such systems are coming from the Distributed
Artificial Intelligence, which have developed to tackle the growing complexity of the
systems by the utilisation of distributed computation techniques. Three fields of study then
appear: the first concerns the distributed solving of problems using several communicative
entities; the second concerns the parallel artificial intelligence tackling the performance
constraints and issues by the utilisation of parallel computation and related algorithms;
third, the multi-agent approach proposes to solve problems using the coordination between
intelligent autonomous entities called agents. In these three fields, the processing are
distributed and the control is decentralized. Usual systems from the AI are fragmented
and the agents are the basis of these new systems.
One consequence of this phenomenon is the disappearance of the direct resolution
of one complex problem for the benefit of splitting of the problem into several sub-
problems being solved by the agents. From the beginning and until now, the MAS have
improved greatly both in their conception and in the understanding of their dynamics.
In the nineties, the MAS took advantages of disciplines like Biology and Sociology.
Indeed, they integrates characteristics like the self-organisation, the emergence and agent
interactions[Di Marzo Serugendo et al., 2011].
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More precisely, the works of the team SMAC1), from the IRIT2, within which this thesis
takes place, focus on the solving of complex problems thanks to the utilisation of MAS and
the notion of emergence. The use of MAS allows the design of new solutions for complex
problems. Finally, the decomposition of a problem in several smaller problems easier to
solve has been of a great benefits for the MAS when the global solution is hard to reach with
common algorithms.
Hereafter, we detail the notion of agents and the interaction between agents leading to
multi-agent systems. Then, the Adaptive Multi-Agent Systems (AMAS) Theory is presented
since it is the basis of our work in this thesis.
1.2.1 The Notion of Agent
Agents are the basis of a Multi-Agent System. From the computer science point of
view, the agent concept is an evolution from the concept of object and the Agent-Oriented
Programming gradually becomes a new programming paradigm. This new approach takes
a great advantage of the strong connections of this field with social sciences and biological
phenomenons.
Several definitions of an agent exist, all focusing on different aspect of the agent. One
of the most commonly spread is the definition given by Ferber [Ferber, 1995]. An Agent is a
virtual or physical entity:
3 Able to act in an environment;
3 Able to communicate with other agents;
3 Possessing objectives to reach or satisfaction functions to optimise;
3 Possessing its own resources;
3 Able to perceive its local environment;
3 Eventually able to represent its environment;
3 Possessing skills and offering services;
3 Eventually able to reproduce;
3 Whose behaviour aims to satisfy its objectives according to its resources, its skills, its perception
and its representation of its environment and neighbourhood.
Woolridge [Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995] offers a more accurate way to distinguish an
agent. It is a hardware or software-based computer system that enjoys the following properties:
1Systèmes Multi-Agent Coopératifs – Cooperative Multi-Agent Systems
2Institut de Recherche en Informatique de Toulouse – Toulouse Research Institute of Computer Science
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3 autonomy: agents operate without the direct intervention of humans or others, and have some
kind of control over their actions and internal state;
3 social ability: agents interact with other agents (and possibly humans) via some kind of agent-
communication language;
3 reactivity: agents perceive their environment, (which may be the physical world, a user via
a graphical user interface, a collection of other agents, the Internet, or perhaps all of these
combined), and respond in a timely fashion to changes that occur in it;
3 pro-activeness: agents do not simply act in response to their environment, they are able to exhibit
goal-directed behaviour by taking the initiative.
This definition integrates the autonomy and the social dimension between several agents.
This sociability also includes the user who can communicate with the agents using, for
example, messages. These two definitions allow to define an agent following four axes.
First, the autonomy as a main characteristic for an agent as it is a main difference from
the object. The agent is able to decide by itself and is not a passive entity waiting for a
message or a stimulus.
Second, the local aspect of an agent participates in its definition. An agent acts in regard
to its own skills as well as it local perceptions and knowledge. This also indicates one major
advantage of the multi-agent systems: the agents have no need to know the global problem
to solve while they can act and perform local solving.
The third axe is the social characteristic of an agent. Indeed, an agent is able to
communicate with other agents, not necessarily of the same nature.
Fourth, the agent takes place into an environment. It can perceive its environment and
act on it. Perception and action allow the agent to adapt itself or its local environment.
Several definitions of an agent lead to several types of agents and their precise
classification is hard to determine. From abstract genericness to application techniques,
several possibilities arise and it is common to categorise the agents according to their
cognition level. Agents can be separated into cognitive agents and reactive agents. A
cognitive agent possesses a knowledge database used to reason on its environment and
its neighbourhood. A cognitive agent is also able to plan its actions in order to reach its
own objective. A reactive agent only react to what it perceives and in regard to a predefined
behaviour. The reactive agents are interesting when used in mass, their simplicity allowing
a huge number of parallel processing.
In fine, an agent is an entity that can have various roles and can thus be used in several
different systems. Communication between the agent is the premise of multi-agent systems.
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1.2.2 The Multi-Agent Systems
However, communication and social aspect if not sufficient to define a MAS. The creation
of a MAS is not a simple creation of a collection of agents but it needs a precise description
of their interactions. In order to create a MAS, several elements have to be taken into
account [Demazeau, 1995]: the agents and their behavioural models, the environment where
they agents are set (spatially or not), the interactions and the tools to manage them between
the agents, the structural organisation of the agents from hierarchy to simple relationships.
More than a group of agents, even with the definitions above, the definition of a multi-
agent system also requires the definition of mechanisms for its organisation, allowing it to
self-organise[Drogoul, 1993] and self-adapt[Dalpiaz et al., 2011].
Again, several MAS organisation are available. The first one is called AGRE[Ferber et al.,
2005], for Agent, Group, Role, Environment. This organisation is based on the agent –an
active communicative entity having one or several roles within a group–, the group –a set of
agents with common characteristics and restraining the communication of the agents within
the group–, the role –an abstract representation of the agent function within its group– and
the environment –the abstract or concrete location of the group and its neighbourhood.
This organisation is widely spread because of its simplicity and its generic aspect. It is a
natural extension of the definition of a MAS and does not add abstract description of the
relationships between the agents.
Another example is the self-organisation, coming from the biological field. Self-
organised systems are systems showing the ability to exhibit forms or structures without
external intervention. This phenomenon is also observable in crowds and is the focus of
several sociological works. Actually, self-organisation can be found in percolation, liquid
crystals, star and galaxy formation among many other examples. From a computer science
point of view, the self-organisation is the ability for a system to modify its organisation while
it runs and without external stimulus. This self-organisation is made by simple reactive
agents and it lead to the global behaviour of the system. Inspired by several natural systems,
there are several methods to reach self-organisation: swarm intelligence from the flocks of
birds or shoals, stigmergy from ant colonies,. . .
The self-organisation is a way to delegate the organisational constraints to the agents
themselves and alleviate the design of the multi-agent system. However, this impact the
design of the agents which can be hard to obtain if the MAS is complex to organise. Thus,
the designer can focus on the local behaviours of the agents and the global organisation of
the MAS will emerge from all these behaviours.
1.2.3 The Adaptive Multi-Agent System Theory
The Adaptive Multi-Agent System Theory [George et al., 2003; Glize et al., 1998]
proposes to develop agents focusing on the well-discussed advantages of cooperation. This
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theory is based on the theorem of functional adequacy. This theorem is demonstrated
in [Glize et al., 1998] and states as follows:
Theorem: For any functionality adequate system, there exists at least one cooperative
internal medium system that fulfils an equivalent function in the same environment.
The cooperation is the ability of the agents to work together towards a common global
objective. It implies complementarity, dependencies and solidarity between the agents and
their activities. When designing the agents of such systems, we have to be sure that they:
3 try to overcome the difficulties, called Non Cooperative Situations (NCS). A NCS is a
failure that the agent is able to detect and repair. These failures are either related to the
agents or to their interactions with their environment.
3 chose the actions that have the least chance to disturb the other agents as well as
themselves. This involves an anticipation of the NCS.
3 are cooperative towards the system and other agents. This means that agents try to help
the agents encountering a NCS.
The functional adequacy theorem means that we only have to understand a subset of
a system in order to obtain a functionally adequate system in a given environment. We
concentrate on systems with the following properties.
3 the system is cooperative and adequate to its environment, its parts have no knowledge
of the global function of the system.
3 the system has no defined goal and acts according to its perception seen as feedbacks
used in order to adapt the function towards the global goal. The adaptation is
performed by the agents skills and their own representations of the environment.
3 each part of the system only focuses on its point of view.
The main idea is that it is easier to focus on the agents and their local interactions when it
comes to designing a complex system. Several applications proved that the local cooperation
is relevant to tackle the problems without having an explicit knowledge of the objective and
how to reach it [Capera et al., 2004; George et al., 2003].
Figure 1.1 shows how the local agents are able to perform a global objective by adapting
and organizing themselves using cooperation. Each part Pi of a system S is able to achieve
a partial local function fPi of the global function fS. This function is the result of the
combination of the partial functions fPi . The combination is noted by the operator #.
The combination being determined by the current organisation of the pars, we can deduce
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Figure 1.1: Adaptation and emergence of the function of the system.
fS = fP1 # fP2 # · · ·# fPn#. As fP1 # fP2 6= fP2 # fP1 , the changes in the organisation leads
to a change in the combination of the partial functions and thus in the global function. This
is very efficient to adapt a system to its environment and Adaptive Multi-Agent System are
relevant to build such systems. Finally, AMAS are systems composed of several autonomous
agents set into a common environment and trying to solve a common task using local
interactions and knowledge.
The cooperative agents used in these systems are autonomous –they have the ability to
decide to take an action or not–, unaware of the global function of the system –this function
emerges from the local function of the agents–, can detect Non Cooperative Situations and
act to fix them and they are benevolent –they want to achieve their goals and are cooperative
at the same time.
1.2.3.1 On Multi-Agents Systems
Ultimately, multi-agent systems have been used to solve several distinct problems.
Nonetheless, we can identify several common characteristics:
3 Modular applications are well suited for MAS use due to the concept proximity of
agents and objects.
3 The decentralisation embeds the notion of autonomy linked to the decision making
abilities of the agents.
3 A highly dynamic problem can be easily tackled using a MAS approach, due to the two
previous points: it is more robust and easier to act locally when subject to frequent and
quick modifications.
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3 Open systems, where all the data is not necessarily available, can be represented by
agents since the lack of information does not prevent the agent action.
3 Due to the variety of behaviours and possible interaction, the MAS are well suited for
complex systems. Besides, the variety of possible organisations ensures the possibility
to represent several different systems.
Given the definition of a multi-agent systems and the related notions of self-organisation
using local interactions and behaviours, the use of a MAS seems well suited in the domain
of surveillance systems. Indeed, these systems are complex to represent due to the number
of entities to monitor and their possible interactions, they are also open since new entities
can appear at any time, or disappear. However, other techniques from mathematical fields
or artificial intelligence domain are applied to tackle the surveillance system problems. The
next chapter aims to presents these solutions in order to determine their advantages and
drawbacks regarding the surveillance as considered in this thesis.
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2 State of the Art
« The most exciting phrase to hear in science, the one that heralds new
discoveries, is not ’Eureka!’ but ’That’s funny...’ »
Isaac Asimov
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Résumé général du chapitre
Des sentinelles du moyen-âge, et même avant, aux drones de surveillance actuels, les systèmes
de surveillance prennent maintenant une place à part entière dans nos vies. Avec les avancées
en informatique et en électronique, ces systèmes sont de plus en plus automatisés et différentes
techniques ont été mises au point pour gérer les différents aspects de la surveillance. Au
début, cela concernait la mise en réseau et l’enregistrement automatique des diverses observations
possibles. Actuellement, les principaux travaux tournent autour de l’analyse des information et la
reconnaissance d’intentions : suivre une personne dans une foule, analyser un comportement pour
identifier une menace,. . .
Dans nos travaux, nous nous sommes concentrés sur la prise de décision. En effet, dans la
plupart des systèmes, la la décision finale revient aux utilisateurs considérés comme des experts dans
le domaine. Ils sont ainsi capable d’identifier une menace en fonction des observations faites par le
système et de prendre les mesures nécessaires. Pour automatiser une telle identification, l’un des
moyens est de rendre le système capable d’apprendre les situations à risques, voire d’apprendre les
différents évènements qui peuvent aboutir à ce genre de situations. Ainsi, en plus d’une levée d’alerte
quand une situation est jugée anormale par le système, nous avons pris en compte la nécessité d’un
apprentissage pour qu’il soit capable de se corriger en fonction des retours des utilisateurs.
En matière d’apprentissage automatique, il existe plusieurs famille de techniques comme
l’apprentissage supervisé, non supervisé ou par renforcement. Dans le cas d’un apprentissage
supervisé, le système s’appuie sur une base de connaissances construite par un expert du domaine
considéré pour associer des données fournies en entrée à une des classes définie dans la base de
connaissance. Si le système ne trouve aucune classe, il associe ces nouvelles données à une classe
qualifiée d’inconnue. Cette technique est très utilisée en reconnaissance de formes.
Dans le cadre d’un apprentissage non supervisé, le système découvre, à partir de données
fournies en entrée, les classes par lui-même, c’est-à-dire sans l’aide d’un expert. Le système
analyse les données qu’il reçoit en se basant sur des groupes d’attributs ou de fonctions qu’il est
capable d’observer. L’utilisateur de la base de connaissance doit ensuite analyser les résultats pour
déterminer la nature de chaque classe alors identifiée. L’apprentissage non supervisé est souvent
utilisé lorsqu’il s’agit de traiter de vastes corpus de données qu’il faut évaluer et classer, comme par
exemple les données relatives à l’évaluation du trafic sur des réseaux informatiques ou les données
relatives à la classification des protéines.
Enfin, nous distinguons l’apprentissage par renforcement dans lequel les effets d’une action
sur l’environnement sont pris en compte. La base de connaissances est capable de se réorganiser
en fonction de ces actions et de modifier les classifications établies. L’algorithme d’apprentissage qui
sert de support à cette réorganisation va utiliser les retours en provenance de l’environnement pour
améliorer la classification de la base de connaissances. Bien souvent les systèmes à base d’agents
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sont utilisés pour mettre en œuvre ce type d’apprentissage. En effet, les agents peuvent prendre des
décisions en fonction de leurs objectifs, communs ou individuels, et observer l’impact direct sur leur
environnement. En fonction des bénéfices ou des inconvénients qu’ils en retirent, les agents peuvent
choisir de modifier leur classification ou non.
Parmi les méthodes d’apprentissage par renforcement, nous pouvons retenir les algorithmes de Q-
Learning et de TD-Learning ou encore les réseaux de neurones grâce aux mécanismes de rétro-
propagation de l’erreur et d’élagage. L’inconvénient de ces méthodes est principalement le coût
en temps de calcul. De plus, de tels systèmes peuvent être complexes à implémenter en raison des
mécanismes de décision parfois mal connus.
L’apprentissage par renforcement est le type d’apprentissage que nous utilisons dans le système
I2C. En effet, les alertes déclenchées par le système multi-agent MAS4AT sont soumises à un
opérateur impliqué dans la surveillance maritime. Le rôle de cet opérateur est de valider ou invalider
ces alertes. Les alertes validées sont documentées et transmises aux autorités qui vont décider
d’éventuelles interventions sur le terrain tandis que les alertes invalidées ou les alertes non relevées
sont transmises à MAS4AT pour qu’il apprenne les valeurs quantifiant l’importance des anomalies
impliquées dans ces alertes.
Dans le domaine de la surveillance, quelque soit le contexte (surveillance maritime, médicale,
sociologique ou dans le domaine de la sécurité des réseaux, les systèmes peuvent être classés en
deux catégories. Nous distinguons tout d’abord les systèmes de surveillance qui modélisent
les comportements autorisés à l’aide par exemple de réseaux de neurones, et qui indiquent
comme anormal tout comportement qui n’est pas décrit dans le modèle. Ces systèmes considèrent
les comportements inconnus comme des comportements anormaux, ce qui n’est pas
nécessairement vrai dans le contexte de la surveillance maritime. La deuxième catégorie de système
modélise plutôt les comportements interdits en se basant sur la législation du domaine dans
lequel ils s’appliquent (par exemple la législation maritime). Cette législation est décrite sous forme de
règles construites par des experts du domaine et qui traduisent les infractions relatives au domaine.
Les systèmes adoptant cette philosophie identifient donc les comportements anormaux en fonction
des événements observés dans les zones surveillées. Ces systèmes sont pertinents pour la détection
d’anomalies correspondant à des comportements inattendus. Mais ils sont inadéquats et doivent être
améliorés dans le contexte de la surveillance maritime pour trois raisons principales. Premièrement,
la plupart du temps, le comportement anormal d’un navire est le résultat de la violation de plusieurs
règles et chaque infraction considérée indépendamment n’est pas nécessairement une anomalie en soi
et ne provoque pas le déclenchement d’alertes. Malheureusement, les systèmes basés sur des règles
ne permettent pas cette distinction. Deuxièmement, la législation maritime est très complexe et les
alertes peuvent de plus être dépendante du type du navire. Tout cela rend la réglementation maritime
difficile à modéliser sous forme de règles. Troisièmement, en se basant uniquement sur une approche
à base de règles, il n’est pas possible de découvrir les nouveaux comportements des criminels, qui sont
de plus en plus imaginatifs quand il s’agit de contourner la loi. Un système de surveillance maritime
doit donc être capable d’identifier de nouveaux comportements anormaux, et donc de découvrir les
nouvelles stratégies mises en œuvre par les criminels.
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Concernant les systèmes de surveillance et de détection des comportements, il faut également
citer les systèmes basés sur les techniques de reconnaissance de chroniques ou d’intentions.
La reconnaissance de chroniques est utilisée pour détecter des événements ponctuels qui sont liés
par des contraintes temporelles se produisant dans un contexte donné.. Ces événements et les
contraintes associées sont généralement représentés sous la forme de graphes qui constituent une base
de connaissance pour le système. Bien que pertinente, cette technique est difficilement utilisable dans
notre contexte car les événements se produisant dans le domaine de la surveillance maritime ne sont
pas nécessairement connus à l’avance. Nous avons à faire à un système fortement dynamique dans
lequel des événements peuvent apparaître ou disparaître et le système de surveillance doit pouvoir
s’adapter et découvrir par lui-même ces changements. La reconnaissance d’intention porte elle sur
l’analyse des actions d’un objet et des changements qu’il provoque dans l’environnement en vue de
déterminer son objectif. Cette technique se base sur la formalisation de bibliothèques pour établir des
comparaisons avec les traces observées. Cette formalisation exhaustive peut s’avérer difficile dans le
domaine de la surveillance maritime en raison de la complexité de la législation associée.
L’inconvénient majeurs de tels systèmes est le manque de généricité. En effet, la plupart sont
conçus pour un domaine et un contexte particulier et sont difficilement applicable dans d’autre cas.
De plus, l’apprentissage est coûteux à mettre en œuvre, que ce soit en terme de temps ou de
ressources matérielles. Nous proposons ainsi d’adresser ce problème en présentant un système multi-
agent capable de lever des alertes pertinentes dans un système de surveillance sans prendre en
compte le contexte, mais aussi capable d’apprendre en temps réel de ses erreurs.
2.1 Introduction
In this thesis we propose self-adaptive multi-agent systems to help decision-making
in a surveillance system. We also instantiate these systems in the context of maritime
surveillance. Watchmen in the beginning, camera and drones nowadays, surveillance
systems are part of our existence since the beginning, whether to prevent threats or for
control. With the advent of computer science, such systems become more and more
automated and several techniques were designed in order to automate the different parts
of the surveillance. At the beginning, this was the video recording and the creation of
recording units networks. Currently, there are several works on the information analysis
and intention recognition [McLachlan, 2004; Ryoo and Aggarwal, 2009]: following a person
in a crowd, analysing a behaviour in order to identify a threat, identify a crowd movement
and identifying its origin, the reason for surveillance systems are numerous and various.
The current work focuses on the decision-making. In most of these systems, the final
decision is the responsibility of the user of the system. Given the set of behaviours, the
threat is identified and given by the surveillance operator [Auslander et al., 2011], or given
the symptoms, several diseases are proposed to the doctor that can validate the more
plausible [Kononenko, 2001]. Nowadays, several works exist on the automatic decision-
making in surveillance systems, in order to alleviate the operator works and identify more
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complex situations.
In order to work efficiently, these systems are able to learn the situations and how they
arise. This learning can be from a training set of data or in real-time, but it improves the
overall efficiency of a surveillance system [Valera and Velastin, 2005]. Indeed, when a system
is wrong on a situation, it can learn and correct itself in order to avoid the error the next time
it identifies the situation. The learning can also be used to introduce a flexibility in these
systems which are then able to identify situation even with slight differences from what
they have learnt.
This chapter is organised as follows. Section 2.2 concerns the state of the art in machine
learning. We present the most common techniques used in machine learning, divided in
three categories: the supervised learning 2.2.1.1, the unsupervised learning 2.2.1.2 and the
reinforcement learning 2.2.1.3. Then we present multi-agent based learning 2.2.2, derived
from the reinforcement learning and we bring out the most common methods. Our system
is set up in a maritime surveillance system. As a consequence, we had to identify the
global characteristics of these systems. Section 2.3 focuses on surveillance systems. More
precisely, we propose an overview of such systems before we concentrate on decision-
making in the surveillance domain 2.3.2. Then, we propose a specific survey about the
maritime surveillance systems 2.3.3. Finally the section 2.4 discusses the points previously
mentioned and provide an analysis of the detailed solutions.
2.2 Machine Learning
Machine learning is a field of study from the artificial intelligence and it represents the
discipline concerning the development and the implementation of automatic methods that
allow a system to evolve using learning processes. Since we were able to model computer
systems, learning was needed to improve the autonomy of these systems from the users.
The systems using machine learning are then able to complete tasks that they are not able to
tackle using more common algorithms.
They are several machine learning approaches. In the beginning, the systems were based
on expert knowledge in order to classify data according to the sets of example they were
given, or use expert knowledge to identify the classified output of the system. Quickly,
systems are designed according to natural observation and the genetic algorithms and
neural networks were designed and are the precursors of reinforcement learning techniques.
Reinforcement learning is now widely used and concerns the learning using the feedbacks,
whereas they come from the environment of the systems or from internal functions of the
system itself.
In the next section, we present different techniques of learning and we focus on the
following three main families of algorithms: the supervised learning, the unsupervised
learning and the reinforcement learning. We end with a section dedicated to the multi-agent
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based learning.
2.2.1 Machine Learning Overview
As presented in the introduction, there are several techniques of machine learning from
the supervised learning [Venturini, 1994] to reinforcement learning [Kaelbling et al., 1996]
via unsupervised learning [Hinton and Sejnowski, 1999]. We now briefly present these
techniques, their advantages and drawbacks.
2.2.1.1 Supervised Learning
The techniques of supervised learning are mainly used when the system has to classify
and sort data, whatever they represent. When the different classes are known and can be
modelled, the system learns to sort them according to a classifier. In order to accomplish this,
the system compares its input to data labelled by an expert of the concerned domain. The
input data are then associated to these examples and are given the same label. This kind of
learning has several applications in form recognition [Pao, 1989; Jurafsky and James, 2000]
or healthcare domains [Kononenko, 2001]. Indeed, it is possible to identify a shape or a
disease by comparing it to examples and propose a diagnosis.
When it comes to solving a problem using supervised learning, there are several steps to
follow:
3 The first step is to identify the examples on which the system will base its classification.
The users or the experts have to choose an accurate enough set of data for the system
to be efficient. For instance, if the system has to identify diseases, it can base itself on
examples of the malady in a whole or it can take into account each symptom of the
disease one by one.
3 When the set of data used as examples by the system is identified, the second thing to
do is to gather training data. These data have to represent the real world according to
what we want to observe. The training data is a set of pairs with the observable input,
for example the symptoms, and the related outputs, for example the disease related to
the symptoms.
3 The next step is common to the majority of learning algorithms: the definition of the
function to learn. This function is a representation of the inputs of the algorithm that is
usable by the system. It is usually a vector containing the characteristics of the object.
The difficulty is to model these characteristics such as there is enough of them to be
relevant, but not too much in order to avoid dimension issues. Finally, depending on
the system used, these structures have to be translated in a form understandable by the
system: decision tree, equalities system,. . .
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3 Finally, in order to adjust the parameters of a supervised learning algorithm, it is
possible to run it on the training set defined previously. The user is now able to validate
the outputs of the system. Once the adjustment is done, the accuracy of the learning
must be measured on a data set different from the one used for the training. It is possible
to go back on one of these steps in order to improve these measures.
It exists a lot of supervised learning algorithms and for numerous domains:
shape recognition [Turk and Pentland, 1991], bioinformatics [Tan and Gilbert, 2003],
information classification [Manevitz and Yousef, 2000], pattern recognition [Duda et al.,
2012],. . . However when it comes to supervised learning, there are issues to consider.
First, a given learning algorithm can fit the data almost exactly and give relevant outputs
only if the inputs are highly similar to the training set, but such a system is not able to
efficiently process data that does not fit exactly. On the contrary, a learning algorithm can
process all kind of data but then give inaccurate results. The design of such an algorithm
has to take into account the trade-off between the accuracy –in the provided results– and the
flexibility –about the input representations– of the system [Geman et al., 1992]. Currently
used algorithms used automatic adjustment of this bias according to the expected results.
Second, as said before, the function to learn has a major impact on the learning algorithm.
Indeed, if the function is simple, it is easy to learn it with a small amount of data. but if the
function is complex, a huge amount of data can be used before it is learnt. The function
is the translation of the real-world and thus represents the different interactions between
components in different parts of the context. This complexity can be taken into account by
the algorithms, but it is better to design the function as simple as possible.
The third issue concerns the dimension of the input space. Indeed if the characteristic
to take into account by the algorithm are numerous, the learning of the function can
be difficult, especially if it depends on a small number of these. On one hand, if the
overage characteristics are numerous, they can confuse the learning algorithm and cause
it to propose different results for a same input. On the other hand, if the input data in a
whole is useful, it will take time to process it and to propose a result. Practically, it improves
the accuracy of the learnt function to remove the irrelevant features which it represents,
this can be done manually or automatically [Aha, 1998]. This problem is a sub-part of the
search space reduction [Srinivas and Patnaik, 1991], where one seeks to map data to a lower
dimensional space. This is not treated in this thesis.
The fourth problem concerns the output space. If there are several errors on the outputs,
proven it is due to error on the inputs (human, sensor,. . . ), the learning algorithm will not
be able to find a function matching exactly with the training data. This can lead to an over-
fitting of the system because too much precision is wanted related to the lack of precision of
the input data. Over-fitting is also possible if the function to learn is too complex according
to the learning data, introducing noise in the output of the algorithm. To tackle this problem,
the learning algorithm can be made more flexible to the detriment of the accuracy.
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Besides these four main issues to take into account, there are other factors that can
intervene in the application of a learning algorithm. There are methods that require
numerical input data (e.g. neural networks, support vector machines, linear regression)
while some algorithms are better used to process data of different kinds at the same time
(e.g. discrete and continuous values). Also, if the input data are redundant, that can cause
numerical instabilities disrupting some learning algorithms requiring a regularisation of the
data. More generally, depending on the input data, the complexity of the function and the
wanted accuracy of the results, some algorithms perform better than others. The choice of
an algorithm is also dependant on the resources and the time allocated for the algorithm to
process the data [Mitchell, 1997].
However, such algorithms are well suited when they come to identify situations already
known. One good example is the handwriting recognition where the number of letters
is finished and the usual writing is well known [Plamondon and Srihari, 2000]. Another
example is an automatic diagnosis system [Saito and Nakano, 1988] which analyses the
symptoms of a patient and proposes a corresponding disease and the medication to counter
it. In both of these examples, the training data are well known and defined and the input
are likely to fit one of the class. Indeed, it is not everyday that we discover a new disease,
let apart a new letter.
To sum up, a supervised learning algorithm is based on a knowledge base built by an
expert of the considered domain. The algorithm is designed to associate input data to a
class and the function representing it. It can be more or less flexible according to the wanted
results. This is mainly used when a pool of situations have to be evaluated according to
another pool of known situations. One of the main drawbacks of such an algorithm is its
initialisation requiring an accurate evaluation of the domain and the problem in order to
design well the input data and the learning function. Besides, these systems are not easily
adaptable to change except by the use of statistical methods [Cohn et al., 1996]. Either way,
these algorithms are time and resources consuming.
Supervised learning techniques are well known and widely used in several systems.
However, they need a training phase that is costly for it to be efficient. Besides, they
require an important global knowledge and are not efficient when applied to an open
environment. Therefore, when applied to surveillance systems, the supervised learning
techniques have difficulty to handle on the fly the dynamics and complexity of the system.
2.2.1.2 Unsupervised Learning
Compared to the supervised learning, the unsupervised learning is more a clustering of
unlabelled input data in order to find hidden structures inside it [Hinton and Sejnowski,
1999].
Starting from a pool of input data with no label or indication, an unsupervised learning
system is able to identify the relations and the interactions between the different sets of data.
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Thus it is able to regroup then in a same cluster and build an organised knowledge database.
This is widely used in data mining or whenever it is needed to process a huge amount of data
in order to evaluate and classify them. Common examples are the classification of computer
networks data [Zander et al., 2005] or proteins classification [Andrade et al., 1993].
The main advantage of such algorithms is the discovery of interactions and hidden
structures among a pool of data. This can help for further or more accurate processing
of it. Neural networks are widely used when unsupervised learning is needed but the
drawbacks are the same as for the supervised learning: the time and resource costs can
be very high [Mitchell, 1997]. Besides, if the system is able to identify the clusters of data,
it is not able to label them, this phase requiring another analysis or the intervention of an
expert.
When supervised learning needs an accurately designed function and input data, the
unsupervised learning can classify data and propose the relevant attributes or information
to take into account to analyse the given data. For example, in handwriting recognition,
an unsupervised learning system should be able to identify the words of a same language
when supervised learning is able to give them a sense.
Unsupervised learning is widely used in order to discover the hidden structures in
unlabelled data and to sort data according to unknown criteria. After a training phase,
unsupervised learning systems are able to sort data into cluster within which the each piece
of data has similar properties to the others. However, such systems have high resource
costs and are not efficient when facing novelty. When applied, to surveillance systems,
the unsupervised learning techniques compare the behaviours to analyse to a knowledge
database and try to relate them to a known cluster. When no association can be done, the
behaviours is set as unknown. This poses the issue of unknown behaviours which are not
necessarily abnormal. Besides, these techniques are depending on the function used to
compare the data. Its definition is a major challenges when defining such systems since a
small variation can give totally different results. As one of the main issues in surveillance
systems is the detection of abnormal behaviours from normal ones, such methods are hard
to use in this domain.
2.2.1.3 Reinforcement Learning
Inspired by natural behaviour, the reinforcement learning is "how an agent ought to take
actions in an environment so as to maximize some notion of cumulative reward". The main
difference with the supervised learning is that there is no pair made between input data and
output data.
When it comes to reinforcement learning, the learning system must be able to perceive
and evaluate the changes that are provoked by its learning in its environment. This
evaluation is highly dependant on the objectives of the system. To put it simply, if the
changes allow the system to draw near its objectives, the actions that lead to it are rewarded;
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on the contrary, if the system rolls away from its objective, the actions receive a penalty. In
the end, we have a learning way towards the objectives. The most well-known and main
algorithms of reinforcement learning are the TD-Learning [Watkins and Dayan, 1992] and
the Q-Learning [Sutton, 1988] as well as the neural networks with the addition of error back-
propagation and pruning mechanisms [Coulom, 2002]. We now present these techniques.
Q-Learning [Watkins, 1989]: this is one of the most known algorithm in reinforcement
learning. The aim of Q-Learning is to find the optimal sequence of actions in order
to reach an expected goal. When the problem can be modelled using a finite Markov
Decision Process, the Q-Learning algorithm is able to find optimal actions for the agent
running it. Q-Learning requisites at least an agent, a set of states S and a set of actions
A for each state. Then the algorithm is able to compute a numerical value Q translating
the quality of the combination state / action. Each time the agent selects an action, the
value of Q is updated so to take into account the selected action, the previous and the
new states and a reward. The reward is dependant on the objective of the agent and
the distance between the current state and this objective. If the agent draws near its
objective, the reward is a bonus; if the agent recedes from its objective, the reward is a
penalty. This is an incremental algorithm that improves at each step its evaluation of
the pairs state/action available to the agent. When the pairs are learnt, the agent is able
to take the best decision, according to the problem and its current state, by taking the
most rewarding one.
TD-Learning [Sutton, 1988]: the temporal difference learning algorithm is another mainly
used technique in machine reinforcement learning. This is a prediction method
that uses Monte Carlo [Metropolis and Ulam, 1949] ideas because the learning
is based on samples and not the whole environment, but it also uses dynamic
programming [Nemhauser, 1966] ideas because the current estimations of the algorithm
are based on the previous ones. The TD-Learning takes into account the correlations
between the current prediction and the previous ones. The operation of this algorithm
is quite simple: (if it is run by an agent) the agent makes a prediction of its state and
waits for its observation; when possible, the agent observes the real state and tunes its
prediction accordingly; the agent repeats the operation as many time as needed until
the observation and the predictions are the same. The algorithm 1 allows a simple
implementation of the TD Learning.
The aim of this algorithm is the evaluation of a given policy of actions for the agent.
There is no improvement of the said policy. V(s) represent the value given by the agent
to each state it can have, Π is the policy to evaluate. When the agent has achieve this
learning, it is able to give the reward value it has associated to each state it can reach
and it is therefore able to evaluate the policy of action it follows.
An example of domain where TD-learning can be applied in meteorology. When you
predict the weather for the next five days, each passing day can be used to refine the
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Algorithm 2.1: A simple algorithm for TD Learning.
V(s)← random initialisation
Π← initialisation
foreach episode do
s← initialisation
foreach time step in current episode do
agent performs a given by Π
observe reward r and next state s’
V(s)← V(s) + ∝ [r + γV(s′)−V(s)]
s← s’
End when s terminal
end
end
prediction for the fifth day.
Neural networks [Fausett, 1994b]: Artificial neural networks are mathematical models
inspired by biological neural networks and consists in a group of interconnected
artificial neurons able to process an information. It is often an adaptive system able to
change its structure allowing it to perform a learning. More on artificial neural networks
can be found in [Mehrotra et al., 1997]. In this section, we focus on the interest in neural
networks from the learning point of view. This is close to the Q-Learning algorithm:
given an objective and a class of functions F allowing to reach it, the neural network
provides the sequences of functions f ∈ F. The choice of the function is done using
the same way as the Q-Learning. This means that a neuron is able to compute a cost
function translating the quality of the chosen function according to the current state of
the neuron, the past actions and the distance to the objective. In machine learning, the
definition of this cost function is a central point of study [Baresel et al., 2002]. Mechanics
of reinforcement learning are easy to add to neural networks by providing feedbacks
to the neurons on the functions they have chosen and their costs. The feedbacks are
provided either by the system itself or by the users of the system. Then the aim of
each neuron is to maximize its own reward. Multi-agent systems are particularly well
suited for the modelling of artificial neural networks as each agent can take the role of a
neuron. Besides, if the agent is given a set of abilities allowing it to perceive the results
of its action and compute its own reward. This has been successfully used in [Jolly et al.,
2007] and [Xu et al., 1996].
To sum up these three approaches, the learning process can be represented using an
agent which can move towards different states according to a set of actions. For each state,
a reward or penalty is granted and the objective of the agent is to maximize its total reward.
To say it otherwise, the knowledge base is able to reorganize itself and modify the set
classifications. The learning algorithms indeed uses the feedbacks from its environment
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(the user, the context,. . . ) in order to improve the classification [Sutton and Barto, 1998].
Such methods can be time consuming and complex to implement because of the decision
mechanisms that can be poorly known [Kaelbling et al., 1996]. Besides, not all the search
space might be explored because if an agent reaches its objective, it will not search any
more. This can lead to the discovery of local minima but not the real solution [Gori and
Tesi, 1992]. Agent-based systems often use this kind of learning [Lauer and Riedmiller,
2000] as the agents are able to perceive their environment, to decide what is the most well
suited action to take and to perform this chosen action. This cycle is made according to
the objectives, both common and individual, of the agents. Finally, the agents can observe
the feedbacks of their actions on their environment and are able to note the actions, thus
modifying themselves or not to perform better.
When applied to surveillance systems, reinforcement learning is used by agents within
the system in order to correct themselves. Therefore, they are able to become more and
more efficient when they trigger alerts. This kind of system seems useful and is able to
run in real time, using feedbacks as it operates to correct itself. However, one of the main
issues in reinforcement learning concerns the representation of the system to learn and
its definition. The more the environment is complex, the more it is difficult to find an
efficient method because it is hard to model all the interactions and synergies within it.
As surveillance systems are used in open and dynamics environment, a reinforcement based
learning technique needs an efficient representation of the system, yet a simple one.
2.2.2 MAS-Based Learning
According to Panait and Luke [Panait and Luke, 2005], there are two major categories
of multi-agent learning approaches. On one hand, there is one learner for a pool of agents.
This is close to the traditional learning techniques but there is some issues when the number
of agents increases and we lack the usefulness of the number of agents. This is what is
called the team learning. On the other hand, there are several learners in concurrence. The
objective is the reduction of the search space by using each agent as a learner. This is called
the concurrent learning.
2.2.2.1 Team Learning
As said before, in team learning, there is only one agent involved in the process of
learning. It is an easy approach to agent learning because the agent can use common
machine learning techniques. However this is still challenging because there is few
considerations about the interactions between the agents and the collective behaviour can
be surprising. This is the emergent complexity of the multi-agent systems [Weiss, 1999]. On
the advantages, there are no issues brought by the interactions between several learners and
the unique learner has to improve the performance of the entire team and not of each agent
individually. Actually, team learning only focuses on one agent and the multi-agent aspect
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of the learning can be left aside.
There are also drawbacks to this team learning. The first one is common: the side of the
search space. As a single agent has to search for each other agents, size of the search space
grows in an exponential way. For example, if each agent has 50 possible actions available
and if there is one hundred agents, the size of the whole search space is 50100. The number
of actions to explore can quickly be overwhelming [Calvez and Hutzler, 2005]. Another
drawback is the resource cost. Indeed, as there is a single learner, all resources have to be
gathered on a unique spot of the system, the agent that is learning. We can imagine that
the use of a multi-agent system translates the need of a distributed system and this kind of
learning somehow ignores this need.
When it comes to team learning, there are two main categories, the homogeneous and
the heterogeneous team learning. In homogeneous team learning, what is learnt is then
applied on each agent of the team. On the contrary, in heterogeneous team learning, the
learner agent can propose a unique behaviour for each of its team-mate. This last kind of
learning offers best solutions but more complexity in their design. Eventually, it is possible
to combine these two approaches by dividing the pool of agents in several teams [Panait
and Luke, 2005].
The choice of what learning will be used depends on the need of specialists. Indeed, the
heterogeneous team learning proposes a unique behaviour for each agent of the team, so
they can be considered as specialists among their team-mates. In a few words, if a unique
agent can perform well, homogeneous team learning is well suited [Balch, 1998a] but when
some specializations are needed, the heterogeneous team learning is preferable [Potter et al.,
2001].
2.2.2.2 Concurrent Learning
The concurrent team learning makes a better use of the multiple agents part of a multi-
agent system. Indeed, several learning processes can work in the team in order to improve
it as a whole. The most common way to embody concurrent learning is to give a learning
ability to each agent, meaning that each agent is able to modify its own behaviour according
to what it perceives and what it chooses to do. According to Jansen and Wiegand [Jansen
and Wiegand, 2003], concurrent learning is the best to use when a decomposition of the
problem is possible and moreover if it is possible to solve each sub-problem one by one.
Indeed, in concurrent learning, each learner has a smaller search space to consider than the
conjoint space. Thus, if each agent can solve its part of the problem in a way that it helps the
whole system to reach its objective, the search space is reduced to the individual one and so
is the complexity. Besides, when each agent has the ability to learn its own behaviour in a
smaller search space, it reduces the resources needed for the learning. More precisely, these
resources can be distributed equally among all the agents for a better repartition and use.
The main issue when designing a concurrent multi-agent learning system is to take into
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account the other agents. Indeed, when an agent modifies its behaviour, it is according
to what it perceives of its environment, of its context. But the other agents are adapting
themselves as well. If the behaviour of an agent modifies the learning context, this can be
problematic for the other agents. To put it in another words, the learnt behaviour of an agent
A can modify the environment in a way that the learnt behaviour of an agent B becomes
useless [Sandholm and Crites, 1996a]. Thus, such system need mechanisms to handle it,
either by taking into account the other agents or by the modification of the agent roles. This
way, the agents are always able to perform an action useful for the system.
We expose four approaches to tackle these issues: first the credit assignment learning
that focuses on the reward system; second the focus on the dynamics of learning and the
impact of the adaptation of the other agents; then we present some works on the modelling
of the other agents involved in the learning; finally we focus on the Adaptive Multi-Agent
Theory that models the local interactions of the agents involved in the process in order to
avoid conflicts.
Credit assignment focuses on how the reward is perceived by the learners. The easiest
way is to split it equally among the learners. This is called the global reward, when
one learner receives a reward, all the learners receive the same reward. This poses
the problem that some agents may receive a reward that they do not deserve or, more
generally, the agents do not receive rewards proportionally to their actions in the
learning process [Wolpert and Tumer, 2001]. On the contrary, the local reward focuses
on rewarding only the agents that perform well in the learning without consideration
for the other agents. This can provoke the apparition of greedy behaviours among
the agents. Balch [Balch, 1997] experiments suggest that a local reward increases the
homogeneity of the learners while a global reward is best suited when the learners’
specializations are needed. Between these two extremes, some works propose to reward
the agents according to their true participation in the learning process. This is useful
when scaling to a very large number of agents [Wolpert and Tumer, 2001]. Tangamchit
et al. [Tangamchit et al., 2002] propose a solution where the reward is not applied to
the agents whenever an action is done but instead the agents receive it according to a
sequence of behaviours. Credit assignment is simple to put into action, but the decision
to reward an agent besides another, and how, can have a real impact on the learning
process. Moreover, some choices may lead to some sort of team learning where only one
agent does all the work. The objective while designing credit assignment in concurrent
learning can be sum up by "some social scientist words: how to reach the individual
interest of none but the collective interest of all" [Lichbach, 1996].
Dynamics of learning aims to take into account the environment changes provoked by
the learning of the other agents. These dynamics are difficult to observe and the
evolutionary game theory tools are the most common to analyse the dynamics of
concurrent learners. Using these perspectives, the aim of the agents should be to reach
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the Nash equilibrium, meaning that each agent considers its reward optimal according
to the other agents (if it tries to change and modify its reward, this can only decrease its
own reward) [Gmytrasiewicz, 1992].
Team-mate modelling models the other agents to understand their behaviours and takes
them into account during the learning process. For example, based on a Bayesian
learning method [Boutilier, 1996], the agents are able to learn the behaviours of their
neighbours and they will try to cooperate with them. Another approach [Suryadi and
Gmytrasiewicz, 1999] leads to model a set of behaviours the agents are likely to follow
and choose which one is the best suited in the current situation. The finality is the same
and each agent tries to cooperate with the others during the learning phase. Works
have been conducted in order to avoid infinite loops (an agent models the behaviour of
another agent that models the behaviour of the first agent) [Mundhe and Sen, 2000] or
on how the communication can improve the team-mate modelling [Ohko et al., 1997].
The Adaptive Multi-Agent Theory aims to model the local interactions between the agents
in order to avoid situations that would prevent them to reach their objectives. Then, the
global solution is emerging from the local processes [Capera et al., 2003]. Using this
solution, each agent is given a criticality which represents its own constraints according
to its knowledge. The higher is this criticality, the more the agent tries to change itself
in order to lower the constraint level on itself. But the agents also take into account the
other agents. Indeed, each agent is given a set of Non Cooperative Situations which
are situations designed according to the domain and the context of the system [Bonjean
et al., 2009] and known to prevent the global objective. For example, if two robots have
to ship boxes from one spot to another, one non cooperative situation would be the
two robots taking the same box. The agents in an adaptive multi-agent system are then
taking actions in order to decrease their criticality and, at the same time, they identify
and avoid the non cooperative situations that would decrease the criticality of their
neighbours.
2.2.2.3 Example of MAS-Based Learning
The reinforcement learning techniques seems well suited for MAS-based learning.
Indeed, the agents are able to evaluate an action according to the result of this action and
their objectives. They may also take into account the consequences on the environment,
on their neighbourhood,. . . In the literature, several works are using Q-Learning and TD-
Learning based algorithms to perform learning in a multi-agent system.
But the agents can be a tool of the learning more than learner by themselves. For
example, some works propose ant-based agent to perform clustering of data. A generic
algorithm for it would be similar to the algorithm 2.
One main feature of ant-based agent algorithms is the spatial representation. Therefore,
each agent using this algorithm is initialised with the knowledge of several locations. These
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Algorithm 2.2: Clustering algorithm for ant-like agents.
initialisation of locations
while Exist data to sort do
seize data
compare with locations
move data to most relevant place
end
locations are places where certain types of data belong. Then, the agents are able to retrieve
pieces of data and analyse it in order to determine where they would fit the best. In the
end, the agents have moved all pieces of data to their most relevant location. Thus, the
representation consists of several stacks of data grouped by similarity. This similarity is
computed using various methods, like distance computation.
This algorithm is a simple one used to illustrate this kind of works. In more advanced
works, the agents are able to determine the cluster locations by themselves, they are able to
adapt their fitness functions –to compare data–, they can cooperate,. . . In such systems, the
agents do not integrate learning techniques but their behaviours, skills and characteristics
are designed in a way that the whole multi-agent system is able to perform learning tasks.
2.2.2.4 MAS-Based Learning
MAS-Based Learning is interesting to address problem involving complexity and
dynamics. Moreover, the decentralised aspect of such techniques ensures a relatively low
cost in term of resources while they are quick enough to perform a learning. However,
current techniques are based on the global representation of the system, requiring a good
knowledge to model it. When a surveillance system aims at monitoring behaviours, the
main issue is precisely the lack of this knowledge: unknown behaviours, abstract definition
of alerts,. . . Therefore, a MAS-based learning methods should be able to model the system
whatever it is and even if all the information on it is not known.
2.3 Surveillance Systems
According to the common definition, surveillance is the monitoring of the behaviours
and information of entities. The aim of the surveillance can be management, protection
or other justifications. There are a lot of surveillance means, from the camera
recording to the geographical location devices via biometrics surveillance and data mining
techniques [Valera and Velastin, 2005]. In this thesis, we address the surveillance systems
along two axes. First, we are interested in the surveillance systems aiming at the analysis of
the observed behaviours in order to identify threats and anomalies. Indeed, a lot of systems
make available the "pictures" of what they observe but not all are proposing an analysis and
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let the users identify the threats. Second, we focus on computer-aided surveillance systems.
By these terms, we mean systems that are able to perform the said analysis and learn to
identify new threats, illicit and abnormal behaviours or even anomalies. A lot of systems
aiming at the identification of anomalies provide tools but are still relying on the users to
identify the final anomaly. However, some systems are able to identify the anomalies by
themselves.
Following these two axes, we are able to narrow down the interest of this thesis when
it comes to surveillance systems. Indeed, the application field is the system I2C, a maritime
surveillance systems aiming at the identification of threats and abnormal behaviours by
the analysis of data from a wide range of sensors deployed over the monitored area. This
analysis is made using computer algorithms and the users are able to make a validation, or
invalidation, of the detected anomalies, in order for the system to learn.
This section is thus divided in three parts. First, we present a general overview of
surveillance systems, focusing on anomaly detection systems. Second we present different
techniques of identifications of dangerous events in surveillance systems, and how they
are learnt. Finally, we present several examples of surveillance systems in the domain of
maritime surveillance.
2.3.1 Surveillance Systems Overview
First of all, when speaking of surveillance systems, a lot of works in the literature deal
with the medical domain [Thompson et al., 2006]. In this particular domain, we have
to distinguish systems designed to analyse data and to prevent epidemics and systems
that are able to analyse symptoms and to identify a disease. On one hand, the systems
aiming at the prevention of an epidemic rely on the highlight of several proven cases of a
given disease. Then, using statistical methods about the people (circulation, relations,. . . )
and according to the knowledge on the said disease (propagation rate, lifespan,. . . ), these
systems are able to propose estimations on the spreading of the disease and the impact on
the population [Miller, 1994]. On the other hand, the systems focusing on one particular
patient are fed with its symptoms. Then they are able to compare these symptoms with
their knowledge database in order to identify the most plausible disease according to the
input. These systems are the machine counterpart of the differential diagnosis [Thompson
et al., 2006]. This method is used by doctors to identify a disease: they use their knowledge
to eliminate diseases one by one until they find the one that involves all the symptoms that
the patient presents.
However in this thesis we focus on systems able to identify anomalies in the behaviours
of entities. Although the techniques are similar, there is a difference with the systems
exposed above aiming at the identification and the systems we want to focus on aiming
at the prevention.
In Valera and Velastin [Valera and Velastin, 2005], the authors identify four processes
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when it comes to surveillance: the detection, the tracking, the behaviour analysis and the
retrieval.
2.3.1.1 Detection and Tracking
It is common to speak of third generation surveillance systems when dealing with
systems that have to cope with a large number of sensors and resource deployed over a
given area. The aim of such systems is to provide the users a good understanding of what
they observe and eventually focus their attention on specific zones of interest. One of the
main investigations in this field concerns the data fusion of the information coming from
several sources [Hall and Llinas, 1997]. The other focus is the identification of anomalies
and it is debated in section 2.3.2.
Most of the techniques we present here are already applied to crowd surveillance
but the involved principles can easily be extended to generic entities surveillance. The
majority of current surveillance systems use visual detection based on sensors such as
camera or satellites. The devices are often associated to a tracking module able to detect,
recognize and track an object through the camera objectives or through the satellites or radar
representations.
This have been used in traffic surveillance [Lou et al., 2003; Remagnino et al., 1997]
where the operators can use the system in order to track a vehicle in a parking lot, but it
has also been applied to highway traffic, in maritime harbour [Pozzobon et al., 1999] or
railway surveillance [Ronetti and Dambra, 2000]. There are also some projects in maritime
surveillance where the aim is to provide an accurate representation of the monitored area
using several sources.
The common point of these systems is the distribution of the detection devices and the
fusion of the data in order to track an object from one end to the other end in the monitored
area. Several works on data fusion and integration can be found in [Battistello et al.,
2011; Ristic et al., 2008]. The authors of [Remagnino et al., 1997] highlight the need of
an interpretation of the behaviour of the detected objects in order to build an automated
surveillance systems. Without it, human interventions would still be needed. This is one
of the reasons why the current systems come with an analysis module [Ivanov et al., 1999;
Remagnino et al., 1997].
2.3.1.2 Behaviour analysis
In the surveillance context, whatever is the domain (maritime, crowd control,
healthcare [Li et al., 2011], sociological [Gupta and Hossain, 2011] or even in computer
network security [Shi et al., 2011]) we can categorize the behaviour analysis in two distinct
parts.
On one hand, there are systems that model the authorized behaviours, using neural
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networks for example, and which trigger an alert for abnormal behaviours whenever a
behaviour is not detected and not described in the model [Fok and Lingard, 2011; Celik
et al., 2011a]. One major drawback is that the unknown behaviours are labelled as dangerous
ones because they are not represented in the knowledge database. However an unknown
behaviour is not necessarily an illegal one [DCNS, 2010].
On the other hand, the second category of systems tackles the anomaly detection from
the other end. Such systems model the unauthorized behaviours using the legislation of the
domain of application. Therefore, the abnormal behaviours are detected according to the
observed events in the monitored area. These systems use several techniques from multi-
agent based one to expert systems via neural networks. [Tan, 2005b; Jakob et al., 2010; Gupta
et al., 2009; Nilsson et al., 2008].
Expert systems are coming from the artificial intelligence field and intervene in several
forms in the behaviour analysis. Their operation is based on two principles: a knowledge
database and an inference engine. The database is composed of events and rules
representing the whole knowledge on the domain to monitor. The inference engine indicates
a way to manipulate the events and the rules according to what we have to observe.
Thus, if the aim is to detect abnormal behaviours, the inference engine might represent the
modelled authorized behaviours and trigger an alert when a detected behaviour is not in the
knowledge database. Some works are designing learning expert systems that model real-
time behaviours and report abnormal ones, meaning unusual ones. The main drawback
of such systems is the low adaptability of these systems to new behaviours. Indeed, the
knowledge database can not be exhaustive and all unknown behaviours, or new ones, are
not necessarily anomalies to detect.
Multi-agent based detection systems come in two ways. On one hand, there are systems
where the agents are autonomous entities that are able to run through the different parts
of the system. They assess and evaluate the components they are visiting and are able to
report anomalies [Dasgupta, 1999]. On the other hand, there are systems where the agents
are representing the entities in the monitored area. This kind of detection is simulation-
based and the observation on the entities are compared to the agents behaviours in order to
trigger relevant alerts [Tan, 2005a]. The use of multi-agent technology allow these systems
to be more flexible but the drawback is that they remain unable to adapt themselves to new
behaviours.
In the surveillance context, there are also systems based on chronicle
recognition [Dousson and Ghallab, 1994; Cram, 2010] or intention recognition [Cohen
et al., 2008]. The chronicle recognition is used to detect one-time events related one to
another by temporal constraints happening in a given context [Dousson and Ghallab, 1994].
These events and constraints are often represented using graphs that are then used to define
the knowledge database for the system. This is useful for a system where the events are
known beforehand and can be represented. When the system to monitor is highly dynamic,
events can appear or disappear at any time and a surveillance systems must adapt itself in
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order to comply with the dynamism.
With the detection and the tracking of an object, there is often a behaviour analysis
module that is able to detect anomalies and help the user to focus on these. We now focus
on the different techniques of learning and understanding of scenarios.
2.3.2 Anomaly Detection in Surveillance Systems
The question is how to detect anomalies, or abnormal behaviours, on the built
representation of the monitored area. When asked to the users of surveillance systems, they
answer by their experience, their knowledge and their feelings. Back in 1983, Hogg [Hogg,
1983] proposed a system able to detect a walking man according to spatial constraints. This
is an hand-crafted knowledge built in this system and there is no flexibility to adapt to new
behaviours. For a fully automated system, such behaviours have to be learnt by the system
rather than built-in.
First, an abnormal behaviour is a behaviour deviating from what is considered as
normal. The detection of such behaviours is often seen as a classification problem [Gonzalez
et al., 2002]. Indeed, the observations made on the supervised area have to be separated,
classified into two groups, the normal and the abnormal ones. Therefore, it is common to
use machine learning methods to tackle this problem.
However, it is difficult to apply common classification algorithms to real surveillance
systems. Indeed, a training phase for these algorithms would require normal and abnormal
behaviours examples but, most of the time, only normal ones are available in a sufficient
amount to have an efficient training. Besides, all the abnormal behaviours are not known
and the system might encounter one sooner or later. This means that the set of abnormal
behaviours is virtually infinite, as well as the set of normal behaviours. The difficulty to
consider the unknown is a major drawback of classification algorithms.
Regarding anomaly detection, a lot of works in the literature propose to model the
normal behaviours these methods. Examples are the works of Denning [Denning, 1987],
Kraiman et al. [Kraiman et al., 2002] or Jakubek and Strasser [Jakubek and Strasser, 2002].
But these systems are difficult to apply. Cai and Franco [Cai and Franco, 2009] point out that
on of the main difficulty is the representation of the knowledge and of the input data used
by the classification algorithms.
Besides the specific classifications algorithms, the abnormal behaviours detection
techniques are also using methods and algorithm coming from the machine learning field.
Thus, Ghosh et al. [Ghosh et al., 1998] use neural network to detect intrusion in computer
networks while Lee et al. [Lee et al., 2000] are using a rule-based engine. In another
domain, Bolton and Hand [Bolton et al., 2001] use clustering to identify credit card fraud
and Janakiram et al. [Janakiram et al., 2006] use Bayesian networks to identify anomalies in
sensor networks.
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There are four families of anomaly detection techniques that can be identified [Chandola
et al., 2009a], the classification-based, the nearest neighbour-based, the clustering-based and
the statistical-based. The following subsections visit these techniques.
2.3.2.1 Classification-Based Techniques
Classification [Duda et al., 2012] is a way to learn models from a set of training data
and then use the learnt model to associate input data to one of the identified classes.
Classification-based anomaly detection works the same way, meaning that after a learning
phase, the classifier is able to label input data as normal or abnormal. That works if a
distinction is possible between normal and abnormal classes. Classification techniques can
be multi-classes [Barbara et al., 2001], meaning that several classes are labelled as normal
and the classifier is able to determine if an instance belong to one of these or to none,
in which case it is considered abnormal. There is also the one-class classification [Roth,
2006] techniques where all the training data are used to determine one normal class and
an instance that would not belong to it would be considered as an anomaly. Several
classification-based techniques are available given a system.
Neural networks are the most known technique. The first step is to provide the neural
network with training data to learn the normal classes. Then, when fed with the input
data, the neural network processes it and the input is classified as normal if not rejected,
as abnormal otherwise. Several works exist onto this base [He et al., 1997; Manevitz and
Yousef, 2000; Moya et al., 1993; Kojima and Ito, 1999].
Another well known classification techniques are the Bayesian networks. Bayesian
networks are able to provide data with a probability to be part of normal classes or
anomalous classes after a training phase [Diehl et al., 2002]. This basic view of Bayesian
networks has been improved to take into account the dependencies between variables in
the considered systems [Das and Schneider, 2007; Janakiram et al., 2006].
Rule-based techniques are a way to learn the rules that model the normal behaviour, then
when an instance does not comply with these rules, its behaviour is classified as an anomaly.
Again, a training phase is needed in order to learn the rules and then the algorithm is able to
process the input data and determine their normality, or abnormality [Mahoney and Chan,
2002; Kato et al., 2001].
Classification-based techniques are able to implement powerful learning algorithms and
are fast in the processing of input data since the comparison data are precomputed during
the learning phase. However these techniques rely on accurate label for the training data
and the specification of the detected anomalies can be hard to obtain as the training data are
more often focused on normal behaviours.
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2.3.2.2 Statistical-Based Techniques
Statistical anomaly detection are based on the following principle: "An anomaly is an
observation which is suspected of being partially or wholly irrelevant because it is not
generated by the stochastic model assumed" [Anscombe, 1960]. Therefore, a statistical
model for normal behaviour is built. Then, for data input, inference is applied in order to
determine if it belongs to this model or not. If the instance of the data have a low probability
to be generated by the defined model, it is considered as an abnormal one.
Statistical techniques can use a confidence score besides the statistical one and use it to
refine the global score and the detection. One main interest of statistical technique is that
the labelling of the training data is not an obligation. About the drawbacks, the main one is
that these techniques suppose that the data is generated following a particular distribution,
which is not always true; as a corollary, the choice of the best distribution to represent the
data is not simple [Motulsky, 1995].
2.3.2.3 Nearest Neighbour-Based Techniques
These techniques are based on the idea that normal behaviours occur in the vicinity
of each others while anomalies occur far from this neighbourhood. Thus this requires a
measure allowing to represent the distance between two instances of data [Boriah et al.,
2008].
One technique is to compute the kth nearest neighbours of an instance. This can be
defined as follows: The anomaly score of a data instance is defined as its distance to its kth
nearest neighbour in a given data set. A score is then associated to each instance of input
data according to its relative distance to the core normal data and if this distance exceeds a
threshold, the instance is considered as an anomaly [Eskin et al., 2002; Ramaswamy et al.,
2000].
Another technique consist in taking into account the relative density instead of the
neighbours by themselves. The system is able to compute the density of the neighbourhood
of an instance and class it as normal (high density) or abnormal (low density) [Zaïane and
Lee, 2002].
The neighbours techniques are purely data driven and do not need a priori knowledge of
the data; they have better results in terms of missed anomalies since a high neighbourhood
in the training data set is very rare; and these techniques are easy to use, providing a
distance measure is defined for the considered data. On the drawbacks, these techniques
require a distance measure and if it is not well designed, the system must not be able to give
relevant results; it can be costly in term of resources to compute all the distance between
each pair of instances during the learning phase; and the distance metric is the key point of
the neighbour-based techniques and this can be a challenge for data with a high complexity
or interdependencies.
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2.3.2.4 Clustering-Based Techniques
Clustering-based techniques are close to neighbours-based techniques in the way that
they postulate that similar data instances can be grouped into clusters [Jain and Dubes,
1988; Ertöz et al., 2003; Basu et al., 2004]. Therefore, anomalies do not belong to any clusters
and can be identified that way. The difference consists in the metric. Where neighbours-
based techniques use the pure distance between to instances, the cluster-based techniques
take into account the cluster whom the instance belongs to.
Clustering algorithms can handle complex set of data, so it is possible to handle more
complex data than with neighbour-based techniques; the test phase is faster because the
number of clusters is small and constant over time (you compare the instance of data to a
cluster and not to each other instance). Yet, clustering algorithms are the key point of these
techniques and have a direct impact on the performance while detecting anomalies; besides,
if the anomalies are forming a cluster, these techniques are rendered useless.
2.3.2.5 MAS-Based Anomaly Detection
As exposed, several techniques from machine learning domain can be used for anomaly
detection. In machine learning, multi-agent systems have been proven useful to address
complexity and dynamic issues. For this reason, MAS are more and more used in
surveillance systems since the area and entities to monitor are more and more numerous
and they adopt complex behaviours.
In this section, we detail the work of [Tan, 2005a] as an example in MAS-based anomaly
detection. This work seems of interest to us since it is applied to maritime surveillance and
it uses multi-agent system.
The aim is to track intent into harbour areas. To achieve this goal, the author propose a
multi-agent system composed of four kinds of agents:
Data Agent: The data agents are the agent representation of the real world, they carry
information for the multi-agent system from the various data sources. For example,
a data agent might represent a vessel track with its identification, its flag,. . .
Cognitive Agent: These agents represent what the ships are not allowed to do. They are
also called violation agents. For example, the Speed Violation Agent is used to illustrates
the violation of speed limit in a given area. This is an agent representation of rules.
Violation and Cognitive Blending Agent: these agents are able to relate a data agent to a
cognitive agent. For example, when a vessel has an excessive speed, the corresponding
agent is associated to the Speed Violation Agent. One ship can be associated to several
violation agents.
Intent Agent: Using the information available, local knowledge and the related violation
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agents, the Intent Agents are able to analyse the behaviour of a vessel according and
identify it as Friendly, Neutral, Potentially Hostile or Unknown.
Therefore, the multi-agent system presented in this work is able to represent both the
vessels in the monitored area and the rules that they are not allowed to violate. Then,
cognitive agents are used to integrate all this information and determine the suspicious
level of the concerned ships. Ultimately, the Intent Agents are able to weight each piece
of information in order to determine what are the most important in the current situation. It
finally leads the identification of its behavioural nature.
This work is closely related to classification techniques. Indeed, it represents rules from
the maritime legislation and it is able to sort the ship behaviours into normal and abnormal
ones according to these rules.
One major drawback of this work consists in the design of the violation agent
associations. Indeed, using violation agents, it is possible to build complex behaviours
representations and then use it to detect such behaviours in the real world. However, it is
a complex tasks and the it needs specific experts according to the considered domain: ship
movement protocols and surface warfare threat assessment are used in this work. Here, the
strength of the MAS approach is in the classification process and the complex behaviour
detection.
2.3.2.6 Abnormal Behaviours Detection
Chandola et al. [Chandola et al., 2009a] state several drawbacks in the most common
used anomaly detection system. They are for the majority issues that can be relate to the
machine learning corresponding machine learning algorithms. First, when the data set is
complex and use a high number of dimension to represent the training data, the algorithms
have difficulty to make a difference between normal and abnormal data. There are
techniques addressing these dimensionality issues, projecting the data to lower dimensions.
But the resulting performance are dependent on the distinction between normality and
anomalies in the projected space.
Second, as stated before, classification based techniques require labels for both normal
and abnormal behaviours while, most of the times, only the normal ones are available.
Besides, when labels for anomalies are available, the balance between the two sets of labels
is rarely reached and the learning phase is impacted because too few anomalous examples
are available. To tackle these issues, semi-supervised learning are efficient since they only
use normal labels, but require a sensitive enough measure to detect single anomalies. They
are indeed best effective when the number of anomalies is growing.
Third, the majority of anomaly detection techniques relies on the possibility of a good
distinction between the normal behaviours and the abnormal ones. When the border
between the two groups is fuzzy, the detection algorithms are less efficient and are not able
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to provide good results. The same issue exists when an anomaly is coming from combined
normal behaviours.
Fourth, there are considerations on the application of these systems. The classification
based techniques require a training phase but then are fast when running in real time.
However, they are not flexible and require a new training when applied to another domain
or when the context of application changes. On the other hand, the nearest neighbours-
based techniques have no training and the detection phase can be quite time consuming,
which is not viable in real-time and use. However, these last kind of techniques are more
suitable to dynamic context, if the time is not a key feature.
Finally, the anomaly detection techniques make the assumption that the anomalies are
rare against the normal behaviours in the context where they are applied. This is often true
but there are cases where a huge amount of abnormal behaviours can overflow the normal
ones. One simple example is the spreading of a worm in a closed computer network. If not
detected in time, the majority of computers can be infected and the number of abnormal
behaviours might be larger than the number of normal ones. Sun et al. [Sun et al., 2007] and
Soule et al. [Soule et al., 2005] use semi-supervised techniques to address this point.
The efficiency of anomaly detection techniques is highly dependant on the domain
where it is applied. Indeed, given the available input data, the desired output and the
context of application, as well as its constraints and requirements, one technique is proven to
be more useful than the others. Besides, this is also dependent on the notion of anomaly. An
anomaly in computer network is not the same as an anomaly in maritime surveillance. The
works on abnormal behaviours and anomalies detection lack an unified technique that can
be applied in several domains, without too much tuning before it is operative and effective.
Therefore, surveillance systems lack a generic and efficient method of anomaly detection.
2.3.3 Maritime Surveillance Systems
In the recent years, the maritime activities have grown rapidly. It now provides a support
for numerous and various traffics, for example arms dealing and drug smuggling, or illegal
activities like illegal fishing. Besides, human operators involved in maritime surveillance
use systems able to supervise more and more large areas thanks to various types of sensors
deployed on the coastlines and on mobile platforms. As a consequence, these operators
need help to identify criminal activities in order to deal with the threat they represent.
These activities are embedded among the behaviours of the thousands of ships evolving
in the supervised area. Thus, efficient automated surveillance systems is a key point in the
maritime domain [Henocque and Lafon, 2011].
Significant technical progress have been made in wide maritime area coverage
by different sets of sensors [Rasheed et al., 2011], in heterogeneous data processing
and fusion [Battistello et al., 2011] and in detection of abnormal behaviours
methodologies [Wang et al., 2011] that could be usefully integrated together to build up
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a new generation of maritime surveillance systems for efficient security applications in high
density traffics areas [Aliakbarpour et al., 2011].
2.3.3.1 Area Coverage and Data Fusion
Nowadays, thanks to the technological advances, it is possible to use more and more
powerful sensors and radars to monitor wider and wider areas. From high frequency radars
to remote camera for direct visualisation, a large panel of tools are nowadays available for
the operators and the people involved in surveillance. It is not different in the context of
maritime surveillance.
However, these equipments are specialized. For example, visual recognition system
are able to work within a limited range and are influenced by the weather and natural
conditions. The coastal radars are able to identify a target tenth of miles away but are very
sensitive to noise and their use can be dangerous for planes or boats in their cone of wave
diffusion. Finally, each kind of system has been designed in order to be a complement to the
others.
That is why the data fusion is a major field of study in maritime surveillance domain.
Data fusion is the process of integration of multiple data and knowledge representing the same real-
world object into a consistent, accurate, and useful representation. The application in maritime
surveillance is to regroup all pieces of information available about an object, mostly a ship,
and to provide their visualisation for the operators [Vespe et al., 2008].
The majority of works in this domain focus on target tracking using multiple
visualisation means [Guerriero et al., 2008; Di Lallo et al., 2006]. These works are based
on the combination of several kinds of sensors (Automatic Identification Systems, video
cameras, High Frequency radars,. . . ). This has been implemented in several projects, for
example Stradivarius1 or AMASS2.
But one central feature that is increasingly studied these last years is the anomaly
detection in maritime surveillance.
2.3.3.2 Anomaly Detection in Maritime Surveillance
Being able to identify and track a target from one end to the other of its trip is not
sufficient when it comes to threat assessment and the identification of anomalies. Anomalies
are what is not considered as normal according to the domain and the context, whatever the
reason is. For example, in maritime surveillance, an anomaly could be the disappearance of
a ship from the radar echoes. According to Kazemi et al. [Kazemi et al., 2013], we can divide
the anomaly detection techniques into two groups: the data driven and the knowledge
driven ones.
1http://www.pole-mer-bretagne.com/stradivarius.php
2www.amass-project.eu
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The data driven techniques use all the available data in order to identify the anomalies.
This data is coming from the sensors and materials used for the detection of tracks (see
section 2.3.3.1) but also from other sources like databases maintained by the concerned
authorities [Andler et al., 2009] or from open data available via different sources [Kazemi
et al., 2013]. Then, algorithms are applied to this data in order to identify the anomalies. The
most common is the use of a rule-engine like method where the data is processed through a
set of rules and an anomaly is detected when a rule is violated.
On the other hand, the knowledge driven techniques are set up in order to detect
anomalies according to the relation between the tracked objects. Several works are using
such techniques [Roy, 2008; Tan, 2005b; Auslander et al., 2012]. The works of Roy is a
rule-based engine reasoning on data about the situational facts on the ships and detecting
anomalies when against the rules. The works of Tan use a multi-agent system in order to
represent normal behaviours in harbour areas and an anomaly is detected when a ship does
not follow a known behaviour, meaning a behaviour recorded by the multi-agent system.
One of the main interest in the knowledge driven approach is the abilities to use it in
order to prevent the threats. Indeed, data driven approaches are based on data about the
ships in the monitored area, this means that it has to be available to perform the detection.
In other words, this means that facts are needed before the related threat can be identified.
In another domain, that the same thing as seeing the gun before knowing that the robber is
here to rob the bank.
With knowledge-driven techniques, you could use the knowledge on the target in order
to identify and prevent the threat. This has been used by Jakob et al. [Jakob et al., 2010]
in a multi-agent simulation aiming at the identification of the most secure way to build
ship convoy in order to avoid maritime piracy. Other similar works are [Vaneˇk et al., 2012;
Komenda et al., 2013]. The common point of these work is the use of simulation in order to
prevent risky situations and build the appropriate approach in order to avoid it.
One common drawback of these techniques is the use of expert knowledge to build the
simulations or to build the rules used to detect anomalies. However, it is hard to avoid
the involvement of the experts for two reasons: first, the maritime domain is a complex
one and several reasons and information can explain a situation, which can be an anomaly
or not, depending on only one piece of data that can be overwhelmed by a lot of others;
second, the operators and experts involved in the maritime surveillance prefer to rely on
their experience and their own knowledge to identify an anomaly. This is a common
syndrome when one is faced with the machine. Some studies show that this could be
tackled if the operators involved in the maritime surveillance are involved in the learning
process of the machine and are afterwards able to send feedbacks to correct the anomaly
detection algorithms [Claisse et al., 2010; Brax et al., 2013b]. Ultimately, the focus in maritime
surveillance systems is on the detection of abnormal behaviours from several entities with
complex behaviours and interaction in wide areas.
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2.4 Conclusion & Discussion
In this state of the art, we expose the different families of machine learning generally
used in computer science. The three main approaches are the supervised learning, the
unsupervised learning and the reinforcement learning. These techniques are widely used
and present several advantages and drawbacks.
First, supervised learning need training data set provided by experts in order to assimilate
correct outputs for the learning system. When running, the inputs are compared to the
knowledge of the learner and the most relevant output is given. This is useful and efficient
when large sets of training data can be gathered and used. Also, such systems provide
accurate results if they are well trained and if the inputs are well fitted to what we want to
observe. This means that the syntax of the inputs have to be correct or the learner would not
be able to understand it. However, the main drawback of supervised learning is that it is
time and resource consuming. Indeed, to be efficient, several training sets have to be used
and this takes time. More, when analysing an input, the learner has to compare it with all
its knowledge. Another disadvantage is that supervised learning has difficulty to handle
dynamics of the system it learns. Each time a new knowledge appears on the system, a
training phase has to be done again. And when facing unknown inputs, the system is not
able to process it efficiently.
Second, the unsupervised learning techniques do not require the intervention of a user
to provide outputs. Data are gathered and the learner is able to sort it out according to
various parameters. Such systems are designed to analyse large pools of data to identify
clusters and hidden structures. These are efficient systems to clear data and provide some
information before a more precise analysis. Like supervised learning, the unsupervised
learning is time and resource consuming for similar reasons. Besides the resource cost,
unsupervised learning is well suited to identify group of data but is unable to label them
or to use them. Experts are needed to identify these groups and validate them. More, the
identification of the clusters is highly dependent on the methods used to compare data and
small variations can bring huge differences on the outputs.
Finally, reinforcement learning brings a new approach to learning techniques. It is
performed by entities that are able to perceive the results of their actions, to evaluate
them and propose the best one. Thus, this is a learning using feedback as rewards or
punishments according to the objective of the learner. Multi-Agent Systems are well suited
for reinforcement learning since each agent can be a learner. However, in reinforcement
learning, several issues have to be addressed. First, the data representation for the agents
has to be designed according to their characteristics and their skills. If the agents are not
able to apprehend the data, they will not be able to process them through the learning
abilities. Then, another main drawback in reinforcement learning is the definition of the
function used to determine reward or punishment. This function depends on the context
and the domain, but also on the data to analyse.
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The second part of this state of the art exposes a surveillance system overview. A
surveillance system is a system designed to track and monitor entities, their activities and
their behaviours. There are two main aspects to take into account: the detection and the
tracking of entities and the behaviour analysis.
Detection and tracking of entities is performed by several arrays of sensors and detection
devices, like radars, video cameras,. . . Data is then processed and fused in order to build a
representation understandable by the users of the system, the surveillance operators. These
operators are then in charge of the second aspect, the behaviour analysis. According to what
they observe and their experience, they are able to identify situation to handle: from threat
to answer to rescue.
With the increasing number of entities to monitor and the increasing size of the
monitored area, the need for an automatic behaviour analysis arises. This allows the analysis
of the behaviours and the alert triggering when an abnormal one is identified. Therefore,
several systems use learning techniques in order to perform it. For example, supervised
learning is used to compare observed behaviours with database of known behaviours and
raise alerts on unknown ones. Another example is a multi-agent system representing the
legislation rules and the entities. When two of these agents are grouped together, the system
identify an abnormal behaviour.
As the automated behaviour analysis uses several techniques coming from machine
learning, several similar drawbacks are to be noted. The cost in term of resource can be
high depending on the number of entities and the size of knowledge databases. More, these
systems are efficient when the domain is well known and modelled, but the main interest
of surveillance systems is to monitor complex and dynamics environment. Finally, it is
difficult to design a generic behaviour analysis systems since the domain, the context,
the entities and the behaviours are different from one system to another. Somehow, the
experience and the knowledge of the operators carry the differences between several
system and even within one between the alert and the normality. It also impacts the learning
process, needed to train the system. Thus, designing such systems is a complex and long
task.
In light of this chapter, we identify several lacks automated behaviour analysis, both for
the alert triggering and the learning to perform it. An efficient alert triggering system has to
use a generic representation of entities and their behaviours in order to be used in several
systems. Also, learning process should take into account the knowledge of the operators.
Ultimately, for more efficiency, such a system should be low resource cost and able to learn
whilst used.
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3 A Multi-Agent Generic Modelfor Surveillance Systems
« Creativity and new ideas are solutions of all problems. »
Alfred E. Van Vogt
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The chapter in English starts page 53.
Résumé général du chapitre
Le contexte théorique et applicatif de ce travail a été présenté dans le premier chapitre. Le
fonctionnement général d’un systéme de surveillance y est exposé ainsi que les principaux enjeux
de ce domaine. Plus spécifiquement, dans le cadre de la surveillance maritime, il faut permettre
une couverture totale et permanente des frontiéres maritimes, approvisionner le systéme
avec des informations en provenance de différents capteurs, fournir une détection automatique
des comportements anormaux et comprendre les menaces qu’ils peuvent représenter et enfin
offrir une interface adaptée aux utilisateurs. Nous nous sommes concentrés que la détection
automatique des comportement anormaux.
La seconde partie de ce chapitre développe les concepts utilisés lors de la mise en œuvre de notre
modéle. Les notions d’agents et de systémes multi-agents expliqués et plus particulièrement
la théorie des AMAS (Adaptive Multi-Agent Systems). Cette théorie est basée sur la notion de
coopération entre les agents qui composent le systéme. Cette coopération se fait de maniére locale
et autorise l’émergence de la fonction globale á atteindre. Cette théorie est utilisée le cadre de ce
travail car elle est particulièrement adaptée dans le cas oú le système a représenter est complexe,
dynamique, ouvert et non entièrement connu.
Dans ce chapitre, la contribution principale de ce travail est présentée. Elle consiste en la
définition du modèle agent MAS4AT se basant sur la théorie des AMAS. L’objectif de MAS4AT est
de s’attaquer á deux aspects principaux d’un systéme de surveillance : la levée d’alertes pertinentes
et l’apprentissage des évènements. Certains aspects de la théorie des AMAS ont été utilisés lors
de la conception des agents, á savoir le caractére local des agents et la résolution de certains
situations de non coopérations.
Nous avons identifié le manque d’un système générique et réutilisable qui puisse fonctionner en
temps réel dans le domaine de la surveillance. Il apparaît que lors de la définition d’un tel système,
la levée d’alerte est primordial. En effet, la surveillance concerne l’observation d’entités dans une
zone définie et des alertes sont lancées quand une situation suspecte est identifiée. Une situation peut
être définie comme étant une séquence d’événements. Dans MAS4AT, nous proposons d’attribuer
une valeur á chaque événement indiquant son niveau de suspicion. Ainsi, la somme des événements
donne un niveau équivalent pour une situation donnée. Lorsque ce niveau dépasse un seuil d’alerte,
la situation est jugée anormale et l’entité associée passe en alerte, ce qui signifie que son comportement
est suspect.
Nous sommes donc capables, dans MAS4AT, de représenter une situation par une fonction
mathématique représentant la séquence des évènements ayant amené à la-dite situation. Mais les
valeurs des évènements ne sont pas connus a priori. En effet, lorsque cela est fait par les opérateurs de
surveillance, ils évaluent inconsciemment les évènements qu’ils observent et sont capable de dire si ils
sont importants ou non à un instant donné. Pour cette raison, mais aussi de par le nombre important
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et inconnu d’évènements possibles, nous avons doté MAS4AT de mécanismes d’apprentissage. Ainsi,
lorsque le systéme lève une alerte, l’opérateur a la possibilité de corriger le système et de lui indiquer
une erreur. Les agents peuvent alors s’auto-ajuster pour répondre á ce feedback et proposer des alertes
plus cohérentes par la suite.
Aprés une bréve introduction, la deuxième section de ce chapitre présente les deux problématique
associées à la détection de comportement anormaux dans un système de surveillance : la levée
d’alerte et l’apprentissage. La troisième section détaille le système á base d’agents MAS4AT selon
ces deux aspects. Enfin, le chapitre se conclue par un rappel du modéle et de ses atouts.
3.1 Introduction
The current work falls into the domain of anomaly detection techniques. The state of the
art exposed the different existing techniques in anomaly detection and spotted their qualities
and drawbacks. It appears that these techniques are very useful and efficient as long as they
meet the following requirements:
3 The domain and the context are well known and the designers of the system are able to
model and represent it in a understandable way for the system.
3 The users are able to provide a training data set in order to be learnt by the system.
These data have to be as complete as possible for a good detection in the running phase.
Also, time is a key point for this training.
3 The complexity and the scale of the system have a direct impact onto its efficiency, but
also onto the resource cost.
As a consequence, it appears that for each new anomaly detection system, the whole
process of design has to be done again. Even the learning techniques used in such systems
are dependant on the domain and the context for the best efficiency.
This chapter is the main contribution of this thesis and aims at filling the lack of a
reusable system in several surveillance contexts. Section 3.2 exposes the problematic we
tackle. This problematic is twice: first we address the alert triggering process and expose
the stakes and requirements of such techniques; second we introduce the learning in the
anomaly detection.
Section 3.3 exposes the design of a Multi-Agent System for Alert Triggering, called
MAS4AT. This section follows the same steps as the previous one: First we develop the
multi-agent system that is able to detect anomalies and trigger alerts. Second we extend the
system in order to introduce the ability of learning.
The use of a multi-agent system has been discussed in the chapter 1. In a few words, the
agent-based techniques seem to be the most suitable to answer the complexity of nowadays’
applications and are able to solve a wide range of problems. In surveillance systems, the
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objective is to trigger alerts as a consequence of the detection of abnormal behaviours. This
is a global objective coming from several local entities. Indeed, studying the global system
is not efficient to spot one abnormal behaviours amongst hundreds of others. However,
studying each entity separately is a better strategy. Therefore, the Adaptive Multi-Agent
System theory provides a way to handle this by focusing on the behaviours of the entities
and their local interactions.
Finally, the conclusion (section 3.4) exposes the full model of agents used in this work
and discusses their use.
3.2 Surveillance Systems Problems
In surveillance domain, there is two major features which are addressed once the
methods and techniques are designed. First, there are questions about the alert triggering
provided. Indeed, this is the logical consequence of the anomaly detection. The general
question is when and how to trigger an alert? Second, it concerns the learning in a
surveillance system. We have seen that learning is a plus in a surveillance system, either
before or while running. Several techniques may be used but none are generic or fast
enough. By "generic", we mean that these techniques are specific to a domain and are not
applicable to other ones. The two following subsections expose the problematic related to
these aspects of surveillance systems.
3.2.1 Alert Triggering Problematic
Surveillance systems are designed to monitor the behaviour of entities in a given area.
One of the main interest in such systems is the detection and identification of abnormal
behaviours which can lead to threats or dangers.
Several systems exist that are able to track entities and identify such behaviours. In the
literature, it is common to qualify it of anomaly detection. There are a lot of techniques for
it, according to a context and a domain. The anomaly detection leads to the alert triggering.
Currently, if surveillance systems are widely present in our society, they are usually
designed for a specific purpose. Each time a new one is needed, the whole design and
implementation process has to be done from the beginning again.
There are several reasons for this. First, the context of the system influences the tracking
of the monitored entities. It is not possible to track a plane in the same way than a person in
a crowd. Aggregation and tracking techniques have arisen to address these issues and are
not investigated in this thesis.
Second, the main problem is how to detect an abnormal behaviour? Most of the time,
surveillance systems rely on the experience of the operators. One of the reasons is that it is
difficult to represent such a behaviour, or to identify the events leading to it. Finally, when
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a potential threat situation happens, only the experience of the user gives the explanation
for it. Even if the system is able to provide information on the course of events leading to it,
only the analysis by an expert is able to validate it.
If we take the most common example,i.e. the surveillance of a crowd, an automatic
system can’t perform a good anomaly detection for one simple reason: human behaviour
is so unpredictable that it is not possible to identify and model all the possible ones. And
even in this case, one behaviour can have several reasons to appear and only a few are real
threats.
It appears that when a situation arises to be analysed, the experts recount the events
that led to it. Only then they are able to propose a diagnosis and identify the situation as
an anomaly or a normal one. In order to build a generic representation for a situation, two
parameters have been identified:
3 The importance of the events that are involved in a situation. This importance is
defined by the context and the knowledge on the domain. For example, in maritime
surveillance, a stop event is less important that a fire report event. This parameter can be
represented as a numerical value.
3 The weight of the events. Indeed, according to a situation, each event involved in it
might not have the same weight than the others. It depends on the context and the time
between the event and the current situation. For example, an event that happened five
days ago might be less weighted than an event that occurred one hour ago.
These two parameters seems sufficient to represent a situation as long as it is possible to
decompose it in several events.
Thus, we propose the function 3.1 as a representation of a given situation which is the
combination of several events. This representation allows to associate a numerical value,
rt for each situation: this is the score of the situation. This score is the result of the sum
of several events, ai, each one weighted, wti , by its importance in the current situation. This
importance can be the number of appearance of the event or anything else that is considered
as useful as long as it is representable by a numerical value. It has to be noted that a situation
is temporally located and the next time step –second, hour, month,. . . – can see it changed
beyond recognition.
rt =
n
∑
i=1
ai × wti (3.1)
This representation is close to the human one. When an expert assesses a situation, he
gives a score to the course of events, weighted by his observation and the information he
has. Then, given the final score, he can identify the eventual anomaly. We advocate that this
representation is the most generic one for a situation.
The values of the weights come from the observation on field and can be easily
quantifiable. Then the main issue concerns the value associated to each event. The question
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is how to value an event when it is dependent on the context, the knowledge, the target,. . . ?
Moreover, the system to represent is dynamic and open. To answer it, MAS-based learning
methods seems to be necessary.
3.2.2 Learning Problematic
In the previous section, we have introduced a representation of a situation (see
function 3.1) using numerical values. It is a sum of weighted coefficients. However, the
values of the coefficients are hard to quantify. This is why a learning process seems to be
useful in a surveillance system. In fact, lots of surveillance systems integrate techniques to
learn new situations and to be able to identify them afterwards.
However, this learning is, most of the time, dependent on the context of the system.
Besides, it is based on known representation of the entities and/or the events taken into
account. For a generic system based on the numerical representation we have introduced,
the values of the events and data are unknown and not possible to give, or with high
difficulty.
One solution is to ask for the user of a system to quantify each situation when it appears.
With time, the system would be able to give a score for all the possible events. But the cost
in human resource would be far too high, providing there are no errors. And what would be
the confidence of a system that has to be initialised from scratch? Is it worth the time spent
to configure it?
For this reason, a system able to learn the values of the different events with a minimal
human intervention is required. So far, it would not be wise or advisable to leave the
operator apart. Indeed, he is an expert of the domain and the final user of the system,
which means that the system should be compliant with him. Here, compliance means that
the identifications performed by the system should be reliable, meaning accurate according
to the human operators.
So, the problem is to design a system able to learn the unknown values of a function
without the need for an expert to value them one by one. In this work, we propose a solution
to tackle this problem and we design a system able to learn these values using feedbacks.
Indeed, rather than giving each value of each event, the operator is only asked to correct the
system.
In a row, the system is able to detect abnormal behaviours and raise an alert toward an
operator. Then, the operator is able to correct the system when an alert is wrongly triggered
or when it is missing. Alongside the numerical representation, we think that this method
is well suited for being as accurate as possible and as close as possible as the operator
knowledge and experience.
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3.3 Surveillance and Learning, a Generic Model
We are interested into two aspects of surveillance systems, the alert triggering and the
learning process. Given the identified problematic, we propose a multi-agent system to
address these concerns. In a first step, we focus on the alert triggering and propose an agent
model for this specific part of the system. In a second step, we extend the model in order to
add the abilities required for the learning part.
3.3.1 A Model for Alert Triggering
3.3.1.1 Architecture of a Multi-Agent System for Alert Triggering
Surveillance is the act of monitoring entities in a area covered by a pool of sensors. The
main work of this thesis concerns the automation of the anomaly or abnormal behaviour
detection. In order to achieve this goal, the system must be able to represent the real-world
in an understandable and usable way. Two specific points have been identified.
The first point of interest are the monitored entities. In a multi-agent system, an entity
is usually represented by an agent. The assumption is made that at least one of the other
components of the surveillance system provides an efficient way to detect and track the
wanted entities. Using the agent representation, the multi-agent system is then able to
propose an agent-based view of the real world. The design of the agent is described in
the section 3.3.1.2.
The second point of interest in surveillance systems are the data that can be gathered
on the entities. This data can be of two main kinds: on one hand the data that are general,
such as the identification of the entity, its color, its name,. . . . This data is aggregated by
several knowledge sources and observations –direct or not– on field. On the other hand,
there is the punctual data that are detected at a given time: stop of an entity, disappearance
or appearance,. . . This data is the most interesting since it is a direct visualisation of the
behaviour of the entity.
Once it is possible to describe the events that can happen on an entity, there is the need
to give an importance to these events. The importance of an event is its value according to
the domain and the user. For example, in the maritime domain, if a tanker stops in open sea,
it is generally more important than if it is a fishing ship, for which a stop can be considered
as normal. Following the works of Mano et al. [Mano et al., 2010], we have restrained the
importance of an event to three parameters.
The initial importance: When something happens, it has a first impact that can be
assessed. In surveillance systems, there is the same impact when an event happens
on an entity. The operator is able to assess the event and rank it among the others. For
example, in building surveillance, a fire is far more important, at first sight, than an
unclosed door. This parameter is the numerical representation of this impact.
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Figure 3.1: Architecture of MAS4AT.
The increasing importance: The increasing importance of an event is an additional
parameter to the initial importance. This is the representation of the growing
importance of the event while it lasts. Indeed, the operator can assess a minimal initial
importance for an event but keeps an eye on it and decides to investigate it furthermore
if it lasts too long. This parameter is the numerical representation of this importance
and is used each time step that the event lasts.
The decreasing importance: An event can disappear on an entity, meaning that this is the
end of the event. For example, the ship starts again. But this disappearance does not
mean that the operator will do as if it never existed. On the contrary, the operator keeps
track of all the events that happened for a certain time window. These events are then
used to assess a situation when it arises. Of course, keeping a track of all the events
is not possible nor wanted and the most former events are gradually forgotten. This
parameter is the numerical representation of this forgetting factor.
Thus, for each event, we add three parameters in order to provide a more accurate
description of the event.
In a general surveillance system, we have identified three structures that are required for
the surveillance activity: the entity to monitor, the event that can happen on the entity and
the parameters used to characterize the event. In multi-agent systems, these three concepts
are represented by agents. Figure 3.1 shows the global architecture of the system.
MAS4AT is so composed of three kinds of agents: the entity-agents that are a
representation of their real-world counterparts, the event-agents that are the representation
of the events that can happen on an entity, and the parameter-agents used to refine the event
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Figure 3.2: UML Model for Alert Triggering (a)
agents.
The figure also shows the interactions of MAS4AT with the other components of the
surveillance system. First, there is the component that provides aggregated data from the
sensors and the knowledge databases. This component sends information on the identified
entities as well as the eventual detected events on it. Second, MAS4AT communicates with
the operator involved in the surveillance systems. Indeed, the aim of MAS4AT is to trigger
alerts when an anomaly or an abnormal behaviour is detected. Besides, the operator is
able to send a feedback about the sent alert. This is more investigated in section 3.3.2. The
interactions between the various agents are investigated in section 3.3.1.2.
3.3.1.2 Description of the Agents
The skills and characteristics of the agents of MAS4AT are shown in the UML class model
of figure 3.2. This model is focused on the alert triggering.
First, we focus on the entity-agents. They are the representation of the entities monitored
in the real-world, meaning that for each entity, a corresponding agent is created in the multi-
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agent system. This agent is given three characteristics.
Identification: This is the unique identification of the agent. This can be related to the
unique identification of the corresponding entity for efficiency.
Data: This is a structure containing all the knowledge on the entity that can be useful for the
alert triggering process, as well as the information that could be used by the operator.
The main purpose of this characteristic is to pass information from the system to the
operator.
EBV : EBV stands for Entity Behaviour Value. This a numerical representation of the
behaviour of the entity. The more this value is high, the more the entity has a suspicious
behaviour. The computation of this value is explained below.
In addition to this set of characteristics, the entity-agents are given a set of skills allowing
them to trigger alert when needed and according to their characteristics.
askEvent: When an event is detected on an entity by the surveillance system, it is echoed
on the corresponding entity-agent using this skill. This allows the entity-agent to take
into account new events and use them for the alert triggering process.
triggerAlert: This is the main purpose of the entity-agent, the ability to trigger an alert
toward the operator. An alert is triggered when the value EBV exceeds a threshold
defined by the operator.
computeEBV : This skill enables the entity-agent the ability to compute its EBV. This value
is computed according to the function 3.2.
EBV =
n
∑
i=1
(Init(ei)× nb(Init, ei)
+ (Incr(ei)× nb(Incr, ei)− (Decr(ei)× nb(Decr, ei) (3.2)
This function cumulates the importance of the different events and data, ei, happening
on an entity according to the values of their parameters and taking into account how
long these events last in time. This function can be used to provide a graphical
representation of the behaviour of an entity-agent as a curve and it also gives the
corresponding inequality considering the threshold fixed by human operators. More
details on EBV can be found in section 3.3.1.3.
To sum up, the entity-agent is a virtual representation of the real-world entities in the
monitored area. It is able to receive and take into account the detected events and data on
the entity in order to ask the value of the events and compute the Entity Behaviour Value.
Finally, if this value is above a given threshold, an alert is triggered.
Second, we focus on the event-agent. Concerning the alert triggering alone, these agents
are rather simple. They possess one characteristic for their identification and one skill,
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giveValues, allowing the agent to retrieve the values of their own parameter init, incr and
decr and transmit it. The event-agent is a representation of the event happening on the
entities. For each event, an agent is created or used if already existing. For all the entities,
there is a pool of unique event-agents. Indeed, there is no need to create one set of events
for each entity as their signification would be the same.
One key feature of the use of a multi-agent system is that the number and nature of
events is not a required knowledge beforehand. Each time an event is detected, if it is not
known by the system, a new agent is created and can be used by the entity-agent.
Finally, the last class proposes a model for the parameter-agents. For the same reason as
for the event-agents, these are quite simple. They consist of an identification unique within
the event and giving their meaning: the initial parameter, the increase one or the decreasing
one. The second characteristic is the value of the parameter. This value is given at the
creation of the agent and can evolve during the learning, see section 3.3.2. Finally, the skill
giveValue allows to retrieve the value of the parameter in order to be used by the caller.
This model provides the description of three agents designed to trigger alerts in a
surveillance system. The entity-agent is able to compute the behaviour of the entity they
represent in a given situation. To achieve it, each entity-agent is related to a set of event-
agents: the agents representing the events involved in the current situation. The entity-agent
must know the values of the parameters of the events happening on it, this is given by the
corresponding characteristic in the parameter-agent. Thus, each event-agent is associated to
three parameter-agents describing its internal characteristics. The values of the parameters
are arbitrary initialised at the first start of the multi-agent system. The learning process
described in section 3.3.2 allows the parameter-agents to modify their value according to
operator feedbacks. Finally, the entity-agent is able to decide if an alert has to be triggered
or not.
3.3.1.3 Computation and Use of EBV
The Entity Behaviour Value of an entity is designed to represent the behaviour of a value
using a graphical curve, as illustrated in figure 3.3. Figure 3.3 shows that for each step, an
entity-agent can compute its EBV and can deduce the corresponding inequality compared
to the threshold given by the operator. When the computed value is over the threshold, the
entity behaviour is considered suspicious and an alert has to be raised by the corresponding
agent.
For example, at the fifth time step, the behaviour of the entity can equals:
EBVS5 = 1× Inite1 + 5× Incre1 < threshold (3.3)
This means that for the given entity and the situation S, the entity suffered one time the event
e1 and that it lasts for five time steps. The result is under the threshold so the entity-agent
does not trigger an alert.
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Figure 3.3: Graphical Representation of Entity Behaviour (example).
Six time steps after this situation, we focus on the situation S11, represented by the
following equation:
EBVS11 = 2× Inite1 + 9× Incre1 − 2× Decre1 < threshold (3.4)
This is an extent of the previous situations since the event e1 lasts two more time steps and
disappear for two time steps. Again, there is no need to trigger an alert for the entity-agent.
Finally, the situation S18 is given by the function:
EBVS18 = 3× Inite1 + 12× Incre1 − 4× Decre1
+ 1× Inite2 + 4× Incre2 < threshold (3.5)
At time step 14, the entity suffers the event e1 and the event e2 at the same time. The equation
translates it. This time, the resulting EBV is superior to the threshold, so the related entity-
agent triggers an alert toward the operator.
When factorized, the inequality 3.5 can be written under the form of the inequality 3.6.
This inequality is a direct application of the function 3.1 used to describe a situation. The
added variable is the representation of the alert threshold while the sign of the inequality
represent the current state of the situation: alert or not alert.
n
∑
i=1
ai × wti ≷ threshold (3.6)
This means that for each situation in a surveillance context, as long as a valuation is
possible, it is possible to represent it under the form of an inequality and numerical values
exploitable by agents or algorithms. Then the comparison of the EBV with the threshold
allows the agent to decide if an alert has to be sent or not. This provides and ensures a
simple design of the agents and their behaviours.
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3.3.1.4 Collective Behaviour of the Agents
One of the main advantages of the use of a multi-agent system is the ability to give the
agents the tools for interactions and fill them with behavioural skills. In term of surveillance
systems, it could be useful to transcribe interactions between the entities in the monitored
area. Indeed, various cases might be difficult to identify since they are the result of several
individual behaviours, these behaviours being considered as normal when considered one
by one.
Obviously, it is unrealistic to try to represent all the possible collective behaviours for
the reasons exposed in chapter 2. To deal with these issues, we introduce the concept of
stigmergy [Grassé, 1959b] in our system. Stigmergy is a mechanism providing indirect
communication between agents by leaving marks in their environment. The most common
example is the pheromone tracks left by the ants. In regard of stigmergy, an ant has two
main abilities: one, it can left a pheromone track in its environment; and second, it can
perceive a pheromone track in its environment. Using these two skills, the ants are then able
to communicate with each other in order to provide information: danger ahead, location
of food,. . . As the multi-agent system techniques are based on the observation of natural
processes, it was not long since this mechanism was used [Ranjbar-Sahraei et al., 2012;
Serugendo et al., 2011].
As a consequence, the entity-agent have been modified in order to provide skills to use
stigmergy-like abilities. Figure 3.4 describes the new UML model.
Firs, the entity-agents need tools to process a stigmergy-like communication. To achieve
this, we provide them with the skills markEnvironment and perceiveEnvironment. The first
one allows the entity-agent to leave a mark in its environment in order to give information.
Practically, this mark is left whenever the entity-agent is subject to an event and it is
associated to an evaporation factor meaning that it is temporary only. Besides, the main
interest of this method is that the mark is only local. Then, when an entity-agent is in the
vicinity of a mark, it can perceive it with the appropriate skill and it takes it into account like
any other events. To sum up, a mark is an event created by an entity-agent and this event is
local and temporary.
Second, the entity-agents are given the ability to ask the EBV of the other agents in their
neighbourhood. The neighbourhood is composed of the agents in the vicinity but also the
agents that have created the perceived marks. The askEBV skill is used to directly ask for the
EBV of another agent, as an information. The giveEBV skill is used to answer such a request.
This is useful for an entity-agent to know the EBV related to a mark. Indeed, a mark left by
an entity with a high EBV is more important than a mark left by an entity with a very low
one.
Finally, the entity-agents have the ability to spread an alert to other entity-agents using
the skill spreadAlert. This propagation is made following two conditions: first, the entity-
agent using this skill has triggered an alert; second, the alert triggered is because of a mark
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Figure 3.4: UML Model for Alert Triggering (b).
left by another entity-agent. This means that if an agent perceives a mark and it provokes
an alert, the agent will think that the creator of the mark is an accomplice and so it perhaps
has to trigger an alert as well.
This mechanism is useful to detect abnormal behaviours that are the combination of
several normal behaviours. Here an example form the maritime surveillance domain. A
cargo ship leaves from a harbour known to be the seat of suspicious activities. This only
is not a sufficient reason to trigger an alert. This cargo ship follows an usual route but she
stops in open sea for a moment, arguing an engine failure. Again, this is not enough for
an alert, but the corresponding entity-agent leaves a mark in the environment to enhance
the information of this stop. Finally the ship starts again and pursues its journey with no
other events. Then, three hours after the stop of the first ship, a speedboat coming from
another suspicious harbours stops in open sea, in the vicinity of the cargo ship’s stop. The
related entity-agent perceives the mark left and use it to ask the EBV of the cargo-ship. Once
the answer received, the entity-agent is able to compute the EBV of the speedboat and it is
enough to trigger an alert. In the end, the entity-agent related to the speedboat propagates
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Agent Characteristics Description
Entity-agent
identification A unique identification allowing to relate the
agent and the real entity.
data A bunch of information on the entity.
EBV The numerical representation of the
suspicious level of the entity behaviour
(see function 3.2.
Event-agent identification A unique identification to relate the agent and
the real event.
Parameter-agent
identification The identification of the role of the parameter-
agent within the event-agent: initial, increase,
decrease.
value The value of the parameter according to the
agent.
Table 3.1: Summary of the agents and their skills for alert triggering.
the alert to the cargo ship and the related agent is able to trigger an alert as well.
These two ships are drug dealers: the cargo transported drugs and left it in a shoal area
known by the speedboat. Then, several hours after, the speedboat arrived and retrieved the
freight. Independently, these two behaviours are not suspicious and only the combination
of the two led to an alert on the two ships. Such behaviours are difficult to identify with the
usual anomaly detection techniques (rule engine, statistical,. . . ). However, the multi-agent
system proposed in this thesis is able to cope with it.
The tables 3.1 and 3.2 provide a summary of the agents designed for the alert triggering
process. This table shows that the agent are design to be as simple as possible while sticking
with the real world system.
3.3.2 A Model for Learning
The previous section exposes the model used to design a multi-agent system able to
trigger alerts when applied to surveillance domain. In this model, the agents rely on the
values of three parameters (initial, increase and decrease) in order to compute the value
representing the suspicious level of a behaviour. At the start of the system, these parameters
are initialised with arbitrary values. These parameters are the representation of the events’
importances according to the operators involved in the surveillance process. However, it is
difficult for them to give consistent values to these parameters. Indeed, the consideration of
a specific event comes from the experience and the knowledge of the operator. Besides, two
operators might not take into account one event in the same way.
Thus, it is important that the system MAS4AT can learn the values of the parameters
of events according to the feedbacks (see figure 3.1) of the operators involved in the
surveillance.
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Agent Skills Description
Entity-agent
askEvent Allows the agent to take into account the
events on its real world counterpart.
triggerAlert Allows the entity-agent to trigger an alert on
itself.
computeEBV Allows the entity-agent to compute its Entity
Behaviour Value.
markEvt Create a new event, local and temporary.
perceiveEvt Allow the entity-agent to perceive an event
left in its environment.
askEBV Ask the EBV of the entity-agents in its
neighbourhood.
giveEBV Give its EBV to its neighbours.
spreadAlert Propagate an alert to other entity-agents.
Event-agent giveValues Allows the event-agent to send the value of its
parameter to the caller entity-agent.
Parameter-agent giveValue Allows the parameter-agent to send its value
to the parent event-agent.
Table 3.2: Summary of the agents and their characteristics for alert triggering.
This learning is based on reinforcement learning techniques, since it is well suited for
multi-agent systems. Besides, we aim at using feedbacks from the operators in order for the
MAS to learn in real time. When an alert is raised by MAS4AT, the operator will be given
the ability to send a feedback to the system. We only focus on negative feedbacks, meaning
that the operators is only able to correct the multi-agent system. The positive feedbacks are
implicit when the operator provides no feedback.
The feedbacks can be of two kinds: On one hand the operator can invalidate an alert
triggered by the multi-agent system. This occurs when the alert is wrong because the multi-
agent system gives too high values to the parameters of the events involved. On the other
hand, the operator can spot an alert that has not been triggered by the system. This is the
contrary of the previous case, this occurs when the values given to the events are too low.
Thus, according to the feedbacks and the concerned situations, the parameter-agents
are able to tune their own value in order to comply with the feedback. The situations
are described by inequalities (see section 3.3.1.3) and an alert is related to the sign of the
inequality. Thus, when a feedback is received, the global EBV must be decreased if it is a
wrong alert and it must be increased if an alert has not been spotted. This modification
of the global EBV is made by the self-tuning of the parameter-agents. Finally, feedback
by feedback, the inequalities restrain the search space and lead the agents towards the
parameter values to find.
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Figure 3.5: UML Model for Learning.
3.3.2.1 Description of the Agents
Based on the three kinds of agents described in section 3.3.1, we propose a model for
learning agents. The learning is distributed in the agents: the entity-agents receive the
feedback from the operators while the tuning of the parameter value is performed by the
parameter-agents and the event-agents. The figure 3.5 shows the characteristics and skills
of the agents to support the learning. The global UML model is summarized in section 3.4.
The abilities of the agents are of two kinds: the *-Tuning are abilities used to ask the
tuning of the parameter-agents according to a feedback and the skills compute-* used in
a decision process. This process authorizes the agents to decide if they will tune their
parameter or not.
The main idea for the tuning is as follows. When a parameter-agent receives a feedback,
it tries to tune itself in order to comply with it. To achieve it, the parameter-agents considers
that the global EBV of the entity-agent is superior or inferior to the threshold and it
should otherwise. Then, the parameter-agent has to tune itself in order to participate the
modification of the global value, in the direction indicated by the agent.
So, this tuning is a simple action that increases or decreases the value of the parameter.
This tuning is performed using an Adaptive Value Tracker (AVT) [Lemouzy et al., 2011]. The
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AVT is a multi-agent system that is able to track a value according to feedbacks it receives.
More specifically, the feedbacks are considered as temporal constraints that must be fulfilled
and are represented using agents. Therefore, each constraint agent created must cooperate
with the other in order for all of them to be satisfied and cooperatively reach the searched
value. Indeed, the constraints expressed by the agents are the values indicated wrong by
the feedbacks and each agent is satisfied when it proposes a value outside of the ’forbidden
ones’. When all the agents are satisfied, the constraint agents are able to reduce the search
space to the value we want to reach.
The AVT starts from an initial value. Each time a feedback is received, the AVT increases
or decreases its value to comply with the feedback and according to a delta. The delta is
variable: the more the AVT receives the same feedbacks (i.e. asking to search the value
in the same direction), the more the delta value is great. When a different feedback is
received, this value is reduced. Following the feedbacks, the AVT is able to build an implicit
representation of the constraints on the search space and reduce it to the value to find.
The decision process is useful because whenever an agent is asked to tune itself, this is
due to a global feedback. With its own local knowledge, the agent might decide that it is
not able to tune itself, or that its tuning might be useless. The decision for the tuning of the
agent is described in section 3.3.2.2.
The skills for the tuning process are basically a demand for tuning of the values.
However, following their decision, the agents might decide not to comply and no tuning
is done. If so, the skills forceTuning and minimalParameterTuning are used to force the tuning
of at least one parameter. The algorithms using these abilities and performing the learning
are described in section 3.3.2.3.
3.3.2.2 Agents Tuning Decision Process
When the operator involved in the surveillance sends a feedback to the system, he sends
a global one. Indeed, if he has to look for the parameters that are responsible for the error of
the system, it is a lost of time and he will not find this tool efficient nor useful. This is why
the feedback is on an entity and not on a parameter.
When a feedback is received by an entity-agent, it concerns a given situation. This
situation is the result of several events represented by the event-agents and the parameter-
agents. But in this situation, not all the events might be responsible for the global error.
More, as an event-agent represents a unique event that can happen on several entities and
within several situations, it can not be wise to tune its parameter since it will disturb the
other situations: a normal situation could become an abnormal one, and vice versa.
In order to address this problem, we have introduced a decision process in
the parameter-agents. Using the skill computeTuningEvolution and the characteristic
tuningEvolution, a parameter-agent is able to decide by itself if it tunes its value or not. This
decision is made according to the current feedback and the past tunings performed by the
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agent.
In our system, we introduce a mechanism similar to the AVT in the decision process of
the parameter-agent. Each time it receives a feedback, the agent compares it with its past
actions. The more the agent is asked to search the parameter value in one direction, the more
it is confident in its actions. If the agent is asked to search the parameter value in the other
direction, it will be reluctant, at first, to change its searching direction. Several requests will
be needed before the agent changes its tuning.
More precisely, tuningEvolution is a numerical value representing the global direction
of tuning of a parameter-agent. This real value is between −1 and 1: The more the value
approaches 1, the more the parameter-agent has tuned its value by increasing it; on the
contrary, the more the value approaches −1, the more the parameter-agent has tuned its
value by decreasing it. The computation of tuningEvolution is given by the formula 3.7.
tuningEvolution = operatorFeedback× systemDynamic× agentImportance
+ (1− systemDynamic)× tuningEvolution (3.7)
In this function, the operatorFeedback is a numerical value equals to 1, when the global
value has to be increased, or −1, when the global value has to be decreased. This variable
is only an indicator of the feedback from the operator. It is taken into account in order to
compare it with the evolution of the past tunings.
The variable agentImportance represents the importance of the parameter in the current
situation. It is computed by the ratio of the weight multiplied by the value of the parameter to
the cumulated weight of the other parameters, multiplied by their values as well, involved in the
situation (see function 3.8).
agentImportanceti =
ai × wti
∑nj=1 aj × wtj
(3.8)
This also provides a way to handle the nature of the parameter-agent. Indeed, the initial
parameter of an agent is less and less determining while the event lasts. On the contrary,
the increase parameter is more and more decisive. Therefore, when an event appears, its
initial importance prevails on the other parameters and its modification has a greater impact
since it has the greater weight. After several time steps, its the increasing importance that is
predominant. Finally, once the event has disappeared, the decreasing importance should be
more taken into account as its weight is growing.
To sum up, when an agent is highly involved in a given situation, its tuning might have
a greater impact than if it is little involved. Thus this variable ensures that the more the
agent influences the situation, the more it impacts the computation of tuningEvolution and
so it has a greater change to tune itself.
The variable systemDynamic represents the dynamics of the system. Indeed, the more
the system represented by the agents is dynamic and evolving, the more the past state of the
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system is useless to take into account, and vice versa. systemDynamic is a real value between
0 and 1. When equals to 0, this means that the system is not dynamic at all and there is no
need to consider the current feedback. On the contrary, when equals to 1, the system is in
constant evolution and the past states are not useful for the parameter tuning because, as
the system is in constant change, they are not true any more.
There are two benefits in this function. First it ensures that the agent stays constant in its
tuning, meaning that when searching the parameter value, it will not change the searching
direction for each contrary feedbacks and it waits for several requests asking to do so. This
is also a way to address wrong feedbacks.
Second, it ensures that the agent will not disturb past situations. Indeed, if an agent is
asked to increase its parameter value to comply with a feedback, it is because the current
value is not right. The decision process prevents the agent to loop back to this value on the
next feedback and thus to forget the past action. These past actions are taken into account
during a certain time, and the most former are less considered than the newer, thanks to the
systemDynamic variable.
This function is used by the parameter-agents to decide if they perform a tuning
following a feedback. The algorithms in section 3.3.2.3 describe the whole learning process.
3.3.2.3 Algorithms for Learning
During the running of the surveillance system, the operator is able to send feedbacks to
the multi-agent system. These feedbacks are used to signify a missing alert or an erroneous
one. When an entity-agent receives a feedback, it performs a tuning according to the
algorithm 3.1.
Algorithm 3.1: Entity-agent tuning algorithm.
foreach event-agent used by the considered entity-agent do
Call eventTuning()
end
EBV← computeEBV()
if EBV == previousEBV then
Call ForceTuning()
end
The design of the feedback is such that it concerns an entity at a given time. Thus, the
entity-agent is able to perceive the feedback and to relate it to the current situation. As the
situation is a combination of several events, the entity-agent then broadcast the feedback
to the concerned event-agents. These agents have then to perform a tuning following the
algorithm 3.2.
After the tuning of the event-agents, the entity-agent checks if there is a difference
between the current Entity Behaviour Value (EBV) –computed after the tuning– and the
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previous one –computed before the tuning. If there is no difference, the agent assumes that
no tuning has been performed and asked for the tuning of the less constraint event-agent
(see algorithm 3.4).
This is one aspect of the AMAS Theory. Indeed, each agent has the objective to reach
a satisfaction that helps the system, without degrading its own satisfaction. Therefore, the
agents are able to cooperate and identify the less constraint between themselves. Here, the
cooperation allow to improve the whole system without degrading too much the agents and
their beliefs.
Forcing the tuning of at least one event-agent allows the system to react each time there
is a feedback. This has two objectives: first, it prevents the agents to do nothing despite the
feedbacks and second, it if the agents are not tuning their value, the operator might find it
useless to send feedbacks to a system that does not take it into account.
Algorithm 3.2: Event-agent tuning algorithm.
foreach parameter-agent of the considered event-agent do
Call parameterTuning()
end
Similarly to the entity-agent, when an event-agent receive a feedback, it broadcasts it
to its parameter-agents, which will use the algorithm 3.3. When receiving a feedback,
the parameter-agent computes its own tuningEvolution (see 3.3.2.2). If the new value of
tuningEvolution is compliant with the feedback, the parameter-agent performs a tuning of
its value.
The compliance of tuningEvolution with the feedback is a simple check of the signs of the
two variables. If it is the same, it means that the agent agrees to tune its value in the direction
asked by the feedback. If different, it means that the agent prefers to tune its parameter in the
reverse direction than the feedback, in which case, the agent does not perform the tuning
in order to not disturb the system. This mechanism follows another aspect of the AMAS
Theory. Indeed, the parameter-agents are able to use the tuningEvolution variable to check
if they are in conflict with other agents: themselves in past situations. In case of a detected
conflict, they decide to not perform the tuning in order to keep the satisfaction they have.
More than with other agents, they are cooperative with themselves.
Algorithm 3.3: Parameter-agent tuning algorithm.
tuningEvolution← computeTuningEvolution()
if compliance(tuningEvolution, operatorFeedback) then
Call pTuning()
end
In the case of there is no tuning performed by none of all the parameter-agents involved
in a situation, the entity-agent asks the concerned event-agents for a forced tuning. This
tuning is made according algorithm 3.4. When none of the agents decide to tune themselves,
it is because they have decided that the required tuning is not compliant with their
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knowledge, meaning their usual actions. Thus, it is irrelevant to ask a forced tuning of all
the agents, because it would imply that all the agents must go against their belief, rendering
this belief useless, and so for the decision process.
Algorithm 3.4: Entity-agent force tuning algorithm.
foreach event-agent of the considered ship-agent do
Call computeEventCriticalLevel()
end
Determine less constraint event-agents
foreach less constraint event-agents do
Call parameterMinimalTuning()
end
Instead, each event-agent computes it critical level. The critical level of an agent is a
numerical value representing the constraints on an agent. The higher is this value, the more
constraint is the agent. The function 3.9 is used to compute this value.
aCL = |Se| avec Sa l′ensemble des situations tel que a ∈ S (3.9)
This function is a simple count of all the situation where the event a is involved. Indeed,
an event-agent used by several entity-agents to compute their EBV –i.e. is used in several
situations– is more constraint than an agent used by only one entity-agent. Once the less
constraint agents are identified, they are designated to perform a tuning no matter their
decision. In order to achieve it, they force the tuning of at least one of their parameter
according to the algorithm 3.5.
Algorithm 3.5: Parameter-agent force tuning algorithm.
foreach parameter-agent do
Call computeParameterCriticalLevel()
end
Determine less constraint parameter-agents
foreach less constraint parameter-agents do
Call pTuning()
end
This algorithm is similar to the algorithm used to force the tuning of an event: the
parameters of the concerned agent compute their critical level and the less constraint is
designated to tune its value no matter its tuningEvolution value. The critical level of a
parameter has the same nature as the critical level of an event: a numerical value expressing
the constraint on the agent. However, its computation is different, as illustrated by the
function 3.10.
pCL = gapTo02 − gapToBound2, {gapTo0, gapToBound} ∈ [0, 1] (3.10)
In this function, gapTo0 represents the distance between tuningEvolution and 0. The more
this value is small, the more the agent is close to change its tuning direction, either because
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it has received a lot of feedbacks asking to do so, or because it has not yet perform enough
tuning in a given direction. The variable gapToBound is indicates the distance between
the current value of the parameter and the boundary of the search space, according to the
feedback –the inferior boundary if asked to decrease the value and vice versa. The more the
value of the parameter is close to the boundary, the more the agent is constraint in its tuning
because it reduces the residual search space. These two values are normalized between 0
and 1.
The result of this function is a numerical value between −1 and 1 expressing the
constraint on the concerned parameter-agents. The smaller is this value, the lesser the agent
is constraint. Once the less constraint parameter-agents are identified, the tuning of the
parameter value is performed by the related Adaptive Value Tracker and according to the
feedback.
The algorithms presented in this section are based on a reinforcement learning approach
in order to tune the weight, the importance, of the events happening on the entities in
a monitored area. The operators involved in the surveillance process are able to send a
feedback on a situation on an entity. Following this feedback, the concerned agents modify
their value in order to comply with it. This is a learning process that aims to reaching
accurate values, meaning values that do not provoke feedbacks from the operators.
3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the generic model Multi-Agent System for Alert Triggering (MAS4AT)
designed to address the alert triggering in a surveillance system has been detailed.
By analysing the entities and the information involved in the surveillance process, three
kinds of agents have been designed –see figure 3.6– in order to achieve two roles.
First, the main purpose of MAS4AT is the abnormal behaviour detection, thus the
system is able to trigger alerts. We adopt a numerical approach to model the behaviours
of the entities in the monitored area. For each entity, a entity-agent is created and able
to compute an Entity Behaviour Value (EBV) indicating the suspicion level on the entity.
This EBV is computed according to the event happening on the entity, represented by its
initial importance, its increasing importance while it lasts and its decreasing one once it has
disappeared.
This numerical approach allows to give a graphical representation, using a mathematical
curve, of the behaviour of an entity. It is then possible to define a threshold which provokes
the triggering of alerts when exceeded. This threshold is defined by the operators.
This method avoids to define beforehand all the authorized behaviours for the entities,
nor the forbidden ones. Indeed, it is not possible to enumerate all these behaviours in an
efficient way. Instead, we use the numerical approach to cumulate the suspicion related to
entities and to trigger alerts when this suspicion level is too high.
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Figure 3.6: Global UML Agent Model.
The collective behaviours of the entity-agents also allows to take into account abnormal
behaviours that are the combination of several normal behaviours. MAS4AT is able
to construct an implicit representation of all the supervised entities behaviours using
numerical functions. This ensures a simple processing by the system and a low resource
cost.
Besides, MAS4AT is able to perform a learning in order to provide more accurate
abnormal behaviour detections. Using feedbacks from operators and their abilities to tune
their values, the agents of MAS4AT are able to do a reinforcement-based learning, tuning the
values of the importance of the events that could happen on entities. The mechanisms used
are inspired by the AMAS Theory in the way that they have local beliefs and they possess
cooperation skills. These aptitudes allow the agents to comply with two situations related to
the non cooperative situation in the theory. The first one is the uselessness of the agent when
they do not perform tuning, the second one is the conflict of the agent with itself. When one
of these situations is detected, the agents are able to make actions in order to solve them
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(force the tuning and decide to not tune itself).
Finally, MAS4AT exhibits several qualities. On one hand, it is an open system and the
monitored entities are taken into account as they appear, the same goes for the events and
each new one is represented on the fly as an event-agent. In a row, MAS4AT is able to adapt
itself to the monitored area by creating entity-agents and event-agents related to what is
observed, when it is observed. On the other hand, the system MAS4AT consists of simple
agents that ensuring a low cost in term of material resources, such as memory, and the
representation of a situation using a simple mathematical function ensures a relatively low
computation time.
From a theoretical point of view, we thought this model generic enough to be used in
several surveillance contexts. By generic, we mean that the this model could be used in
other domains that maritime surveillance. The only prerequisite is that the representation
of a situation must be made as a combination of events. Besides, each event should be
representable as a numerical value in order to compute a numerical representation of the
entity behaviours. We think such domains are aerial surveillance, traffic controls, network
intrusion detection,. . . Indeed, in these kinds of systems, a situation might be represented
as a sequence of events and a suspicious level could be associated to each situation. With
the suspicious level computed as a mathematical function, the system MAS4AT is able to
propose alerts and learn the parameter values according to feedbacks (from an operator or
from the system itself). In chapter 4, we investigate the use of this model in a maritime
surveillance system.
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4 A MAS4AT Application: AMaritime Surveillance System
« Just because you believe it doesn’t make it so. »
Orson S. Card
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The chapter in English starts page 79.
Résumé général du chapitre
Dans les chapitre précédents, nous avons identifier les manquements des systèmes de surveillance
actuels, à savoir le manque de généricité et de fonctionnement en temps réel avec un faible coÃ»t en
ressources. Dans le chapitre 3, nous proposons un modèle agent, MAS4AT, pour adresser ces aspects
et s’attaquer à deux problèmes associés à la surveillance : l’identification de situations anormales et
l’apprentissage des valeurs des évènements constituant une situation.
Le système MAS4AT se veut générique et adaptable dans de nombreux système de surveillance,
pour autant que la représentation d’une situation puisse s’exprimer sous la forme d’une fonction
mathématique et que des mécanismes de retours soient disponibles pour l’apprentissage par
renforcement. La projet I2C associé à cette thèse offre un cadre d’application pour tester le système en
condition réelle.
Le projet I2C est un projet européen qui vise à fournir une solution tout en un dans le domaine
de la surveillance maritime. Avec un panel de capteurs et de senseurs déployés dans toutes les zones
à surveiller et des bases de données contenant toutes les informations disponibles sur les navires, I2C
est capable de fournir une représentation en temps réel des zones maritimes concernées. Ensuite, un
moteur de règles contenant la législation maritime effectue un tri sur les évènements qui arrivent aux
navires et un module d’analyse comportementale permet d’isoler les situations qui sont suspectes et
donc dignes d’intérêt. Les opérateurs de surveillance maritime peuvent ensuite prendre les mesures
nécessaires pour répondre à la menace ou corriger le système en lui indiquant une erreur.
Au sein de I2C, le système MAS4AT est en charge de l’évaluation des situations et de la levée
d’alertes. Pour des raisons de spécifications et de maintenance, quelques adaptations ont été faites :
une division en deux systèmes multi-agents et des changements d’appellation. OpMAS concerne la
représentation des navires grâce à des agent-navires tandis que PaMAS représente les évènements
des situations grâce à des agent-paramètres et des agent-evenements. Ce sont les seuls changements
effectifs par rapport au modèle initial. Le fonctionnement et les comportements des agents reste
identique à celui présenté dans le chapitre précédent.
L’intégration dans I2C étant en cours de réalisation, des données réelles ne sont pas encore
disponibles. Pour pallier à ce manque et permettre de tester MAS4AT, nous avons aussi conçu
et développé une plateforme de simulation, SIM4AT. Cette plateforme est capable de générer des
scénarios aléatoires qui seront suivis par des entités. Un simulateur de moteur de règle est capable de
lire les scénarios et d’envoyer les évènements aux agents concernés. De plus, un autre composant est
capable de simuler la connaissance des opérateurs et d’évaluer les alertes envoyées par les agents. Ce
composant est ensuite capable d’envoyer des retours pour signifier aux agent-navires que l’alerte est
erronée ou manquante, provoquant l’ajustement des agents.
Dans ce chapitre, nous présentons donc le projet I2C et le système qu’il vise à développer, ainsi
que le rôle de MAS4AT en son sein. Nous y détaillons aussi les adaptations mineures nécessaires
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pour l’intégration. Enfin, nous présentons la plateforme de simulation SIM4AT capable de modéliser
et remplacer les différents composants de I2C interagissant avec les agents, afin de permettre des tests
sans attendre l’intégration finale.
4.1 Introduction
The Multi-Agent System for Alert Triggering (MAS4AT) model presented in chapter 3
has been designed to be generic and applicable to any surveillance systems, as long as it is
possible to identify events, entities and to use a numerical representation of behaviours.
In order to validate the model, we have chosen an application in a specific range of
surveillance: the maritime domain.
In the recent years, the maritime activity has grown rapidly and open sea is now
the location of several illegal activities, from illegal fishing to drugs and arms dealing.
However, maritime surveillance does not involve only the identification of threats, but also
the monitoring for rescue and assistance.
Whatever the reason, countries with high coastal areas are in demand of efficient
maritime surveillance systems. Thus, our generic system MAS4AT has been applied into the
European Project I2C1[Morel and Claisse, 2010a; Morel and Broussolle, 2011]. This chapter
details the integration of MAS4AT in I2C and is organized as follows.
Section 4.2 presents the project I2C and its characteristics. I2C is an ambitious project
aiming at the aggregation of several tools useful in the maritime surveillance. A description
of the role of the multi-agent system is given.
Section 4.3 provides the description of the implementation of MAS4AT in I2C. MAS4AT
for I2C is slightly different from the generic model, due to some constraints of the project.
This section describes and explains the variation between the model presented in chapter 3
and its application in this context.
Finally, section 4.4 describes the platform SIMulation for Alert Triggering (SIM4AT). This
tool has been designed to simulate various components of the project I2C in order to test
MAS4AT. The section provides a model of SIM4AT as well as guidelines for its use.
4.2 Maritime Surveillance: The Project I2C
The project I2C aims at integrating data processing as well as exploitation capabilities
in order to detect all types of ships –medium and large– and to identify the threats at sea
in order to make a quick report toward the authorities and plan for efficient and relevant
actions.
1Integrated system for interoperable sensors & Information sources for common abnormal vessel behaviour
detection & Collaborative identification of threat
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Figure 4.1: Architecture of I2C.
The first objective of the project is the deployment of sensors and radars on several
platforms: mobile ones like planes or helicopters for video cameras or immobile ones
for High Frequency Surface Wave Radars. All these captors send data to a centralized
architecture of I2C. Thus, the first I of I2C stands for Integrated system for interoperable sensors.
Second, I2C retrieves all information coming from different sources in order to aggregate
data on the different ships in the monitored area. This data is available on a graphical
interface to be used by the users. Besides, using this data and the information, the system
is able to detect abnormal behaviours of ships. That is the Information sources for common
abnormal vessel behaviour detection part of I2C.
Finally, when abnormal behaviours are detected and alerts triggered, the system aims at
proposing a way to identify and understand the underlying threat. This is the Collaborative
identification of threat.
In a row, the I2C project proposes a new generation of innovative sea border surveillance end to
end systems integrating key existing and in development capacities to track all vessel movements
and activities to early identify and report on EUROSUR threats (clandestine immigration, law
enforcement, illegal fishing, terrorism...) associated with detected abnormal vessel behaviours.
4.2.1 Architecture of I2C
Figure 4.1 presents the global architecture of the system I2C. One of the main features
of I2C is to propose data and information coming from different sources. Indeed,
several sensors are deployed on coastal platforms as well as on mobile devices: Long
range High-Frequency (HF) radars, High-Frequency Surface-Wave (HFSW) radars, video
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Figure 4.2: I2C Common Operational Traffic Picture.
cameras, satellite picture,. . . These devices come with integrated automatic tracking and
recognition tools. In addition, information on the different ships can come from other
sources like captaincy manifests, web pictures, Automatic Identification System (AIS)2 data,
. . . Therefore, the system I2C also integrates this data into a knowledge database to be used
by the users and the various components of the system.
Once all data is available, the system proposes a visualisation of the monitored area
using a cartographic representation, it is called the Common Operational Traffic Picture
(COTP). Figure 4.2 illustrates this representation. Using a touch screen interface, the users,
the operators involved in the surveillance process are able to display the information on a
desired vessel. They are also able to designate an interest on a given vessel and focus on it in
order to analyse its behaviour. Thus, the main objective of this component is the fusion of the
information coming from the various sources and their display on a graphical interface for
the users. There are two kinds of user: the operators monitoring the system and triggering
alerts when a ship has a suspicious behaviours; the experts that receive the alerts and are
able to identify the related threat or danger, they give a semantic definition of the alert.
Using the COTP, the users are able to identify a ship and see the available information
on it: AIS identification, name, color, flag, speed, orientation, . . . These information are sent
by the system to the component Behaviour Analysis (BEAN). BEAN is composed of a rule
engine and a multi-agent system as shown on figure 4.3.
The rule engine is the entry point of the data. Its purpose is to detect specific anomalies
and events happening on the vessels in the monitored area. The rules are designed to detect
events that are known to be relevant in the abnormal behaviours cases: unusual events like
2AIS is a radio positioning and vessel identification system in maritime traffic.
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Figure 4.3: Architecture of the BEAN Component.
a stop in open sea for engine failure but also events that are against the maritime legislation,
implanted in the rule engine. Rules 4.1 and 4.2 illustrate rules of the rule engine.
if speed > 15 and area = ”Harbour” then Detect(speedAnomaly) (4.1)
if shipType = ”cargo” and speed = 0 then Detect(cargoStopInOpenSea) (4.2)
The first rule allows the detection of a ship with a speed above the speed limit in an
harbour area, the second one allows to detect the stop of a cargo ship in open sea without
apparent reasons.
The detected events are then sent to the multi-agent part of the BEAN component. The
MAS role is to combine the events and the anomalies in order to compute a suspicious level
for each monitored vessel –see section 4.2.2. The rule engine and the multi-agent system
have complementary roles. Indeed, the rule engine performs a first pruning of the data
of COTP in order to identify relevant events from irrelevant ones. Then, the multi-agent
system use these events and combine them in order to compute the suspicious level of a
ship.
The aim of the whole Behaviour Analysis is to receive information and analyse all the
events that are happening on the ships in the monitored area. This analysis allows BEAN
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to associate a suspicious level to each ship and the component is thus able to detect the
anomalies in the ship behaviours. Finally alerts are sent to the operators when it is found to
be necessary.
Ultimately, the operators can compare the alerts triggered by BEAN with what they
analyse according to their knowledge and experience. If they agree with the automatic alert,
they transmit it to the concerned authorities in order to identify and answer the situation
(thread to tackle, need for assistance,. . . ). On the contrary, if the operators do not agree with
the alert from BEAN, they can send a feedback aiming at the correction of the system. A
feedback is also sent when the operators spot an alert that has not been triggered by BEAN.
I2C is a European Project aiming at the surveillance of maritime areas to identify and
answer threats and issues. This project integrates acquisition tools as well as anomaly
detection mechanisms. In the BEAN component, we now focus on the role of the multi-
agent system and how the different parts of MAS4AT can be used for it.
4.2.2 The Role of the Multi-Agent System
In the component Behaviour Analysis (BEAN), the rule engine is combined to the self-
adaptive multi-agent system. Indeed, the events and anomalies detected by the rule engine
are sent to the MAS in order to be processed by the agents. Then, the MAS decides to send
an alert to the operators, if an abnormal behaviour is detected. The role of the multi-agent
system is triple.
First it evaluates and represents the behaviours of the ships. Indeed, the MAS should
integrate agents to represent each ship in the monitored area. Then, according to the events
sent by the rule engine, the agents should be able to represent the behaviours of the ship in
the current situation. This behaviour is defined by a series of events that happened on the
ship. In MAS4AT, there are entity-agents that can represent the ships. They are also able
to compute a value, called Entity Behaviour Value (EBV), that is a numerical representation
of a behaviour at a given time and it is based on a combination of events. As this value is
given by a function –see 3.2– the agents are also able to give a graphical representation of
the behaviour value over time. As the more the EBV is high, the more the entity behaviour
is suspicious, this curve represents the evolution of the suspicion level of the entity during
time and according to the events from the rule engine.
Second, the agents representing the ships should be able to decide to trigger an alert
towards the operators when its behaviours is considered too suspicious. In MAS4AT,
the entity-agents are able to compare their EBV to a fixed threshold. This threshold is a
representation of the need for an alert when a behaviour is too suspicious. Indeed, when
the EBV is superior to the threshold, the corresponding entity-agent is able to trigger an
alert onto the related entity. More specifically, each time an event is received by the agent,
its values are used to combine it with the previous events. When the combination reach a
critical state, an alert is triggered.
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Third, the BEAN component has to learn the values of the different possible events.
These values are a numerical representation of the importance of the event. It has been
exposed in chapters 2 and 3 that it is not realistic to ask the human operators to give a value
to each events because it is their own experience and knowledge that build it. MAS4AT
integrates agents to represent the events and their values as well as learning mechanisms to
learn the event values. The learning is based on the feedbacks from the operators correcting
a wrong or a missing alert.
The multi-agent system in the BEAN component of I2C should be able to represent the
entities and the events happening on them. These events have to be valued and combined
by the agents and according to the data from the rule engine in order to raise alerts when
the entity behaviour is considered too suspicious by the agents. The model of MAS4AT
described in chapter 3 is well suited to perform these tasks.
4.3 Adaptation of MAS4AT to I2C Project
The model MAS4AT described in chapter 3 has been designed to be generic and adaptive
to any surveillance systems as long as prerequisites are fulfilled: entity representation and
numerical events representation. In this section, we describe the adaptation of MAS4AT for
the BEhaviour ANalysis (BEAN) component of the project I2C. In the end, we explain how
the changes made are not impacting the generic model or its running.
In I2C, there is a distinction between the supervised ships, and what can happen on
them. The operators are able to intervene on the representation of the ships, in order to add
or modify an information, to trigger or remove an alert, an so on. On the contrary, the rules
and the subsequent events are internal to the component Behaviour Analysis and can only
be modified by experts. In order to cope with this need, the agents in MAS4AT have been
separated into two different multi-agent systems: the Operative Multi-Agent System (OpMAS)
and the Parameter Multi-Agent System (PaMAS).
OpMAS is composed by the entity-agents and has the role of the ship representation
and the computation of their behaviours while PaMAS represents the events and is able to
learn their values according to the feedbacks from the operator. The new architecture of
MAS4AT is shown in figure 4.4. This separation does not change the communication nor
the relationships between the agents. It only allows a better optimisation of each part.
4.3.1 The Operative Multi-Agent System (OpMAS)
OpMAS is the multi-agent system within MAS4AT for I2C that is in charge of the
representation of the ships in the monitored area and the alert triggering. Thus, OpMAS is
composed of entity-agents which are here called ship-agents to be closer to the supervised
entities. The appellation Entity Behaviour Value has been modified alike in Ship Behaviour
Value. The changes of names are the only difference between the agents in OpMAS and the
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Figure 4.4: Architecture of MAS4AT in the system I2C.
agents in the generic MAS4AT.
OpMAS also integrates a software component, called the Agent manager, whose role is
to act as an interface between the operators and the system MAS4AT. On the one hand, the
agent manager receives the alerts from a given ship-agent and sends it to the operator of
I2C. On the other hand, the agent manager receives the feedbacks from the operator and the
events from the rule engine and transmits them to the concerned ship-agent.
The operation of the ship-agents is the same than the entity-agents. Each ship agent is
able to compute a numerical value, its Ship Behaviour Value according to the function 4.3.
SBV =
n
∑
i=1
(Init(ei)× nb(Init, ei)
+ (Incr(ei)× nb(Incr, ei)− (Decr(ei)× nb(Decr, ei) (4.3)
For each event received for the ship-agent, the SBV is computed according the weight of the
three parameters Init, Incr and Decr and the values given by the related event-agents ei.
In a row, the Ship Behaviour Value represents the behaviour of a ship as the combination
of several events of various importance, given by the value of the parameters. The higher is
the result, the more suspicious is the behaviour of the ship. The figure 4.5 shows an example
of the combination of different events happening on a given ship-agent.
Finally, for each time step, the ship-agents update the weights of the events involved in
the computation of their SBV and trigger alerts when it is necessary. The time step unit in
I2C is the duration of the interval between two updates of the Common Operational Traffic
Picture.
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Figure 4.5: Event Value Combination.
Figure 4.6: MAS4AT Learning Example for I2C.
4.3.2 The Parameter Multi-Agent System (PaMAS)
PaMAS is the multi-agent system within MAS4AT for I2C which is in charge of the
representation of the events. According to the model in section 3.3.2, PaMAS contains event-
agents composed of three parameter-agents each.
Their role is to value the events that are happening on the ship and send these values to
the ship-agents when asked to do so. They are also able to perform a self-tuning in order
to learn the values of the parameters according to the operator feedbacks. The figure 4.6
illustrates the result of the learning process.
The only difference between the generic model and I2C is that the events represented
by the event-agents comes from the rule engine which performs a preprocessing of what
happened in the monitored environment. It means that the rule engine can send anomalies
to MAS4AT. These anomalies are taken into account as events by the ship-agents and are
thus represented as event-agents. This can lead to events that are automatically trigger an
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alert, for example on a ship that is blacklisted by the authorities because known to practice
illegal fishing.
Ultimately, each ship-agent is able to give an accurate behaviour value and to represent
each situation by an inequality compared with an alert threshold. Except for the refactoring
of the agent names and the separation into two different multi-agent systems, OpMAS and
PaMAS, the system MAS4AT used in I2C corresponds to the generic model presented in
chapter 3.
4.4 A Simulation Platform for MAS4AT
Within the project I2C, there are several partners developing several tools and
components for the final system. The design, the deployment and the installation of the
sensors and radars take time, as well as for the data integration and fusion techniques
and the the behaviour analysis engine. When these components have to be tested, some
are dependent of the others: data fusion needs the tracks captured by the sensors and the
detection engine needs the data coming from the aggregation.
That is where time is a constraint: all the components are designed by the different
partners at the same time and the testing has to be done independently because none of
the needed other components are set up and operational.
Therefore, we have proposed a simulation platform called Simulators for Alert Triggering
(SIM4AT) that aims at simulating several components of the project I2C as information
sources. This tool is to be used to evaluate MAS4AT. This tool has been designed in regard
to the behaviour analysis engine, and more specifically the anomaly detection within it. This
tool is made to be generic and reusable in other contexts.
The platform SIM4AT has been designed to be easily pluggable with detection systems.
In the same way, we have designed it to be easy to use and exploit. The user provides the
number of wanted entities, the number of possible types of the entities as well as the number
of possible events that can happen on an entity. Then, the platform processes the data and
provides one scenario for each entity. Finally, these scenarios are used to test the detection
system while visualisation allows to observe the behaviour of MAS4AT.
4.4.1 Principles of SIM4AT
SIM4AT is a simulation platform aiming at the replacement of both the rule engine and
the operator works in the project I2C. For this, it also requires to simulate the data sources
for the rule engine. SIMAT is designed to test anomaly detection of a surveillance system,
so the definitions of the different components and structures are kept as simple as needed
in regard to this.
Thus first step is to design the information that feeds the rule engine in order to
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Time 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14
Sc1 – – E1 – eE1 – – – – – – – – –
Sc2 E1,E2 – eE1 – – eE2 – E3 – – eE3 – E4 eE4
Sc3 E1,E2 E3 – eE2 – – E2 – eE1,eE3 E4 – eE2 – eE4
Table 4.1: Scenario Examples (a).
implement it in SIM4AT. The platform aims at simulating the behaviours of entities in order
to be analysed by MAS4AT. To achieve it, we have modelled scenarios to feed the rule engine
simulator with. A scenario is a representation of an entity behaviour: it is a series of events
occurring from time to time. This definition provides scenarios with simple structure but
able to represent complex features. Moreover, it does not take into account the meaning of
the events, neither the significance of a whole scenario.
Indeed, according to the chapter 3, MAS4AT only needs the identification of the events
and of the entities in order to work. The significance behind the identifications are left for
the operators when they analyse a situation. Therefore, the structure of our scenarios only
uses these two parameters. The table 4.1 shows three different scenarios, one by line, Sc01,
Sc02 and Sc03.
The first scenario, Sc01 is a very simple one where only one event, E1, happens at time
step 03, before it disappears, eE1 with e for end, at time step 05. During the rest of the time,
nothing else happens.
The second scenario, Sc02, is a little more complex because several events takes place into
it, and sometimes at the same time, like the events E1 and E2 at the first step. Finally, the
third scenario sees several appearances and disappearances of several events overlapping.
For example, the event E1 appears at time step 01 and disappears at time step 09 while the
event E2 appears at step 07 and disappears at step 12.
In SIM4AT, the events and the scenarios are randomly created by the appropriate
component, the scenarios generator. The duration of one time step is left to the user
appreciation according to the domain. The events are also randomly generated, according
to their definition in section 3.3.1.
It can be useful to feed the system with known scenarios in order to test specific cases
in a specific context, or to serve as proof of concept. Regarding this need, SIM4AT can take
user-generated scenarios using the same structure. The only need is for the user to identify
the different events that are in its scenario.
For example, the table 4.2 shows two scenarios that are an adaptation of direct
observation in maritime surveillance. In these scenarios:
3 The event E1 represents a stop in open sea.
3 The event E2 represents an engine failure.
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Time 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10
Ship1 – – E1,2 – – eE2 eE1 – – –
Ship2 E1,3 – eE3 – – – E4 – – –
Table 4.2: Scenario Examples (b).
3 The event E3 represents a proximity with an unknown ship.
3 The event E4 represents the disappearance of the radar track of a ship.
3 The interval between two time step is of 30 minutes.
Concerning the ship ship1, the scenario indicates a stop in open sea, apparently for
engine failure. When the engine failure is fixed, the ship can start again and continue its
journey. This also shows the data fusion of the real system: the radar coverage indicates that
the ship has stopped and the information from the captaincy indicates the engine failure.
The second scenario is a little more complex, involving at least two ships: the one that
run the scenario and an unknown one illustrated by the event E3 at time 01. Indeed, the
ship ship2 stops in open sea and the radar coverage indicates a proximity with an unknown
ship. After an hour, the unknown ship starts again and rolls away from ship2, which is
represented by the end of the event E3 at time 03. Finally, two hours later, at time 07, the
ship ship2 disappears from the radar. This scenario represents the scuttling of a ship after
her occupants have been taken hostage.
Once the scenarios are created, either by a random generation or given by one user, they
are processed through the rule engine simulator. Its running is simple: it reads the scenarios
step by step and sends every encountered events and end of events to the detection system,
MAS4AT in our case.
MAS4AT then processes the eventually received events and updates its representation
of each entity. It means that for each entity, the corresponding function allowing to compute
the Entity Behaviour Value (EBV) is updated –see chapter 3. When an EBV exceeds the alert
threshold, MAS4AT then sends an alert to the operator simulator.
Parallel to the rule engine and MAS4AT, the operator simulator is also able to read the
scenarios of each entity and to compute their EBV. The operator simulator knows the real
values of the events created and so the EBV it computes is also the "real one", meaning the
one towards which the parameter-agents should converge to be correct.
Finally the operator simulator can compare them with what is coming from MAS4AT. If
an alert is sent from MAS4AT, the operator simulator takes a look into the EBV of the related
entity. If this value does not indicate an alert, a feedback is sent back to MAS4AT. On the
contrary, when no alert is sent and the value computed by the operator simulator indicates
one, a feedback is sent to MAS4AT.
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Figure 4.7: Architecture of SIM4AT.
4.4.2 Architecture of SIM4AT
SIM4AT is composed of several components that are interconnected, each one having a
specific role within the platform. Figure 4.7 shows the different components and how they
are connected to each other as well as to the muti-agent system. The current section explains
the role of each part of SIM4AT.
There are three main components in SIM4AT: the Scenario Generator, the Operator
Simulator, the Rule Engine Simulator. Besides these components, there are the Anomaly
Detection System and a Visualisation Component. The first one is a component able to detect
abnormal behaviours in the generated scenarios. In this thesis, this component is MAS4AT.
The Visualisation Component allows the user of SIM4AT to observe the behaviours of the
Anomaly Detection System. This can be used to tune this component according to the test
results. When tested with MAS4AT, it allows to observe the convergence speed of each
parameter-agent as well as the behaviours of each entities in real-time. These results are
presented in chapter 5.
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4.4.2.1 Scenarios Generator
In order to test surveillance systems, several means are available. One of them is the
use of test scenarios. Indeed, the surveillance systems are designed to identify anomalies in
behaviours and trigger alerts. To test such a system, it is common to design several known
scenarios and run them through the systems. As already explained, a scenario is the course
of actions and events on an entity during its journey in an area.
As they are designed for test purposes, the scenarios represent normal behaviours as
well as abnormal ones. Then, the detection system runs them and the aim is to detect all the
abnormal behaviours.
The component Scenarios Generator has been designed for this purpose. The user feeds
the system with the maximum number of entities, the maximum number of events that can
happen and the number of types of the entities. This can be useful when several kinds of
entities are in the monitored area. Indeed, if the detection mechanisms are the same, the
events happening might not be taken the same way for each kind.
First, the generator creates random events. According to what has been said in
chapter 3, the events created in SIM4AT are composed of an identification and three values
corresponding to the three parameters. Then the generator creates the entities. The entity in
SIM4AT is more simple than the one modelled in chapter 3. Indeed, there is only a need for
the identification of the entity and the scenario that is generated and associated to it.
Then the Scenarios Generator is able to provide scenarios randomly generated for each
entity. The scenarios are sequences of events and ends of events randomly related to an
entity. The generation is random but follows three simple rules in order to avoid rogue or
useless scenarios :
3 An event has 20% chance to start and 40% chance to end. We consider an event to be
a particular moment in the lifetime of the entity, so it has a higher chance to disappear
than to appear.
3 When an event start, it must end before the end of the scenario. This prevents the
generation of scenarios where there are only starts of events and no ends at all.
3 It is not possible to have more than three times the same event in a row. This prevents
the generation of scenarios where one event keeps happening, and only it, on an entity.
The generated scenarios are designed to be uncorrelated to any significance. This means
that the events are identified by a unique identification, but no meaning is associated. It
is the same for the entities. This way, the system is generic enough to be used in several
domains. It is also possible to feed the system with already designed scenarios in order to
test the detection for specific behaviours.
Finally, the Scenarios Generator also provides the number of Entities, the number of
Events and the randomly created entities towards the Rule Engine Simulator and the
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Figure 4.8: UML Model for Scenarios Generator.
Operator Simulator. These components use this information to run as described in the next
subsections.
The UML model for the corresponding component is described on figure 4.8. It shows
that the mainGenerator class is composed of a set of events and a set of entities holding the
type, created by the generation process.
4.4.2.2 Operator Simulator
One of the other component of a surveillance system is the operator involved in the
surveillance process. Its role is to monitor the entity and identify their abnormal behaviours
in order to send assistance or to answer a threat.
In the project I2C the operator is also able to send feedback to the anomaly detection
system by correcting it. It means that the operator is able to spot an alert missed by MAS4AT,
but he is also able to indicate that an alert sent by MAS4AT is actually not an alert.
The component Operator Simulator of SIM4AT has the same role and provides these
feedbacks. Once the entities the events and the scenarios have been created, the Scenarios
Generator transmits it to the Operator Simulator. When testing a surveillance system, the
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Figure 4.9: UML Model for Operator Simulator.
operator knows the scenarios that are tested in order to evaluate the detection. Besides, he
is able to assess and evaluates the events that are used in the scenarios.
These features have been implemented in the Operator Simulator. Thus, it is able to run
the scenarios parallel to the detection engine, using the real values of the events. Therefore,
when the multi-agent component sends an alert to the operator simulator, this last is able
to compare it with its own knowledge and invalidate the alert if needed. On the contrary,
if the multi-agent system does not raise an alert and the operator simulator finds one on an
entity, it can send the corresponding feedback.
The UML model for the component Operator Simulator is given on figure 4.9. This
model shows that this component possesses its own knowledge on the entities and the
events, allowing it to be independent in its comparison with the detection system results.
This has been designed this way to be as close as possible to the real operators who possess
their own knowledge and confront it to the surveillance system when assessing a situation.
4.4.2.3 Rule Engine Simulator
In a surveillance system like I2C, there is a rule engine designed to analyse the data
aggregated on each entities of the monitored area. The rule engine sends events and
anomalies according to its rules and towards the Multi-Agent System MAS4AT in order
to take them into account.
In SIM4AT, a Rule Engine Simulator has been designed to take this role. It receives
the scenarios generated by the Scenarios Generator and reads them, step by step, for each
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Figure 4.10: UML Model for Rule Engine Simulator.
entity. Whenever an event is encountered, it is sent to MAS4AT as well as the corresponding
entity. This component only simulates a rule engine because it reads scenarios in order to
send events. The role and operation stays the same: send events to MAS4AT. Figure 4.10
describes the UML model of the Rule Engine Simulator.
4.4.2.4 Anomaly Detection System
The connections between the SIM4AT and MAS4AT is direct: the events coming from the
Rule Engine Simulator can be consumed by the component OpMAS (Operative Multi-Agent
System) of MAS4AT. The corresponding ship-agent is able to retrieve the values of the event
from PaMAS (Parameter Multi-Agent System) and compute its ship behaviour value. When
exceeding a threshold, the ship-agent then sends an alert towards the Operator Simulator.
Finally, this last can send a feedback to MAS4AT if needed.
However, it can be useful to test other detection systems. This way, SIM4AT can be
connected with another component that would replace MAS4AT. Of course, the anomaly
detection system must meet the same requirements and needs:
3 The events must be decomposed into three parameters and a value must be given to
each parameter.
3 The detection system must have a way to represent both the entities and the events.
3 The entities represented in the detection system must provide a way to compute a
numerical value indicating the suspicion level.
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3 It is not a requirement per se, but the detection system should be able to provide alerts
toward the Operator Simulator and it should be able to receive feedback as well.
If a detection system fulfils these requirements, it is easily pluggable to SIM4AT. Then
SIM4AT can be used to test the anomaly detection as described in section 4.4.3.
4.4.3 SIM4AT Operation Process
Figure 4.11 described the running process of the platform SIM4AT plugged with
MAS4AT. After the initialisation phase, SIM4AT performs the simulation of the environment
of a surveillance system, from the reading of data to the detection of abnormal behaviours.
The Rule Engine Simulator reads the scenarios for each entity and eventually sends a pair
of values to MAS4AT. This pair is composed of the identification of an event as well as the
identification of an entity. This is done when the related scenarios indicates that an event
happens.
If the event or the entity is not known by MAS4AT, it creates the corresponding agents
–entity-agent and / or event-agent and parameter-agent. Then, it computes the Entity
Behaviour Value (see chapter 3 of the corresponding entity. When the value exceeds the alert
threshold defined in MAS4AT, it is sent to the Operator Simulator. Parallel to the MAS4AT
process, the Operator Simulator uses its knowledge on the events and the entities to compute
its own entity behaviour value. This value is then compared to the value sent by MAS4AT.
The comparison is equivalent to check if these values are on the same side of the
threshold. If it is the case, this means that the Simulator Operator and MAS4AT agree to
say that the concerned entity triggers an alert, or not. On the contrary, if these two values
are not on the same side of the threshold, this means that the two components disagree and
the alert state of the entity. As for the real system, we consider that the Operator Simulator has
the true knowledge on the events and the entity behaviours. This means that it is MAS4AT
that is wrong and it has to self-correct.
Therefore, if the two values are different, the Simulator Operator sends a feedback to
MAS4AT. It induces the tuning process of the parameter-agents in MAS4AT. Finally, the Rule
Engine Simulator proceeds to the next entity or to the next step in the entities scenarios. This
ends when all the scenarios have been read. During all the process, the user is able to observe
the results and the values of the parameter-agents through the Visualisation Tool. Figure 4.12
shows the interface of the Visualisation Tool. This allows to observe the convergence of
the parameters towards the values created by the generator and validating the Anomaly
Detection System. The user is also able to observe the Entity Behaviour Values of each
entity, both computed by MAS4AT and the operator simulator.
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Figure 4.11: Running Order of SIM4AT.
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Figure 4.12: Graphical Interface of SIM4AT.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we present the I2C project, the European funded project aiming at the
integration and interoperability of several tools in order to provide a maritime surveillance
system. This project is the context of my PhD thesis, it integrates arrays of sensors and radars
supplying an intelligent situational picture of the monitored area and the ships evolving
in it. The events detected on the ships are then sent to the Behaviour Analysis (BEAN)
component in order to be processed.
This chapter also describes the application of MAS4AT in this component. We described
the differences with the generic model presented in chapter 3. In order to reach a
representation closer to the reality, we decomposed MAS4AT into two sub multi-agent
systems, the Operative Multi-Agent System (OpMAS) which represents the monitored
vessels and computes their behaviour values, and the Parameter Multi-Agent System
(PaMAS) representing the events that can happen and manage their values. These values
are learnt by MAS4AT and more specifically by PaMAS, according to operator feedbacks.
Therefore, in I2C, the MAS4AT component is able to use data from the sensors processed
through the intelligent picture and a rule engine into BEAN in order to trigger alert when
the suspicion level on a vessel is too high. This leads to the identification of abnormal
behaviours and the concerned authorities are then able to take actions.
The integration of our agent model in I2C allows us to validate its genericness. Indeed,
the interfaces between MAS4AT and the other components are kept minimal but they are
nonetheless sufficient for OpMAS and PaMAS to fulfil their roles: the alert triggering and
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the learning. Moreover, this integration in an industrial project also validates the concept
and the operation of our multi-agent system.
Finally, this chapter presents the platform Simulators for Alert Triggering. We have
designed SIM4AT as a set of tools designed and implemented in order to test MAS4AT in
real conditions without the inputs from the real components. Indeed, input data are created
by simulators and transmitted to the multi-agent system as would be data from real devices.
SIM4AT is also able to handle the outputs of MAS4AT and compare it with its knowledge in
order to send accurate feedbacks for the learning. This platform is useful to test our model
and, since it is generic, it is usable in order to test other alert triggering systems as long as
they use an event and entity behaviour representation similar to the one in I2C.
Ultimately, the next logical step is to test our multi-agent system to validate its efficiency
regarding two objectives: the learning of the parameter values of the events and the alert
triggering. The first objective is generalized by the learning of a unknown mathematical
function. The second objective is the accurate alert triggering of MAS4AT, meaning it raises
the same alerts as the operators. This is reached by an efficient learnings.
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« A single test which proves some piece of theory wrong is more valuable
than a hundred tests showing that idea might be true. »
Arthur C. Clarke
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The chapter in English starts page 101.
Résumé général du chapitre
Lors des précédents chapitres, nous avons définis le système multi-agent MAS4AT pour
l’apprentissage des paramètres d’une fonction et la levée d’alerte dans un système de surveillance.
Nous avons ensuite détaillé le contexte d’application de ce travail, le projet I2C et les adaptations
nécessaires dans MAS4AT. L’accès aux données réelles n’étant pas possible au moment de ce
manuscrit, nous avons aussi mis en place une plateforme de simulation pour nous permettre de tester
le système en condition.
Il existe plusieurs critères pour tester et évaluer un système : l’adéquation de la solution,
l’utilisation des ressources matérielles, le temps d’exécution, la généricité,/dots Dans le cas de
MAS4AT, les agents doivent être capable de trouver les valeurs des évènements qu’ils représentent
dans un temps limité et avec une utilisation des ressources qui reste faible en raison du grand nombre
de navires et d’évènements. Dans ce chapitre, nous nous concentrons donc sur la convergence des
agents vers les valeurs à trouver.
Dans un premier temps, nous observons la convergence des agent-paramètres dans un cas simple
de manière à valider les mécanismes d’apprentissage et d’ajustement. Cette expérimentation est faite
dans le cas d’un seul évènement puis de trente-trois pour valider le processus avec plusieurs agents.
Nous pouvons observer que les valeurs des agents convergent vers les valeurs à trouver, le tout avec
un nombre limité de retours utilisateurs. Ici, c’est le nombre de retour qui est important et non
le temps de convergence car il peut se passer plusieurs heures, voire plusieurs jours, sans qu’une
situation anormale n’apparaisse.
Une fois l’apprentissage validée, nous avons menées plusieurs expérimentations pour valider
le comportement des agents quand ils sont confrontés à des entités qui suivent des scénarios
comportementaux. Encore une fois, nous pouvons observer la convergence des agents vers les valeurs
à trouver. De plus, les courbes de comportements estimées par les agents sont proches des courbes
"réelles" et les alertes des agents sont cohérentes avec les alertes réelles. Nous pouvons aussi voir
que le nombre de retours des utilisateurs diminue avec le temps et qu’ils sont de plus en plus espacés.
Cela traduit le fait que les agents sont des plus en plus proches des valeurs à trouver et que de moins
en moins de corrections sont nécessaires.
Si la convergence des agents est un aspect important pour MAS4AT, dans un système de
surveillance, il peut y avoir des erreurs, que ce soit intentionnel ou non. Nous avons donc testé
le système avec deux taux d’erreur. Quand il n’y a pas beaucoup d’erreur, le système reste néanmoins
capable de converger et de proposer des valeurs correctes et donc des alertes pertinentes. En revanche,
plus ce taux d’erreurs augmente, moins le système converge et il devient incapable de lever des
alertes. Malgré tout ce fonctionnement est bénéfique au système de surveillance car, si MAS4AT
convergeait, les alertes qu’il lèverait seraient certainement erronées. De même, si les opérateurs
de surveillance acquièrent une nouvelle connaissance et que les évènements n’ont plus la même
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importance, le système doit être capable de prendre en compte les nouvelles valeurs. C’est ce que
montre l’expérimentation suivante.
Enfin, MAS4AT est basé sur des agents en accord avec la théorie des AMAS. Nous avons voulu
confronter le système avec une méthode de résolution d’équation classique, la méthode de Gauss-
Jordan. Nous pouvons remarquer que dans les tests que nous avons menés, la méthode mathématique
nécessite un nombre beaucoup moins important de retours des utilisateurs. Cela doit être balancé par
le fait que le système multi-agent est conu¸ pour être implanté dans un système dynamique. En fait,
le nombre de retours moyen est fixe au cours du temps. Dans le cas de la méthode de Gauss-Jordan,
elle doit être exécutée à chaque itération du système et donc, au final, le nombre de feedback est plus
important. De plus, cette méthode nécessite une connaissance complète du système, ce qui n’est pas
nécessairement le cas dans un système de surveillance.
Ce chapitre détaille et analyse les différentes expérimentations menées en accord avec certains
critÃ¨res explicités dans la première ection. La conclusion résume les résultats et ouvre sur des
perspectives.
5.1 Introduction
In order to validate the MAS4AT agent model that was developed, we have designed
several cases to study, from the learning evaluation to the comparison with another
technique through the evaluation of detection in scenarios and the robustness of the multi-
agent system. The experimentations have been made using SIM4AT plugged to MAS4AT.
The use of MAS4AT allows to represent the complexity of the problem due to the high
number of events provided to MAS4AT. This number is not known beforehand and has to
be handled by the agents. The dynamics of the system is also represented as new events can
appear at any time.
In this chapter, section 5.2 presents the different indicators we used in order to evaluate
MAS4AT. This indicators are both qualitative and quantitative and are well suited to
evaluate the result of the system. Then, in section 5.3, we detail the different case studies
we have designed to perform the experimentations. For each one, a description of the case
study explains the aim of the current evaluation and how it is performed. Then, the results
are presented and analysed in respect of the presented criteria.
Then, in section 5.4 robustness of MAS4AT is tested by the injection of several false
feedbacks and the modification of the values of the events, the values that have to be learnt
by the agents. Finally, section 5.5 compares the results from MAS4AT and the results from a
commonly used mathematical solving technique.
In the end, section 4.5 concludes the chapter and discusses the perspectives of MAS4AT.
It also underlines the advantages of the agent model we have defined.
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5.2 Indicators for the Evaluation of MAS4AT
This section describes the different criteria that are used to evaluate MAS4AT in regard to
its use in the I2C system. Indeed, the first objective of MAS4AT is the triggering of relevant
alerts, according to its knowledge and its representation of the supervised area and entities.
The other objective of our system is its ability to learn the values of the events following the
feedbacks and in order to raiser more and more accurate alerts.
We have designed qualitative and quantitative criteria. The qualitative criteria are
used to study the compliance of MAS4AT with the I2C system requirements. They are
not measurable by themselves. Nonetheless, they are presented in this section since they
represent an important feature of the multi-agent system. On the contrary, the quantitative
criteria are designed to measure the speed and accuracy of the learning performed by the
agents. We focus on the learning and not on the alert triggering because, in MAS4AT,
accurate values for the parameters ensure an accurate alert triggering. Besides, in the I2C
system, alert triggering is the result of abstract knowledge different for each operator, which
is learnt by MAS4AT.
5.2.1 Qualitative criteria
These criteria are subjective ones. Indeed, they are depending on the context and the
domain of the system we want to evaluate. Most of them are coming from, or are inspired
by the software engineering. The qualitative criteria we have designed have two objectives:
first they ensure that MAS4AT is relevant with the other components in the I2C system;
second they ensure that MAS4AT is generic and has a low cost in term of resources.
Adequacy of the solution: The system is adequate when useful for its environment. In the
case of MAS4AT, it means that the system is able to raise alerts when a suspicious
behaviour is detected. The adequacy of the solution can be measured by the distance
from the optimal solution. However, this is difficult to evaluate since in the majority
of cases, the optimal solution is not known. In the literature, scenarios are generally
used for this comparison and the system is validate if it runs on a sufficient numbers of
different scenarios. This "sufficient number" is determined by experts on the domain.
Easy-linking and modularity: One of the requirements of the I2C system is the modularity
of the various components. This is achieved by the observance of the interfaces defined
in the project and specific to each component according to its needs and results.
Therefore, the interfaces for the MAS4AT system are limited to the events and the
feedbacks as possible inputs, respectively from the rule engine and from the operators,
and the alerts for the outputs.
Memory usage: Another requirement is the low memory cost of the component. As the
I2C system must handle thousands of entities and hundreds of possible events, their
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representation may be costly in term of memory and hardware resources. Thus, the
agents have to present a memory usage as low as possible. In MAS4AT, it is reached by
the decentralisation implied by the agents and the use of local algorithms.
Maintainability and usability: The I2C system is due to be used by several operators and
in several contexts. Once implanted in it, MAS4AT should be easy to understand and
maintain by the software engineers that may modify it in order to tune the system
according to their specific needs.
Genericness: MAS4AT has been applied to a maritime surveillance system. However,
we have designed it be generic and we advocate its usability in other domains. The
only requirements are the representation of the entities as agents and their behaviours
as numerical values. Then, the system is applicable to other domains like the air
surveillance –where the relation with maritime surveillance is direct– or networks
surveillance –where the entities might be the nodes of the networks and the events
can be system failures on them.
The main problem of these measures is that they are difficult to represent or evaluate.
They are achieved by the observance of the requirements of the projects, the specifications
and the conventions. In order to assess the efficiency of MAS4AT in term of alert triggering
and learning, we have defined several quantitative criteria.
5.2.2 Quantitative criteria
Contrary to the qualitative ones, the quantitative criteria are objective. They represent
observable measures and the ones withheld here are designed to be especially used to
evaluate the multi-agent component of the system. They can be used to evaluate the
performance of the MAS as well as to validate the strength of the MAS while running.
Parameter convergence: The first criteria is the convergence of the parameters towards
consistent values. During the tests, these values are known and it is easy to observe
and measure the convergence. On the contrary, while running, this observation can be
difficult to do as the real values are not known.
Entity convergence: As for the parameters, we can observe the convergence of each Entity
Behaviour Value towards the real one, meaning the one computed with the known
values of the parameters. Once again, this is easier to observe during the test process.
Global convergence: The global convergence of the system is useful when handling several
tenth of entities and events. Indeed, the observation of each parameter independently
may be difficult. To answer it, we propose to observe the convergence of the largest gap
between the parameter values and the real values. The tinier is this gap, the more the
system is close to the real values.
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Number of tuning: The number of tuning is useful to represent the confidence of the agents
in their solution. On one hand, he more they tune themselves, the less they are confident
since they are still trying to reach accurate values. On the other hand, if they are
performing few tuning, they will have a greater confidence in their solution since this
means that they receive few feedbacks. Thus, the system is able to evaluate the quality
of its solution.
Distance between feedback over time: This measure has been introduced to tackle the
problem of the unknown values when it comes to the observation of the convergence
speed. Since it is not possible, we propose to observe the number of feedbacks sent
by the operators as well as their spacing. Indeed, the more there is time between two
feedbacks, the more MAS4AT is close to the operator representation of situations; on
the contrary, if there are a lot of feedbacks in a short time, this means MAS4AT is often
wrong and the agents are far from the "good" values.
These criteria are used in the following test to validate MAS4AT regarding two aspects:
the parameter value learning and the alert triggering. The comparison of the results for cases
with a few parameters and entities with the results for tenth of parameters and entities also
allows us to validate the strength of our multi-agent system when facing scalability.
5.3 Case Studies: Definitions, Results and Analysis
First, the agent-based model MAS4AT presented in chapter 3 is able to learn the values
of the parameters of an unknown mathematical function –see 3.3.2. The only knowledge of
the system is that the function of the form given by function 5.1. In this function wti is the
known value weighting each parameter while ai is the value of the parameter, the value to
learn.
rt =
n
∑
i=1
ai × wti (5.1)
Second, this function is used to represent the suspicious level of entities –see 3.3.1. Here,
the weight of each parameter is given by the environment of the system and is therefore
known by the system. The resulting Entity Behaviour Value (EBV) allows the system to
trigger alerts towards the operator involved in the maritime surveillance. As the values of
the events are not known, the system has to learn them. It uses feedback from the operators
correcting MAS4AT. Thus, in the I2C surveillance system, MAS4AT should deal with several
entities and it should be able to learn from the operators and raise relevant alerts.
This section presents the tests performed on MAS4AT in order to evaluate and validate
these two features of MAS4AT. First, section 5.3.1 presents the evaluation of the learning of
the parameter of an unknown function. The objective is to validate the learning principle
of our system. Second, section 5.3.2 presents the evaluation of both learning and alert
triggering in real condition. MAS4AT is plugged in SIM4AT which provides a simulation
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of the I2C environment for our multi-agent system. Then, MAS4AT handles several entities
and events and is both able to learn the values of the event parameters and raise alerts.
5.3.1 Validation of the Learning Algorithms
First, MAS4AT is able to learn the parameter values of an unknown function. The only
knowledge on the function is that it can be represented using the formula 5.1. It has to be
noted that we bypass the entity-agents since they are not involved in the learning process,
apart for the feedback transmission.
In chapter 3, we explain that the agents are combined to form an inequality and that the
learning is performed according to this inequality. The idea is that the agents are able to tune
themselves as their result is compliant with the current inequality. So for each time step, a
new inequality is taken into account and the agents eventually have to tune themselves. In
these inequalities, only the values of the weights associated to each events are changing, the
value to learn stay the same over time.
Therefore, the test algorithm for the learning is the following:
generate x event values to learn
Repeat
generate one weight for each parameter of each event
if an event has no agent counterpart then
create a new event-agent
end
AV← result of the function using agent values
RV← result of the function using real values
if notComply(AV,RV) then
Send feedback to the agents
end
Until(Learnt values are equal to values to learn)
The values to learn are generated between 0 and 100. At each time step the result of the
function computed with the agent values is compared to the result computed with the real
value. When the two values are on opposite side of the inequality, a feedback is sent to the
agents. This feedback induces the tuning process of the parameter-agents –see 3.3.2.
This algorithm is used in three cases:
3 First we test the learning process with only one event composed of one parameter.
3 Second, we perform new tests with one event composed of three parameters.
3 Third, we test the learning process with thirty-three events composed of three
parameters each.
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Figure 5.1: Parameter-agent convergence while searching one parameter value.
The first two steps allow us to validate the learning principle both in a generic way and
in the I2C context –where one event contains three parameters. The third case allows us to
test MAS4AT when facing a huge number of events.
First, it has to be noted that each figure below presents the average results of ten running
operations.
Figure 5.1 shows the result of the learning process of MAS4AT for one parameter. Each
time it receives the feedback, the parameter-agent performs a tuning of its value using
the Adaptive Value Tracker (AVT). We can observe the convergence of the parameter-agent
towards the value it has to learn.
On figure 5.1, the green curve represents the mean value learnt by the parameter-agent
during this series of 10 tests and the blue curve represents the value to learn, 27.5. We can
observe that an average number of 9 feedbacks are needed for the parameter-agent to reach
the value to find. The feedbacks are based on the compliance of the parameter-agent with
generated anomalies. This explains why there is not a feedback at each time step and why
the value is learn after 250 iterations. Indeed, in the meanwhile, the agent possesses a value
relevant according to the inequalities, so no feedback is sent.
The results shown on figure 5.1 expose the well functioning of both our method and the
AVT. In MAS4AT, each event participating to the representation of a situation is composed of
three parameters. Thus, figure 5.2 shows the convergence of three parameter-agents towards
their own values to find. When the agents are receiving a feedback, they tune their value
according to the algorithms presented in chapter 3. If they reach a dead-end and no tuning is
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Figure 5.2: Parameter-agent convergences while searching three parameter values.
Figure 5.3: System convergence with 99 parameter-agents.
done, they are able to determine which one of them is the less constraint and force its tuning.
This prevents the system to be inactive for several steps. On the figure, we can observe that
the agents are able to find their values.
On figure 5.2, we can observe the mean convergence for each one of the three parameters
during 10 tests. The value to reach for the initial parameter is 67.6, it is 59 for the increase
parameter and 67.4 for the decrease parameter. With 32 feedbacks on average, the agents
are able to learn the right values using randomly generated inequalities.
These results shows that the decomposition of an event into three parameters has no
impact on the learning process, neither on the results. Ultimately, in the real I2C project,
MAS4AT might be confronted to several tenth of entities and events. Therefore, we
experiment the learning with 33 event-agents, meaning 99 parameter-agents. Figure 5.3
shows the results as the global convergence of the system.
Figure 5.3 illustrates the convergence of the greater error –blue curve– towards 0 with
an average number of 105 feedbacks. It illustrates the convergence of the parameter-agents
towards their value to learn. Indeed, the more the system convergence is close to 0, the
more each parameter-agent is close to its right value. We can also observe some leaps in the
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curve, when the greater error is close to 0 before receding farther away. These are due to
the learning process. Indeed, the tuning of the agents can provoke tuning of agents close to
their values and new feedbacks allow them to reach it again. Examples are at t ' 10000 and
t ' 12000 or t ' 17500 and t ' 18000.
The results we present in this section show that the parameter-agents in MAS4AT are
able to converge towards the real values defined for the tests. Even if the values are not
exactly the same, they are close enough to prevent the appearance of new feedbacks. These
results validate the learning process by self-tuning of the parameter-agents according to
feedbacks. Besides, their encapsulation in event-agents does not impact the results.
5.3.2 Validation of the Alert Triggering
In the previous section, we describe the results allowing us to validate our method of
learning of the parameters of a function. As MAS4AT is designed to be applied into a
surveillance system, we now focus on the alert triggering feature. Using SIM4AT, we build
several entities and one scenario for each. These scenario are randomly created at first, their
meaning is not studied here. Then each entity-agent is able to compute its Entity Behaviour
Value (EBV) and raise an alert towards the Operator Simulator (OS) when this value exceeds
a threshold. During these tests, the threshold value is set to an arbitrary value equals to 800.
The OS compares the alerts with its own knowledge and sends a feedback if it disagrees with
MAS4AT. When a feedback is received by an entity-agent, it is broadcast to the concerned
event-agents, the ones involved in the current situation.
The testing algorithm is the same as the one in the previous section except for the weight
of the events. Indeed, they are not randomly generated but are the consequences of the
scenarios reading by the rule engine simulator. Indeed, following the reception of events,
the entity-agents are able to memorise the number or appearance, of disappearance and the
lasting time of each event.
Then, the event-agents and the parameter-agents are able to tune themselves according
to the feedbacks they receive. The number of feedback is higher since several entities are
using several same events to represent situations from their respective scenario. Second,
each situation is different from the other, meaning than when a feedback is received, all the
agents are not necessarily concerned. Thus, the agents have to cope with it using their skills
and the algorithms described in chapter 3.
We first investigate a simple scenario for a unique entity. The scenario is played once
and the parameter-agents are able to tune themselves during its reading. We observe
the convergence of the parameter-agents as well as the convergence of the EBV. Second,
we investigate the convergence of the EBV of several entities subject to several different
scenarios. We also monitor the number of feedbacks and their distribution.
Figure 5.4 presents the convergence of the system when reading one scenario for one
entity. We can observe that the parameter-agents are able to track down the "real" values
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Figure 5.4: System convergence with one scenario and one entity.
Figure 5.5: Entity Behaviour Computation and Coomparison.
with time. However, this does not show if the resulting alert triggering is correct or not. We
have to study the Entity Behaviour Value (EBV).
Figure 5.5 shows the mathematical curve representing the Entity Behaviour Value (EBV
over time. The blue curve is the EBV computed with the real values while the green curve
is the EBV computed using the agent values. The red line symbolises the alert threshold.
When the EBV is over the threshold, the related entity is in alert, and vice versa. We observe
that the gap between the blue curve and the green one is reducing. Indeed, as the parameter-
agents become more accurate in their value, the computation of EBV is also more and more
precise. As a result, we can observe that when the green line represents an alert by exceeding
the threshold, the agents are able to represent this alert as well.
These two figures allow us to validate both the agent learning when using scenarios and
entity-agents, but also the alert triggering. Indeed, it is a direct consequence to the finding of
the right parameter values. Another metrics is the correlation between successive feedbacks
and the error.
Figure 5.6 shows the time between two successive feedbacks as well as the distance to
the real values when the feedback occurs. We observe that when this error approaches 0,
meaning the parameters are more and more close to the right values, the time between
two successive feedbacks is increasing. This is useful because it shows that less and less
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Figure 5.6: Number of Feedbacks during the process.
corrections are needed. This is another measure showing the convergence of the agents, but
also the confidence of the system in its solution.
In the real final system, MAS4AT might be confronted to several tenth of entities
following various unknown schemes involving several tenth of events. To study the
behaviour of MAS4AT when facing such numbers, we propose an experiment with ten
entities choosing a scenario amongst twenty possible. Each scenario is built using up to
20 events. The entities run their scenario and choose another one once they are done with
the firs one.
The figure 5.7 shows the system convergence. We can observe that the agents are able to
reach accurate values as the largest gap is reducing over time. This way, the learning process
is validated when confronted to several entities and events.
Besides, the alert triggering is also validated in these conditions. Figures 5.8 and 5.9
show two examples of the computation of an Entity Behaviour Value while performing
the current experiment. We can observe that the blue curves –"agent EBV"– are more and
more close to the green ones –"real EBV"–, meaning alerts are more and more accurate and
relevant.
The results in this section show that MAS4AT is able to handle both the learning and the
alert triggering while plunged in a simulated environment. Indeed, the parameter-agents
are able to converge towards accurate values while the entity-agents are able to compute
coherent EBV and raise relevant alerts. While the system is running, less and less feedbacks
are needed meaning that the Operator Simulator more and more agree with MAS4AT.
These results allow us to validate the principle and usability of MAS4AT. Therefore the
system is well suited to answer the requirements of the I2C system: MAS4AT is able to learn
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Figure 5.7: System convergence with 10 entities and 20 possible scenarios.
Figure 5.8: Example of the result of the tuning on the EBV (a).
Figure 5.9: Example of the result of the tuning on the EBV (b).
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Figure 5.10: Global convergence of the system subject to 5% of false feedbacks.
from the real operators and the triggered alerts will be more and more relevant and useful
to them.
5.4 Robustness of MAS4AT
In this section, we test the robustness of MAS4AT to such errors. To reach this goal, we
introduce a false feedback mechanism in MAS4AT. This device randomly sends feedbacks
towards the multi-agent system with a variable probability. We then exposes the results of
the learning and alert triggering performed by the agents regarding both a low rate of error
and a high one.
Besides the false feedbacks, MAS4AT might be subject to the operator change. Indeed,
several operators are involved in a surveillance system. Thus, the operators might consider
one event in different ways: one considers it as banal while the other might consider it
important. In MAS4AT, this is represented by the change of the parameter values of this
events. Therefore, we have to study the impact of this change on the agents and the results
they provide.
We first submit the system to 5% of false feedback, randomly sent to MAS4AT. A false
feedback is a feedback indicating that the agents have to tune themselves while there is
no actual need for it. For example, when the agents do not trigger an alert, the system
could indicate to the agents that one is needed. We observe the impact on the parameter
convergence. This experiment is conducted with 10 event-agents, thus 30 parameter-agents.
Figure 5.10 shows the impact on the system convergence. We can observe that the resulting
curve is similar to the ones in section 5.3.1. Therefore, we can say that there is no visible
impact on the system.
We now study the impact of 80% of false feedbacks, see figure 5.11. In this case, the
system seems highly disturbed and the agents are unable to find the good values. Whenever
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Figure 5.11: Global convergence of the system subject to 80% of false feedbacks.
Figure 5.12: Global convergence of the system subject to changes in the values to find.
the agents are stabilizing around relevant values according to the feedbacks they receive,
another one arrives contradicting all of what has been learnt before. Ultimately, the agents
are not able to propose a solution relevant with the feedbacks since it would be contradictory
with their knowledge.
Finally, we study the impact of a change in the values to find. At time 15000, the real
values are randomly generated again and the agents are not aware of this. Their behaviours
are still the same: self-tuning in reaction to operator feedbacks. We can observe the system
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convergence on figure 5.12. The agents are able to converge towards some values. When
they are changing, there is a leap in the convergence as the largest error might suddenly
increase. But the agents are able to converge again towards the new values. This results
show that the agents are able to cope with change. Indeed, at time 15, we observe a great
disturbance and the parameter-agent values are far from the values to find. But the agents
are able to converge towards the new values in a limited amount of time.
It is important because it can translate a new knowledge in the system or it can mean
that the system is used by another operator that has not the same points of interest than the
previous one. This way, MAS4AT is able to withstand novelty.
These results in the previous section demonstrate the robustness of MAS4AT when
facing false feedbacks, when they are in low quantity. Indeed, the characteristic
tuningEvolution –see chap 3.3.2.2– of the agents ensures that a unique wrong feedback from
time to time is not sufficient to disturb the system. However, when facing a huge amount of
false feedbacks, the system might learn wrong values. The computation of tuningEvolution
is such that several direction indications of the values to find influence the agents in these
directions. However, when facing such quantities of error, the system should be analysed in
order to identify potential issues or malice.
5.5 Comparison with Gauss-Jordan Method
One of the key feature of MAS4AT is the learning of an unknown mathematical function,
more specifically its parameters. To achieve this learning, the agents use equations to
represent the function. When they propose a solution for the first equation, they receive
a feedback indicating if this solution is above or below the real one. Then the agents tune
themselves to comply with the feedback. Finally, they propose a solution for the second
equation, still representing the function to learn, and the process is done again.
Ultimately, learning an unknown mathematical function with MAS4AT is equivalent
to solving an equation system. In this section, we compare MAS4AT to a mathematical
method, the Gauss-Jordan method. First, we detail the method and second, we describe the
experimentations and results.
5.5.1 Equation Solving with Gauss-Jordan Elimination
The common definition of the Gauss-Jordan Method is: In linear algebra, Gaussian
elimination (also known as row reduction) is an algorithm for solving systems of linear equations. It
is one of the most common and known methods for the solving of equation systems with
a high number of parameters and equations. It is a simple method following the manual
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solving. Generally, a equation system is written as:
w1,1a1 + w1,2a2 + · · ·+ w1,nan =b1
w2,1a1 + w2,2a2 + · · ·+ w2,nan =b2
. . . =
wm,1a1 + wm,2a2 + · · ·+ wm,nan=bm
In this system, ai are the unknown parameter to find and wm,n are known coefficients. When
reaching a high number of equations, it could be interesting to write it under a matrix form,
Ax = B with:
A =

w1,1 w1,2 . . . w1,n
w2,1 w2,2 . . . w2,n
. . . . . . . . . . . .
wm,1 wm,2 . . . wm,n
 ; x =

a1
a2
. . .
an
 ; B =

b1
b2
. . .
bn

The first step consists in transforming the matrix A into a triangular one and performing
the same operations onto the lines of vector B. For example, for i > 1, the transformation
Li = Li − wi,1w1,1 × L1
eliminates the unknown variable a1 in any line that is not L1. Then the process is done again
for each line until reaching a triangular matrix. Finally, it is able to solve the last equation
an find the value of an. This value is then reported to the line Ln−1 and so on until reaching
the first line. In the end, the values of in vector B are the values of the parameters ai.
5.5.2 Experimentations
We aim at comparing the results of the Gauss-Jordan method with the results of our
agent-based system MAS4AT. Here are the processes followed for each one.
Gauss-Jordan.
1. Gauss-Jordan Elimination.
2. Propose results.
3. Receive Feedback.
4. If wrong, exclude solution.
5. Loop to 1 until right results.
MAS4AT.
1. Read the first equation.
2. Propose results for the current
equation.
3. Receive Feedback.
4. Tuning of the agent according to the
feedback.
5. Read the next equation.
6. Loop to 2 until right results.
When a solution is reached, we observe the number of feedbacks needed by each method
to reach the right values. It is a numerical representation of the convergence of the system
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towards the solution. Indeed, the more there are feedbacks, the more the system needs time
to find the values. We perform the experimentation on a set of 100 equation systems divided
into two groups: one with three unknown variables and the other one with 99 unknown
variables. The systems are randomly generated.
Figure 5.13: Comparison of MAS4AT learning with Gaussian Method.
Figure 5.13 presents the average number of feedbacks needed for each method and for
each group. We observe that the Gauss-Jordan method requires none feedbacks when
learning the values of three parameters and an average number of 3 feedbacks when
confronted to 99 parameters. Indeed, most of the time, this method is able to find the
right values of an equation system in a single run. On the contrary, MAS4AT requires an
average number of 29 feedbacks –with a deviation of 7– when facing three parameters and
127 feedbacks –with a deviation of 31– for 99 parameters. MAS4AT requires more feedbacks
than the Gaussian elimination. It can be explained by the operation of the multi-agent
system. Indeed, as it takes into account the equations one by one and proposes one solution
at a time, it faces more potential feedbacks. Indeed, mainly in the beginning, the values
proposed by MAS4AT have a higher chance to be false since it does not integrate all the
information yet –meaning it has not taken into account all the equations. However, each
new equation restrains the search space and the number of feedbacks is decreasing over
time.
The results give an advantage to the Gauss-Jordan solving method since it is fastest than
MAS4AT. However, MAS4AT is designed to be plunged in an dynamic environment where
all the related equations are not known beforehand but are rather derived from observations.
Indeed, the equations representing the situations are progressively constructed by the
entity-agents. Our system is then able to propose solutions whenever a new situations
arises while the Gaussian method needs to have at least as many equation as the number of
parameters in the function to learn.
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Even when the system is running since enough time to perform the Gaussian
elimination, each new situation modifies the built equation system and the solving has to
be done again. On the contrary, MAS4AT integrates the new situations as they arrive. This
can be illustrated by the number of mathematical operations performed by the two methods
each time a new situation is integrated.
For the Gauss-Jordan method, the number of operation is in the range of 23 × n3, so it
has a complexity of O(n3), for n parameters. It takes into account the multiplications to
transform the matrix into a triangular one and the divisions to eliminate the variables line
by line. Additions and subtractions are not taken into account since they have a little cost.
As whenever a new situation arises and a new equation is built, the Gauss-Jordan algorithm
has to be run again, this method executes O(n3) operations each time.
On the contrary, when MAS4AT receiving a new situation, MAS4AT performs n
multiplications to compute the Entity Behaviour Value –one multiplication for each
parameter- and 3 × n multiplications during the tuning decision process –for the
computation of tuningEvolution. Therefore, the complexity of MAS4AT is O(n) when
handling a new situation and the related equation. It is because the multi-agent system
reads the equations one by one, as they arrive when the Gauss-Jordan method uses the
whole equation system each time.
There is another issue with the Gauss-Jordan approach, which is a consequence of
the need of the whole equation system. A surveillance system is an open environment,
meaning that all the events are not necessarily known beforehand. Therefore, the number
of parameters in the function to learn is unknown and might not be constant. In this case,
the Gaussian method has to perform a new solving each time a new event is identified in a
situation, providing there are enough equations in the system.
When performing the resolution of an equation system in order to learn the values of
an unknown mathematical function, the Gauss-Jordan method gives better results than our
agent-based model MAS4AT. However, it requires that all the equations are known, as
well as the number of parameters. But in a surveillance system, the equations represent
situations to analyse. Moreover, as a surveillance system is open and dynamic, the
equations are built on the fly, whenever a new situation arises. In this context, the
Gaussian method is not able to efficiently solve the problem since all the new equations
and parameters can appear at any time.
However, MAS4AT is able to propose a solution whenever an equation is integrated.
It also takes into account new parameters when they appear and it is able to learn the
parameter values –i.e. to solve the equations– on the fly. Ultimately, the Gauss-Jordan
method is better than MAS4AT when applied to a close and static system while MAS4AT
performs better in a open and dynamic environment.
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5.6 Conclusion & Perspectives
In this section, we exposed some qualitative and quantitative criteria that might be used
to evaluate the multi-agent system MAS4AT. These criteria could also be classified into
subjective and objective ones, respectively. Subjective because they are dependent on the
domain and what we need the system to do. On the other hand, there are objective criteria
that consist in measures allowing the evaluation of the system while it runs.
Then, we exposed the results of the evaluation of MAS4AT using SIM4AT. The point of
these experimentations is to validate the principle as well as its running in real conditions.
Starting from the learning of the parameter, the results show that MAS4AT is able to track
the correct value in a finite amount of time. This validate the learning process. The
comparison with a mathematical method shows that a common simple method is more
efficient than our self-tuning based learning. However, the strength of a multi-agent system
appears when facing a dynamic and open system.
Thus, MAS-based methods are well suited when applied to a surveillance system since
they often exhibit these two characteristics amongst others. If the learning is a useful feature
in such systems, the central point is the alert triggering. We have obtained positive results
when testing MAS4AT in real conditions and for this specific aspect of the system. Indeed,
the parameter-agents are able to find the right values for the entity-agent to compute
accurate Entity Behaviour Values. These values are then used to estimate the suspicious
level of an entity and raise an alert if needed.
Moreover, several operators might use a surveillance system and their knowledge and
representation of the world is evolving and changing. We provide tests showing that
MAS4AT is able to cope with these changes but also with errors and wrong feedbacks.
MAS4AT is able to tune its parameters according to feedbacks and in real time, even
if several errors are sent to it, or if the values to learn have changed.
Finally, we have compared the learning results of MAS4AT to the Gauss-Jordan solving
method when the system has to learn the parameter values of an unknown mathematical
function. This function is represented by an equation system and the Gaussian method is
a classical mathematical tool to solve such a system. If MAS4AT is able to learn the right
values, the Gaussian resolution is faster than our multi-agent system. Indeed, our system
proceeds step by step when the GJ method is based on matrix computations. However, we
identified two issues to the Gaussian solving that prevent it to be applied in a maritime
surveillance system:
3 The amount of computation to do is greater than MAS4AT. This can be an issue when
the resources are scarce and the learning has to be done in real-time.
3 The Gaussian method is not able to cope with open dynamic environments since it
needs the whole equation system and a known number of parameter to be efficient.
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Therefore, our system MAS4AT performs better in the context of a surveillance system.
Indeed, it is able to handle the dynamics and openness of the system by taking into account
each new situation as they arrive, and propose a solution to the related function. It also
handles new events –and thus new parameters in the function to learn– and integrates
them in its solution. Ultimately, MAS4AT has a low cost in term of resources and it is able
to learn the parameter in real-time, i.e. while the system is running.
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Conclusion Générale
The conclusion in English starts page 125
Une conclusion. . .
AL’ORIGINE de ce travail, il y avait les systèmes de surveillance. De nos jours, ilssont de plus en plus présents et de plus en plus complexes, que ce soit les zones
ou les entités surveillées ou les possibilités qu’ils offrent. Nous avons identifié un point
intéressant dans ce genre de système, la levée d’alerte. Actuellement, les alertes sont
levées par des opérateurs humains, mais il y a plusieurs défauts et limites : le nombre
croissant d’entités et d’événements possibles sont de plus en plus difficiles à prendre en
compte par l’esprit humain. Et quand on pense à automatiser le système, la question du
processus d’apprentissage se pose : la valeur et l’importance des événements font partie de
la connaissance inconsciente des utilisateurs, de leur expérience, et il est ainsi difficile de les
apprendre. De plus, le système n’est pas nécessairement connu dans son ensemble alors que
les techniques d’apprentissage existantes ont besoin de jeux de test et d’entraînement précis
et portant sur un environnement connu.
Dans cette thèse, nous proposons un système multi-agent générique pour la levée
d’alerte. C’est une application de la théorie des AMAS, théorie basée sur la généricité, la
simplicité et la distribution des tÃ¢ches. Cela garanti aussi la robustesse et le flexibilité
de notre système. Dans cette conclusion, nous exposons dans un premier temps les
contributions, à la fois applicatives et scientifiques, de cette thèse avant de proposer
plusieurs voies pour améliorer ce travail et les axes de recherches associés.
Contributions applicatives
La contribution principale de notre recherche, dans le cadre applicatif, est la définition
d’une architecture d’agents générique pour la levée d’alerte, représentée par le modèle
MAS4AT (Multi-Agent System for Alert Triggering). Cette architecture a ensuite été
implémenté dans un système réel. En effet, cette thèse s’inscrit dans le cadre du projet
européen I2C où notre modèle est appliqué et utilisé.
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Premièrement, nous avons définis une situation dans un système de surveillance. Nous
sommes partis sur principe qu’une situation à un moment donné et pour une entité donnée
est le résultat d’une accumulation de plusieurs événements. Ainsi, les opérateurs impliqués
sont capable d’associer une importance à chaque événement identifié et ils l’utilisent ensuite
pour déterminer si un situation requiert une intervention ou non. Cette importance peut être
donnée par une valeur numérique, ainsi une situation peut être définie par une fonction
mathématique qui cumule l’importance de tous les événements impliqués dans la dite
situation. Le résultat de cette fonction peut ensuite représenter le niveau de suspicion de
la situation et donc de l’entité concernée. Dans MAS4AT, chaque agent-entité est capable de
représenter la situation dans laquelle il se trouve en utilisant la fonction 5.2 et donc d’évaluer
son propre niveau de suspicion, sa valeur de comportement (EBV).
EBVt =
n
∑
i=1
ei × wti (5.2)
Deuxièmement, nous avons conçu des agents pour représenter et apprendre la
connaissance des opérateurs qui utilisent le système de levée d’alertes. Ainsi, le système
est capable d’apprendre de ses erreurs et de lever des alertes de plus en plus pertinentes.
En effet, les opérateurs sont capable d’associer une importance à chaque événement
mais cette importance est souvent, voire toujours issue de l’expérience et est donc
relativement abstraite. Ainsi, il est difficile de demander une valeur numérique pour
chaque événement. Le système MAS4AT est capable d’apprendre ces valeurs tandis qu’il
fonctionne. L’apprentissage utilise des règles de coopération locales et des comportements
d’agents issus de la théorie des AMAS. Dans notre système, l’apprentissage est équivalent à
la résolution d’un système d’inéquations. Les résultats que nous avons obtenus valident
l’utilité et les avantages de MAS4AT dans un environnement ouvert, dynamique et
complexe. Ils soulignent aussi que des comportements simples et locaux peuvent permettre
de résoudre des problèmes complexes pour lesquels aucune solution ou aucun modèle
générique n’est connu.
En plus de MAS4AT, notre travail propose un modèle d’agent pour tester les processus
d’apprentissage d’un système de surveillance. La plateforme de simulation SIM4AT
propose des outils pour la création d’événements et de scénarios pour simuler les entrées
d’un système réel. De plus, la plateforme est capable de simuler les utilisateurs du système
ainsi que les retours qu’ils pourraient envoyer pour l’apprentissage.
Contributions scientifiques
Notre travail a aussi permis d’apporter quelques contributions scientifiques. La première
est la définition d’un modèle à base d’agent selon la théorie des AMAS. Cela met en évidence
l’adéquation de la théorie quand il s’agit de représenter un système complexe en utilisant
des agents locaux. Et l’application à la surveillance maritime valide le principe de base de
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ce domaine.
La deuxième contribution concerne la représentation d’une situation. Dans le sens
commun, une situation est une combinaison de circonstances à un moment donné. En effet,
on représente souvent une situation comme étant un ensemble d’événements et d’états,
chacun étant identifié, connu et sémantiquement défini. Mais dans la majorité des système,
cette connaissance complète n’est pas disponible et ce genre de représentation ne peut pas
intégrer le système dans son ensemble. En conséquence, nous proposons de conserver la
combinaison d’événements mais de laisser de côté la signification. Chaque événement a un
agent pour le représenter et les agents sont capables de se combiner les uns avec les autres
pour former une situation.
De plus, chaque agent-événement est capable de fournir une valeur numérique qui
traduit sont importance. In fine, dans MAS4AT, nous proposons de représenter une situation
en utilisant une valeur numérique qui est le résultat de la combinaison des événements
représentés par des agents. L’organisation des agents se fait selon la fonction mathématique
qui définis la dite combinaison. Cette méthode permet au système de s’affranchir de
l’interprétation des événements et c’est aussi un moyen efficace pour gérer l’apparition de
nouveaux événements en temps réel.
Notre troisième contribution scientifique est une conséquence directe de cette
représentation à base d’agent et concerne l’apprentissage. La valeur numérique permettant
d’évaluer une situation est le résultat d’une fonction mathématique. Dans cette fonction,
le poids de chaque événement est connu, mais pas la valeur de l’événement. En effet,
cette valeur dépend du contexte du système, de l’utilisateur,. . . Qui plus est, le nombre
d’événements pour une situation donnée n’est pas connu à l’avance. Les systèmes existants
se basent sur des données d’entraînement et effectuent des comparaisons entre ces données
et les observations faites. L’état de l’art a montré le manque d’un apprentissage dynamique
et en temps réel dans ce genre de système. Ainsi, nous proposons de doter nos agents
d’un ensemble de capacités et d’attributs pour leur permettre de pallier à ce manque. Cet
apprentissage s’inspire des techniques d’apprentissage par renforcement et les agents sont
capables de modifier leurs paramètres en fonction des retours qu’ils perçoivent.
En résumé, nous proposons un modèle d’agents avec deux points d’intérêt :
3 la représentation d’une situation par la combinaison d’événements qui sont
représentés et évalués par des agents ;
3 une méthode d’apprentissage par auto-ajustement des agents de MAS4AT et en
accord avec les retours des utilisateurs.
Il faut noter que la théorie des AMAS nous a permis de nous concentrer sur les
interactions et les connaissances locales des agents. Cela signifie que nous avons pu
résoudre le problème complexe et dynamique qu’est la levée d’alerte en utilisant des
mécanismes simples et locaux.
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Perspectives applicatives
D’un point de vue applicatif, nos perspectives sont :
3 la validation de MAS4AT lors de son intégration dans le système I2C permettant
de tester l’apprentissage et la levée d’alertes en condition réelle et confrontés à des
opérateurs réels ;
3 nous pensons notre système suffisamment générique pour être utilisé dans d’autres
domaines et il peut être intéressant d’étudier cet aspect plus avant en appliquant
MAS4AT dans d’autre système de surveillance ;
3 la représentation proposée pour uns situation peut sembler restrictive mais elle est
adéquate dans le cadre d’un système de surveillance, mais nous pouvons penser à des
équations plus complexes pour représenter d’autres types de systèmes et l’étude du
comportement de MAS4AT peut être significative dans ce cas ;
3 pour décider de lever une alerte, les agent-entités se réfèrent à un seuil fixe qui est un
paramètre important, ainsi il faudrait mener une étude concernant l’impact de ce seuil
sur l’apprentissage.
Perspectives scientifiques
D’un point de vue applicatif, nos perspectives sont :
3 des agents plus confiants dans MAS4AT ; ils réagissent à des stimulus pour s’ajuster et
les règles de coopérations obligent l’agent le moins contraint à effectuer un ajustement
et des études en ce qui concerne les croyances de l’agent par rapport à ces contraintes
peuvent être intéressantes ;
3 au delà d’une confiance,les agents peuvent être plus actifs à l’attention des utilisateurs
en leur proposant des solutions quand un cas semble insoluble par faute de données
manquantes ;
3 de plus, les opérateurs sont en relation directe avec les agents. Ainsi, il pourrait être
intéressant d’étudier l’impact de leur méfiance envers les agents ; c’est un travail qui
possède des implications philosophiques et sociologiques ;
3 l’amélioration du processus d’apprentissage ; les agents sont tels qu’ils sont simples
et peuvent s’ajuster en fonction de feedbacks, ce qui les rend capable d’apprendre les
valeurs des paramètres d’une fonction mathématique ; il faut étudier plus avant les
décisions et les actions des agents en vue d’améliorer leur apprentissage, et par la suite,
soumettre le système à plus de critères d’évaluation.
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« I never learned from a man who agreed with me. »
Robert A. Heinlein
THIS work started with surveillance systems. They are more and more presentnowadays, and they are more and more complex, from the areas and entities they
monitor to the features they exhibit. We identified a point of interest in such system: the alert
triggering. It is currently performed by human operators but it shows several limits: the
growing numbers of entities and the growing number of events are both hard to handle by
the human spirit. And when automating the alert triggering, questions arise on the learning
process: values and importance of events are an unconscious knowledge of the users, thus
they are difficult to learn. Besides, the whole system is not necessarily known or represented
and actual learning techniques need accurate training data and world representation, if not
both.
In this thesis, we propose a generic multi-agent system for alert triggering. This is an
instantiation of the AMAS theory based on genericness, simplicity and tasks distribution.
This also provides robustness and flexibility to our system.
In this conclusion, we first expose the contributions of this thesis, both applicative and
scientific. Then we propose several axes to improve this work and the related research. In
the end, a few personal words concludes this manuscript.
Applicative Contributions
The main applicative contribution of our research is the definition of an agent generic
architecture for alert triggering, MAS4A4T (Multi-Agent System for Alert Triggering). This
architecture has then been instantiated in a real system. Indeed, this work also takes place
into the European Project I2C where a working implementation of our model is used.
First, we designed the representation of a situation in a surveillance system. We assess
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that a situation at a given time and for a given entity is the result of the accumulation of
several events. Thus, the operators involved are able to associate an importance to each
identified event, and they use it to determine if the situation is worth the investigation or
not. This importance can be represented as a numerical value. Thus, a situation can be
represented as a mathematical function cumulating the different importance of each event
involved in it. The result of this function may then represent the suspicious level of the
situation. In MAS4AT, each entity-agent is able to represent its current situation using a
mathematical function –cf. 5.3– and to assess its own suspicious level, its Entity Behaviour
Value (EBV).
EBVt =
n
∑
i=1
ei × wti (5.3)
Second, we designed agents to represent and learn the knowledge of the operators using
the alert triggering system. This allows the system to learn from its errors and raise more and
more relevant alerts. Indeed, the operators are able to associate an importance to each event,
but this is often, not to say always, an abstract importance coming from the experience. Thus
it is difficult to ask for a numerical value for each one. MAS4AT is able to learn the values
of the events from the operator while running. This learning uses local cooperation rules
and behaviours from the event-agents and parameter-agents, as introduced by the Adaptive
Multi-Agent System Theory.
In our system, the learning is equivalent to solving a system of inequality. The results
we have obtained validate the usefulness and the benefits of MAS4AT in a dynamic, open
and complex environment. Finally, the results underline the fact that simple and local agent
behaviours can solve complex problem where no models or generic solutions are known.
In addition to MAS4AT, our work propose an agent model to test learning processes of a
surveillance system. The SIMulation for Alert Triggering (SIM4AT) is a simulation platform
providing tools for the creation of events and scenarios to simulate the inputs from a real
surveillance systems. SIM4AT is also able to simulate the operator user of the system as well
as the feedbacks he may send.
Scientific Contributions
Our works also bring some scientific contributions. The first one is the definition of the
MAS4AT agent model based on the AMAS theory. It highlights the adequacy of the theory
when it comes to represent a complex system using local agents. The application in maritime
surveillance validate the principle in this domain.
Second, we propose a new approach to the representation of a situation. The common
sense of situation is the combination of circumstances at a given moment. Indeed, a situation
is often represented as a set of events and states, each one being identified, known and
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semantically defined. But in the majority of system, the whole knowledge of the system is
not available and this kind of representation could not integrate the whole system. Thus,
we propose to keep the event combination but let apart the meaning of them. Each event
identified event has an agent counterpart and the agents are able to combine themselves in
order to form a situation.
Moreover, each event-agent is able to provide a numerical value translating the
importance of the agent. Finally, in MAS4AT, we propose to represent a situation by a
numerical value resulting from the combination of event represented by agents. The agent
organisation is made according to a mathematical function describing the said combination.
This method allow the system to be independent from the interpretation and the meaning of
the event. This is also an efficient way to handle new events as they appear without having
to design a new event each time.
Third, as a direct consequence of the event-agent representation, the learning in MAS4AT
is also a contribution. The numerical value assessing a situation is the result of a
mathematical function. In this function, the weight of each event is known, by not the value
of the events. Indeed, these values are depending on the context of the system, the user,
. . . And more, the number of events in a given situation is not known beforehand. Existing
systems are based on training data to perform comparisons with the observations. The state
of the art shows a lack in a dynamic and real-time learning in such systems. Therefore we
propose skills and characteristics for our agents to make them able to learn in real-time in a
dynamic system. This learning is based on reinforcement learning techniques and the agents
are able to tune themselves according to feedbacks.
To sum up, we propose a agent model with two main scientific interests:
3 The representation of a situation by the combination of events represented and valued
by agents. This also allows to assess the situation.
3 A learning method by self-tuning of the agents in MAS4AT. This tuning is set off by
feedbacks from the user of the system, or by the incorporating system.
It has to be noted that the AMAS theory allowed us to focus on the local interactions
and knowledge of the agents. This means that starting from the global dynamic and
complex problem of alert triggering and learning, we finally solve it using simple and local
mechanisms. This is all the paradox and main interest of the AMAS.
Contribution Evaluation
This work aimed to fill a gap in the existing surveillance systems. Indeed, surveillance
systems are widely developed and used in the world, however the state of the art underlines
several lacks. The currently used systems are designed for specific domains and contexts.
They rely on the knowledge of the system they represent and on training data to be efficient.
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There is no generic system and for each new one, the whole design process is to be done
again from the start.
Furthermore, the majority of these systems have difficulties to face the dynamics and
openness of the real world they monitor. This can be addressed at a high cost in term of
resources and computation time, even in term of efficiency and accuracy.
Thus, we proposed MAS4AT, an agent model for alert triggering. The agents are fulfilled
with local goals, interactions and knowledge matching the events and monitored entities in
surveillance systems. MAS4AT has been designed to takes place into an existing project
of maritime surveillance and the first results are very encouraging. Indeed, our system
seems well suited to face the dynamics and the complexity of the real world application and
representation.
Ultimately, the application of our works emphasizes our scientific contributions. This
work is completed but has yet to be integrated in the real system. This bring out new
challenges and several perspectives.
Applicative Perspectives
Our perspectives at the applicative level are:
3 The validation of MAS4AT by integrating it in the I2C system and more specifically
in the Behaviour Analysis component. This integration is needed to validate both
the learning and the alert triggering of our system in real condition. Indeed, the
confrontation with the operators and the real system is a central point of our future
works. Besides, it would be interesting to conduct more studies on the robustness of
the MAS when subject to errors.
3 More than the integration and the running in the I2C system, we think our system
generic enough to be used in other contexts and domains. It could be interesting to
study this aspect of our system furthermore. So we would like to apply MAS4AT to
another surveillance system.
3 The representation of a situation we propose, a sum of products representing the
cumulation of events, may be seen as restrictive. This is adequate for the representation
of situations in a surveillance system. However, we can imagine more complex
functions (integrals, differential equations,. . . ) to use in other kinds of systems.
Therefore, one possible study could be the uses and results of MAS4AT concepts and
agents using a different representation of situations and behaviours.
3 To decide if an entity-agent has to trigger an alert, it refer itself to a fixed threshold. An
interesting study to come is the impact of the threshold. It seems that it has none on
the learning process, but still, this is an important variable by its meaning.
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3 SIM4AT has been designed to simulate the environment of MAS4AT and test it. We
have made it generic so that it is usable with other surveillance systems using the same
representation of events and entities. As it is a prototype, the extension of SIM4AT is an
interesting work. The objective is to take into account several representations without
an extensive external intervention. However, SIM4AT has been useful to conduct our
experimentations and the validation of our propositions.
3 Both MAS4AT and SIM4AT has been designed to be used by non AMAS/MAS experts.
The interactions with the users are kept simple but it would be of help to highlights the
remaining issues and challenge in order to improve our system. This also constitutes a
validation of the intuitive use of the AMAS.
Scientific Perspectives
Our perspectives at the applicative level are:
3 More confident agents. In MAS4AT, the agents are designed to react to stimuli, the
feedbacks, to tune themselves. There is cooperation as well when none of the agents
reacts and they are then able to determine the less constraint among them. However,
each agent is able to provide a confidence in its result. Future works will be conducted
on the impact of the critical level and the tuning history of the agents.
3 More than their confidence, the agents could be made more proactive towards the users.
When reaching a deadlock, the agents assume that they it is their fault. However, there
can be several external causes: missing data, wring observation, malignancy,. . . For
this reason, we are interested in the improvement of the agents to find the external
solutions of encountered issues.
3 Speaking of external causes, the operators are in direct relation with the agents.
Therefore, an interesting study would be the impact of the questioning of the operator
by the agents. This work should involve philosophical and sociological works as well.
3 Improve the learning process. The agents of MAS4AT are designed to be simple and
perform a tuning according to feedbacks. With this, they are able to learn the parameter
values of a mathematical function. More studies on the learning process and the agents
decision and action have to be conducted in order to refine it. Besides, more criteria
should be investigating to further prove the principle of MAS4AT, and thus helping
its improvement.
Thoughts about Emergent Learning
My personal thoughts on the learning process we have imagined, designed and
implemented are that it is emergent. There are several definition of emergence but they
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all have in common the surprise element. Taking the dictionary definition, emergence is a
sudden appearance. In several domains the emergence appears when several simple systems
act together and a complex behaviour appears without being predictable, or hardly.
Multi-agent systems are well suited to design emergent system, and the AMAS theory
is built around this concept. Local interaction and local behaviours leading to an emergent
complex function to solve complex systems. In MAS4AT, the parameter-agents and the
event-agents are designed according to this theory: only local knowledge and interactions.
Besides, they only learn their own value and have no idea of the common objective.
However, the final system is able to provide right and accurate values for each parameter of
each event.
From my point of view, emergence can be found here. We do not ask the agent to learn
the values of a function, we made them reacting to stimuli to adapt themselves. We have
no control on how they search the value and on their decision to do so. Nevertheless, the
efficiency of this learning is to be found here.
Final words
Multi-Agent System. Five years ago, these three words mean nothing to me. It took the
Master degree and these four year works to begin to grasp it. Now, I think this an elegant
and efficient way to solve complex problems or to build complex simulations.
Furthermore, introducing to me the notions of cooperation between the agents, my work
within the SMAC team led me to an understanding of the AMAS theory. On paper, it has it
all: simple local mechanisms and agent cooperation are enough to build complex systems.
It is now our work, me and the other members of the team, to formalise it and make this
theory a new paradigm. I have to thank my supervisors and also the other professors and
PhD Students for the discovery of this new way of thinking. I am convinced it can only
improve in the future.
I would just finish by something I observed and experienced myself. If cooperation leads
to the emergence of new ideas, of results, it may take several faces. Indeed, cooperation
is working together. Commonly, it means to put various skills together to reach a higher
goal. In research, skills and knowledge are brought by the member of the research team.
But I found that, sometimes, confrontation and disagreement is a better way to reach
understanding and new solutions. Finally, maybe cooperation is not working together for a
solution but rather let it emerge whatever the way is.
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Agent: An autonomous cooperative entity able to perceive its environment, decide for a
course of action and act to pursue it.
Anomaly: An anomaly is something that is not expected, a deviation from the normality.
It can be the consequence of a failure, of a malicious act,. . . . It has to be investigated
in order to put the things back as normal. The section 3.3 introduces the anomaly-
agent, which is an agent built to represent its real-world counterpart in our multi-agent
system.
Common Operational Traffic Picture: A visual representation of the monitored ships for
the project I2C. This also associates each ship with all the information gathered and
aggregated on it.
Entity: An entity is what is monitored in a surveillance systems and it has expected
behaviours. As said previously, an entity may be abstract or concrete. The section 3.3
introduces the entity-agent, which is an agent built to represent its real-world
counterpart in our multi-agent system.
Entity Behaviour Value: The entity behaviour value is a numerical value we have
introduced in order to value the observations on the monitored entities (see
section 3.3.1). The higher is this value, the higher the entity has a suspicious behaviour.
Event: An event is an information on a monitored entity. This can be the addition of
an information (name, identification, color, origin,. . . ) but also a modification of the
current state of the entity (stop, running, high speed, . . . ). Potentially, for each piece of
information we can aggregate on a given entity, there is a corresponding event.
Operator: An operator is a human user of the system, considered as an expert in the
corresponding domain. The operator is in charge of the analysis, or the analysis of
the analysis of a situation, as well as the decision of actions to perform.
Parameter: The parameter is a notion introduced in section 3.3 and serve as an indication
on a related anomaly. More precisely, for each anomaly, three parameters have
been identified [Mano et al., 2010]: the initial parameter, called init, representing the
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importance of the anomaly when it appears; the increment parameter, called incr,
representing the growing importance of the anomaly while it lasts; the decrement
parameter, called decr, representing the decreasing importance of the anomaly once it
has disappeared. These are more detailed in section 3.3.1. The section 3.3 introduces
the parameter-agents, which are agents built to represent these parameters.
Situation: A situation is a set of events at a given time and happening on one ore more
entities. For example, a red ship called Drug Dealer has stopped in open sea next to a
ship called Drug Seller. This situation might be worth an investigation.
Weight: The weight is a numerical value associated to an anomaly and translating its global
importance according to the associated parameters and the given situation. This is
detailed in section 3.3.1.
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